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Layer1 Security Controls

		ArcelorMittal IT Control Reference				IT Risk(s) to be addressed 
(Threat + Vulnerability
 => Potential Impact)		Applicability of Control (Application / Infrastructure / Both)		Control Objectives
(Requirements)		Optional
Recommendations		
Implementation Compliance		
#		
ISO27002 Clause		
#		
ISO27002 Objective		
#		
ISO27002 Control		
Name of former IT Security Policy

		Level		Number

		L1		SC001		Malicious codes can run and cause serious damages to systems and data involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Infrastructure		Malware protection software must be installed, running and up-to-date on all workstations and servers, including all e-mail infrastructure (protecting mailboxes).
Systems that cannot comply have to be isolated from the global network.
On-demand scans must be planned at least once a month.
AUTORUN must be disabled for all interface & media types.
Potential malicious file-types attachments of incoming emails from external parties must be blocked.
Malware protection software must be installed, running and up-to-date on all Internet proxies (HTTP/FTP).		- Botnet detection software should be installed, running and up-to-date on all Internet access points.
		Please select one choice		10		COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT		10.4		PROTECTION AGAINST MALICIOUS AND MOBILE CODE

Objective: To protect the integrity of software and information.		10.4.1		Controls against malicious code

Detection, prevention, and recovery controls to protect against malicious code and appropriate user awareness procedures should be implemented.		8.2 Controls against malicious Software
9.4 Mobile Computing and teleworking
9.6 Network access Control
12.4.4 Infrastructure Mgt Svcs - Windows Configuration Management
12.6.1 Filtering and Anti-virus

		L1		SC002		Security protections can be bypassed by exploiting vulnerabilities and cause serious damages to systems and data involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		All important and critical security patches must be installed in a timely manner on all servers and workstations, and on all devices exposed to attacks from Internet.
Business workstations have to be patched in a 2 weeks timeframe after patch release.
Business servers have to be patched 45 days maximum after patch release.
Production-oriented workstations and servers have to be patched 3 months maximum after patch release.
Systems that cannot comply have to be isolated from the global network.		- Pro-actively plan for intervention timeframes.
- All important and critical security patches should be installed in a timely manner on all devices exposed to attacks from all external networks (Internet, third parties, public networks...) with a greater priority.
- All unused applications, services and ports should be disabled.		Please select one choice		12		INFORMATION SYSTEMS ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE		12.6		TECHNICAL VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To reduce risks resulting from exploitation of published technical vulnerabilities.		12.6.1		Control of technical vulnerabilities 

Timely information about technical vulnerabilities of information systems being used should be obtained, the organization's exposure to such vulnerabilities evaluated, and appropriate measures taken to address the associated risk.		9.6 Network access Control
10.4 Security of System Files
12.2.1 Isolation Services - DMZ
12.4.4 Infrastructure Mgt Svcs - Windows Configuration Management

		L1		SC003		Security protections can be bypassed by exploiting vulnerabilities and cause serious damages to systems and data involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		Out-of-support systems must be regularly reported to business management (at least annually) as soon as the end-of-support date is known, with a clear risk description of extending usage subsequently.		- Out-of-support systems should be upgraded or isolated/protected from the network because no security patches are available to remove vulnerabilities.
- Install & use only compliant, up-to-date and hardened operating system, security software and applications		Please select one choice		12		INFORMATION SYSTEMS ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE		12.6		TECHNICAL VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To reduce risks resulting from exploitation of published technical vulnerabilities.		12.6.1		Control of technical vulnerabilities 

Timely information about technical vulnerabilities of information systems being used should be obtained, the organization's exposure to such vulnerabilities evaluated, and appropriate measures taken to address the associated risk.		12.4.2 Infrastructure Mgt Svcs: Life cycle Management of IT infrastructure

		L1		SC004		The Internet community can access internal systems and data, and cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Infrastructure		All Internet access points must be protected by stateful inspection firewalls with rules such as "Everything is prohibited except... duly authorized traffic" for both ingress and egress communications, in accordance with the Internet access point usage (see guidance).
Protocols dedicated to illegal download of protected media must be blocked (e.g. peer-to-peer networks).
A URL filtering mechanism must be deployed to prevent users from accessing dangerous and unauthorized Internet sites.
Vulnerability scans must be regularly done for Internet facing systems & web applications.
Intrusion Prevention Systems must be added.				Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.4		NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to networked services.		11.4.5		Segregation in networks

Groups of information services, users, and information systems should be segregated on networks.		12.2.2 Isolation Services - Firewalls

		L1		SC005		Third parties can access internal systems and data, and cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Infrastructure		All network connections with third party networks must be appropriately isolated, only allowing duly authorized traffic.
Filtering rules must authorize only documented communications and must be regularly reviewed.
Only duly authorized third parties must be able to access AM internal network.		- The authorized traffic should also be analyzed by Intrusion Prevention Systems.		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.4		NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to networked services.		11.4.5		Segregation in networks

Groups of information services, users, and information systems should be segregated on networks.		12.2.0 Isolation of Uncontrolled Parties

		L1		SC006		External parties can access internal systems and data, and cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Infrastructure		All wireless installations must be approved by IT management after verifying they are correctly secured. Wireless LAN must implement up-to-date/secured encryption and authentication mechanisms (WEP is NOT secured for WiFi access points).		- IT management should re-approve all wireless installations on a yearly basis.
- "Ad-hoc" connection should be disabled on WiFi clients		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.4		NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to networked services.		11.4.5

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.4.5 + see also controls 11.4.6 and 11.4.7		Segregation in networks

Groups of information services, users, and information systems should be segregated on networks.

		L1		SC007		Non-trusted systems and people can access internal systems and data, and cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.
A problem on one single device can impact local services and spread to other locations and services.		Infrastructure		Only internally controlled computers are allowed to access the internal network without authorization from an ArcelorMittal guarantor.
No external people are allowed to use ArcelorMittal systems without authorization from an ArcelorMittal guarantor.
All ArcelorMittal Business workstations must have a personal firewall installed and activated, using an Enterprise Architecture standard.
Systems must be segregated by functional need through physical or logical network segmentation.
All exceptions should be handled using a specific process approved by the Group C&S Office.		- Devices connected to the internal network shouldn't be able to simultaneously connect directly to any public network (Internet, ...) using another connection (modem, GPRS, 3G, wireless, …)		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.4		NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to networked services.		11.4.6		Network connection control

For shared networks, especially those extending across the organization’s boundaries, the capability of users to connect to the network should be restricted, in line with the access control policy and requirements of the business applications (see 11.1).

		L1		SC008		Unauthorized people can find and use credentials from somebody else and cause significant damages to systems and data involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		Identification/Authentication
- Personal UserIDs must be used, not generic or shared accounts
- The identity of the requestor must be duly verified before providing an account
- Temporary accounts must be defined for fixed-term contracts to ensure that these are automatically terminated after a predetermined period
- Reliable Access Control System must be used
- Credentials must never be transmitted in cleartext on external networks		Identification/Authentication
- The Operating System authentication system should be used whenever possible
- Authentication system should follow good practices (see guidance)

Password
- The locked user accounts should be automatically unlocked after 10 minutes to avoid denial of service attacks
- Additional complexity requirements should be enforced for privileged accounts' passwords (length, special characters…)
- Password should not rely on series (111111 or aaaaa), keyboard progression (qwerty), dictionary words, login name or other personal information		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.2		USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Objective: To ensure authorized user access and to prevent unauthorized access to information systems.		11.2.3		User password management

The allocation of passwords should be controlled through a formal management process.		9.1 Business Requirements for access controls
9.7 Operating System Access Control
10.2 Security in Application Systems
12.3.1 Identity Permission Mgt Svcs - Passwords
12.3.2 Identity and permissions Mgt Svcs: Directory Services

										Password
- For all users, a password of minimum 8 alphanumerical characters (with a mixed case of alphabetic characters and numbers) must be enforced
- For users with administration rights, an additional account dedicated only to administrative tasks must be used						11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.3		USER RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To prevent unauthorized user access, and compromise or theft of information and information processing facilities.		11.3.1		Password use

Users should be required to follow good security practices in the selection and use of passwords.

										- The user account must be locked after a maximum of 6 invalid consecutive attempts
- The password must expire after 90 days in order to force users to change it.
- The new password must be different than the 5 last passwords used
- First or newly issued passwords must be expired forcing user password change at first logon
- Password change must not be allowed more than once a day
- Computers must be automatically locked after a limited period of inactivity						11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.5		OPERATING SYSTEM ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to operating systems.		11.5.2		User identification and authentication

All users should have a unique identifier (user ID) for their personal use only, and a suitable authentication technique should be chosen to substantiate the claimed identity of a user.

										Password on Mobile Devices
- A password of minimum 4 digits must be enforced
- Automatic lock after 15 minutes of inactivity
- Auto-wipe after 10 consecutive failed password attempts
- Remote wipe must be enabled
Process
- A formal process must be in place for any new and renewed password (identification of user + delivery of password)						11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.5		OPERATING SYSTEM ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to operating systems.		11.5.3		Password management system

Systems for managing passwords should be interactive and should ensure quality passwords.

		L1		SC009		Unauthorized people can access systems, applications and data, and cause important damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		Default passwords must be changed on all systems (including for network equipment).				Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.2		USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Objective: To ensure authorized user access and to prevent unauthorized access to information systems.		11.2.3		User password management

The allocation of passwords should be controlled through a formal management process.		10.1 Security requirements of Systems
12.2.2 Isolation Services - Firewalls
13.5 Baseline Config for non Windows System

		L1		SC010		Unauthorized people can access systems, applications and data, and cause important damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		Users access rights must be restricted based on job requirements identified by management on a “least privilege” principle, and approved by the information owner.
On Windows workstations users may not have administrator rights. When needed, another admin account (with functional limitations) has to be used.
Privileged accounts must be  annually reviewed.		- With priority to privileged users, all users' access rights should be documented and regularly reviewed.		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.6		APPLICATION AND INFORMATION ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to information held in application systems.		11.6.1

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.6.1 + see also controls 11.5.2, 11.2.1 and 11.1.1		Information access restriction

Access to information and application system functions by users and support personnel should be restricted in accordance with the defined access control policy.		9.1 Business Requirements for access controls
9.2 User access Management
9.3 Logical access of External Parties
9.7 Operating System Access Control
9.8 Application Access Control

		L1		SC011		Unauthorized people can access systems, applications and data, and cause important damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		A formal user exit procedure must be in place in order to block/remove UserIDs when informed of departure or significant position change.
For IT admin-level employees, enforcement must be performed not later than the following day after leaving and avoiding any service interruption.
Unused accounts must be disabled.		- The user assets should also be given back before leaving.		Please select one choice		8		HUMAN RESOURCES SECURITY		8.3		TERMINATION OR CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT

Objective: To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users exit an organization or change employment in an orderly manner.		8.3.3

HUGUES LACAILLE: 8.3.3 + see also control 8.3.1		Removal of access rights

The access rights of all employees, contractors and third party users to information and information processing facilities should be removed upon termination of their employment, contract or agreement, or adjusted upon change.		6.1 Personnel Security - End User Exit Policy

		L1		SC012		In case of loss of data (physical damage, logical destruction…), inappropriate backups can prevent to restore critical systems and data, and involve Integrity and Availability problems.		Both		Backup versions of essential information and software must be taken regularly, according to a defined cycle.
Correct backup completion must be checked and remediated if need be. 
Critical systems and applications must have been identified together with business management.		- It is recommended to put backup data in a remote location to avoid to loose data and the corresponding backup at the same time (fire, flood, …)
- Physical and logical access to the backup media should be restricted as for the original data.
- Restoration tests should be conducted at least every 6 months.		Please select one choice		10		COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT		10.5		BACK-UP

Objective: To maintain the integrity and availability of information and information processing facilities.		10.5.1		Information back-up

Back-up copies of information and software should be taken and tested regularly in accordance with the agreed backup policy.		8.3 Housekeeping Back-up Strategy

		L1		SC013		A security incident in one site can propagate to other sites and cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		Security incident with an inherent risk of propagation to other devices/sites must be logged and reported immediately to the appropriate IT management level.
Local security incidents must also be reported, recorded and resolved at unit level.		- The incident management process should be documented.
- Some operational incidents should also be logged and resolved.		Please select one choice		13		INFORMATION SECURITY INCIDENT MANAGEMENT		13.1		REPORTING INFORMATION SECURITY EVENTS AND WEAKNESSES

Objective: To ensure information security events and weaknesses associated with information systems are communicated in a manner allowing timely corrective action to be taken.		13.1.1		Reporting information security events

Information security events should be reported through appropriate management channels as quickly as possible.		4.2 Reporting Security Incidents & Weaknesses

		L1		SC014		Unsecured and unauthorized access to internal systems and data may cause significant damages involving loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Infrastructure		All remote connections to internal systems must be inventoried, approved by IT management, compliant with the other security controls, and have business justification.		- Stronger authentication mechanism should be used.
- Remote access rights should be regularly reviewed (at least once a year).		Please select one choice		11		ACCESS CONTROL		11.7		MOBILE COMPUTING AND TELEWORKING

Objective: To ensure information security when using mobile computing and teleworking facilities.		11.7.2

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.7.2 + see also control 11.4.2		Teleworking

A policy, operational plans and procedures should be developed and implemented for teleworking activities.		12.7.3 Office Environment - Remote Access
12.5.1 Privacy Integrity Svcs - Encryption on VPN

		L1		SC015		Physical access to the media can lead to loss of confidentiality of sensitive information. 		Infrastructure		Data stored on laptops must be encrypted, using an Enterprise Architecture standard.
All confidential data stored on mobile devices must be efficiently encrypted.
All items of equipment containing storage media must be checked to ensure that any sensitive data
and licensed software has been removed or securely overwritten prior to disposal.
Cloud services must be validated by the Group ITCS office before being used with ArcelorMittal data.		- All data stored on mobile devices should be encrypted. 		Please select one choice		10		COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT		10.8		EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

Objective: To maintain the security of information and software exchanged within an organization and with any external entity.		10.8.3

Hugues LACAILLE: 10.8.3 but see also control 9.2.6		Physical media in transit

Media containing information should be protected against unauthorized access, misuse or corruption during transportation beyond an organization’s physical boundaries.		5.2 Information Classification
8.6 Management of removable Computer Media
9.4 Mobile Computing and teleworking

		L1		SC016		Unavailability of log data can lead to impossibility to react to security incidents or attacks and perform root-cause analysis. 		Both		Activate logging features on devices, operating systems, software and security-related equipments to record information security events.
Logs must be protected against alteration by users.		- Logs should be forwarded to a central repository 
- Logs should be protected against alteration by administrators
		Please select one choice		10		COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT		10.10		MONITORING

Objective: To detect unauthorized information processing activities.		10.10.1		Audit logging

Audit logs recording user activities, exceptions, and information security events should be produced and kept for an agreed period to assist in future investigations and access control monitoring.		7.3 Entry Control Policy
8.7 Security of electronic Office Systems
9.5 Monitoring system access and Use Policy
9.7 Operating System Access Control
10.1 Security requirements of Systems
12.2.2 Isolation Services - Firewalls
12.4.1 Secure Network Management

		L1		SC017		Unapproved changed can lead to loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.		Both		All changes must be appropriately approved.
Critical systems and Internet facing web applications must be scanned for vulnerabilities at implementation time, and after each important change.		- Development and user personnel should not be able to migrate applications and data from the Development to quality/test environment and from quality/test to production environment.
- If data conversion has to occur, the converted data should be checked before being uploaded in the new application in production.		Please select one choice		10		COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT		10.1		OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To ensure the correct and secure operation of information processing facilities.		10.1.2

HUGUES LACAILLE: 10.1.2 + see also controls 10.1.4, 10.2.3, 12.5.1, 12.5.2 and 12.5.3		

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.4.5 + see also controls 11.4.6 and 11.4.7		

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.6.1 + see also controls 11.5.2, 11.2.1 and 11.1.1		

HUGUES LACAILLE: 8.3.3 + see also control 8.3.1		

HUGUES LACAILLE: 11.7.2 + see also control 11.4.2		

Hugues LACAILLE: 10.8.3 but see also control 9.2.6		Change management

Changes to information processing facilities and systems should be controlled.		2.1 Change Management
2.4 Release Management
12.4.2 Infrastructure Mgt Svcs: Life cycle Management of IT infrastructure

										Some Baseline IT Security Controls requirements correspond to entry level SOx compliance requirements. These Baseline Controls have a SOx ITGC reference in the detailed "Guidance" sheets.
Entities not in scope of SOx testing should be able to demonstrate that Baseline Controls are implemented and operational (sample of 1).





L1SC001 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC001 (Malware Protection)



				Antivirus on Servers and Workstations

						Malware (MALicious softWARE) includes viruses, worms, trojan, spyware, scareware, crimeware, rootkits, and other assimilated.

						It is mandatory to protect systems and their data with an up-to-date active malware protection software which must be:

						- Installed: A compliant malware protection software version must have been correctly installed on these platforms and users must not be able to decrease the implemented protection level.

						- Running: A "shield" protection (on-access scan) must always be running in order to actively protect the system, all local disks, and all removable media (CD, DVD, USB keys, external disks, PDA, Smart Phones...). It is not necessary to protect network shares because they are supposed to be protected by such malware protection software on the hosting system (it is preferable to avoid multiple checks for performance issues). Servers and workstations must also be regularly scanned (weekly on-demand scans recommended, at least once a month; taking care not saturating the processor or the disk accesses) in order to analyze the disks more accurately (the "shield" on-access protection has some limitations) using the latest signature file with compatible antivirus engine & agent.
As the McAfee basic license includes the GTI/Artemis and Site Advisor functionalities, they must be activated using the Enterprise Architecture standard settings.

						- Up-to-date: Both the malware protection software engine and the signature file must be kept up-to-date. The signature file must be kept up-to-date at least on a daily basis, and the engine must be compatible with all functionalities of this latest signature file. Where automated updating is not possible, educate everyone on how to update virus signatures on equipment under their control and require that updates be performed at least weekly.

				Remarks

						Please, notice that a malware protection software is necessary but not sufficient to protect systems : a system without the latest security patches installed remains vulnerable even if an up-to-date malware protection software is running (and vice-versa).

						Vulnerable systems that cannot be protected by a malware protection software have to be isolated/segregated from the network :
> Remove systems which are no more used,
> Segregate systems from the global network to a specific one where control SC005 would apply,
> Protect systems with appropriate Intrusion Prevention Systems (when applicative constraints prevent from upgrading systems).

				Autorun

						- It is mandatory to disable the "autorun" functionality which allows the execution of potentially malicious software when connecting/inserting devices/removable media into the system (USB, Firewire... All current and future interface types are in scope). The potentially dangerous equipment types are : CD, DVD, USB keys, external disks, PDA, Smart Phones, internal disks, disk shares... The "autoplay" feature which appeared with Windows Vista can be enabled (less risky because of the pop-up window informing the user).
On encrypted systems (using BitLocker or other encryption mechanisms), the "autorun" functionality can be used to get access to data. Make sure to disable the "autorun" feature on Firewire, USB, and all other interface types (for all media types).

				Internet access

						- It is required to add specific malware protection software in order to scan the traffic entering from Internet when users are surfing (HTTP, FTP, ...) to avoid malicious software entering the internal network.

				Messaging servers

						- For messaging servers, it is recommended to also use a specific malware protection software dedicated to e-mail data protection in order to avoid spreading known malicious software with messages.

						- All e-mails coming from external parties and entering the internal network should be processed on e-mail gateway servers in order to block all potential malicious file-types attachments. The goal is to avoid that an unknown malware could enter and spread over the internal network. It is also suggested to define a procedure to allow such attachments with specific protections (to be analyzed based on the tool used and the available capability).



				Optional Recommendations

						Internet access

						- It is recommended to add Botnet detection software on Internet access points in order to prevent infection and to detect infected internal systems.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Obtain the list of in-scope equipment : all servers and workstations with a malware protection software installed.

						#02 Compare this list with the inventory of servers and workstations, and verify that they all have a malware protection software installed.

						#03 Check the malware protection software policy to verify that :
- All local disks are effectively protected.
- All connectable storage devices/media (CD, DVD, USB keys, external disks, PDA, Smart Phones, ...) are effectively protected.
- Users are not allowed to disable these protections, nor to change the anti-virus policy.
- The signature file is updated at least on a daily basis, or weekly when manual update is required
- A scan is planned to be regularly launched on all servers and workstations (recommendation : weekly scans, not less than monthly scans).

						#04 Check the malware protection software status on a sample of servers and workstations against point #03.

						#05 Check the "autorun" functionality on a sample of servers and workstations (must be disabled for all interfaces and media types).

						#06 Check if the Internet access anti-malware is effectively installed, running and up-to-date.

						#07 Check e-mail gateways attachment blocking policy



						#08 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

				Potential Compensating Controls

						For legacy computers with hardware limitations (HDD, memory, processor) :
- Document/agree a replacement date for these computers.
- Install a third-party malware protection software, suitable for the specifications of these legacy machines, as long it supports automatic updates AND/OR disconnect the respective machines from the network.
- Provide a detailed list with all such cases from your site (name of the legacy machine, the replacement date, name of the antivirus installed and confirmation that automatic updates are enabled/supported, networked Y/N) with the signature of the site IT Manager.





L1SC002 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC002 (Security Patches)								SOx ITGC References



				Patching all Servers and Workstations

						It is mandatory to apply all important and critical security patches in a timely manner (monthly process at least) in order to avoid any vulnerability to be exploited by malicious malwares or people. Beware these vulnerabilities allow even unskilled people to remotely obtain administrative rights on systems without having to enter any password. The priority is to protect the operating system, but all software installed must also be kept up-to-date in a timely manner (a security watch process should be in place) by installing all important and critical security patches. As some patches could involve unwanted border effects, it is recommended to test them on a representative sample before a global deployment. A good practice could also be to ask another big internal entity a feedback on their deployment of the patches to be tested and deployed locally.				ITGC 1.3

						The maximum patching timeframes are as follows when not in crisis situation :
- Business workstations have to be patched in a 2 weeks timeframe after patch release.
- Business servers have to be patched 45 days maximum after patch release.
- Production-oriented workstations and servers have to be patched 3 months maximum after patch release.
But notice that infrastructure must be in place in order to deploy critical patches in a few days in case of crisis situation.				ITGC 1.3

				Devices exposed to attacks from Internet

						It is mandatory to apply all important and critical security patches in a timely manner in order to avoid any vulnerability to be exploited by malicious malwares or people. As these devices are permanently exposed to attacks from Internet (lots of malicious codes and potentially malicious people), their patching should be prioritized accordingly. The more devices you have in DMZ (DeMilitarized Zone) and internally but accessible from Internet through reverse proxies, the more important it is to patch them rapidly (exploit codes are spreading even before the patches become available). Not only the exposed devices are vulnerable (defacement, theft/destruction of information, ...), but the entire internal network is also potentially accessible using these devices as entry points.

						System that cannot be patched in the defined timeframe have to be isolated/segregated from the network :
- Remove systems which are no more used,
- Segregate systems from the global network to a specific one where control L1SC005 would apply,
- Protect systems with appropriate Intrusion Prevention Systems (when applicative constraints prevent from upgrading systems).

				Remark

						Please, notice that patching is necessary but not sufficient to protect systems : a system with the latest security patches installed remains vulnerable if an up-to-date antivirus is not running (and vice-versa).

				Optional Recommendations

						- In order to facilitate the patching of all servers in a timely manner, it is recommended to pro-actively plan for intervention timeframes with each responsible business owner.

						- Beyond Internet, it is also important to prioritize the patching for all devices exposed on third parties or public networks (including WiFi systems) because they could be used as an entry point into our internal network.

						- In order to avoid unnecessary vulnerabilities, all unused services, software and ports should be disabled. This also includes anything that is not needed for business purposes (games, compiler & builder, hacking tools, network sniffers, etc.).

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Obtain the patching procedure(s).

						#02 Verify that all important and critical security patches are analyzed on a regular basis, at least once a month (new vulnerabilities are documented and disclosed every day).

						#03 Verify that all important and critical security patches impacting company assets are installed according to the required timeframe.

						#04 Verify that all systems exposed to attacks from Internet are patched with an upper priority (to be done as soon as possible for critical assets not protected by an Intrusion Prevention System).

						#05 Check the patch status on a sample of systems, on the internal network but also for systems accessible from Internet (DMZ, reverse proxies, remote accesses, ...)

						#06 Get the last list of non-compliant systems and check if they are appropriately isolated or segregated from the global network 

						#07 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

				Potential Compensating Controls

						Systems behind an Intrusion Prevention System are less vulnerable (but still vulnerable) and could be patched with less priority than directly accessible systems.

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 1.3

						- Approved change request for implementing patches in production environment.





L1SC003 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC003 (Out-of-support Systems)								SOx ITGC References



				Out-of-support systems

						Because no new security patches are developed anymore when a system becomes out-of-support, it is no more possible to remove the documented vulnerabilities.
=> These systems must be regularly reported to business management (at least annually) as soon as the end-of-support date is known, with a clear risk description of extending usage subsequently, in order to pro-actively plan for actions (system evolution, system removal, protection by Intrusion Prevention System, ...).
=> Systems at risk are : servers, workstations, network equipment, ... (all devices connected on the network in fact).				ITGC 1.3

						All outdated subsystems (e.g. middleware) and applications (e.g. Office, PDF readers, Java) which could be directly or indirectly attacked by exploiting vulnerabilities must also be managed the same way. Special care must also be taken for the antivirus engine and agent in order to use all functionalities from the latest signature file.				ITGC 1.3

				Remarks

						As a good example, beware that a legacy Windows NT system, even if fully patched, will always be very vulnerable. Many vulnerabilities documented after the end-of -support of Windows NT are also affecting this system, for example the one related to the patch MS06-040 (not available for Windows NT) which allow to easily take full control, remotely, with administrative rights (cfr. vulnerability CVE-2006-3439, CVSS Base Score=10.0/10.0 => maximum risk). This means that anybody is potentially able to access this system without any authentication and read/write/modify/delete/execute any program or data => no Confidentiality, nor Integrity, nor Availability.

						Beware that moving an outdated system in a virtualized environment doesn't remove its vulnerabilities, but could facilitate its restoration in case of hardware failure. Notice also that the virtualized environment must be kept up-to-date (supported and correctly patched) because it could also be vulnerable.

						Systems behind an Intrusion Prevention System are less vulnerable (but still vulnerable) and could be patched with less priority than directly accessible systems.

				Optional Recommendations

						- Knowing these legacy systems are very vulnerable, the management should plan for appropriate actions, which could be to :
  > Remove systems which are no more used,
  > Upgrade systems to a supported version,
  > Segregate systems from the global network to a specific one where control L1SC005 would apply,
  > Protect systems with appropriate Intrusion Prevention Systems (when applicative constraints prevent from upgrading systems),
  > ...

						- Having a very heterogeneous IT environment results in additional complexity with different security levels, depending on the type of system used. Moreover, each system is not properly secured with default factory settings. It is recommended to : 
  > Stick to a limited set of operating systems, security software and applications to optimize workload 
  > Use system security guidelines to harden them before production
  > Replications mechanisms such as images and software libraries are recommended

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the last list of outdated (out-of-support) systems from the management.

						#02 Check the controls effectively in place (if any) to mitigate the related risks.

						#03 Get the last related action plan (if any) validated by the management.

						#04 Are the residual risks accepted by the business management ?

						#05 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

				Potential Compensating Controls

						Systems behind an Intrusion Prevention System are less vulnerable (but still vulnerable) and could be managed with less priority than directly accessible systems.

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 1.3

						- List of outdated systems and subsystems for management review.





L1SC004 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC004 (Internet Access Points)



				Internet access points

						Definitions :
egress communication = initiated from within ArcelorMittal
ingress communication = initiated from outside ArcelorMittal

						Because all Internet access points are exposed to many risks (a very huge number of devices and people, potentially malicious, are able to try using them as entry point to our internal network, and use the high bandwidth available to access critical internal systems and sensible data), they need to implement a minimum level of protection :

						For Internet-only access points 
- A stateful inspection firewall must isolate the internal network from Internet.The global filtering rule must be to deny all traffic, and only allow specifically authorized traffic related to business needs, without putting the internal network at risk (rules must be as restrictive as possible). For this type of access point, only egress (internally initiated from within ArcelorMittal) connections must be allowed.
- In order to prevent legal prosecution, protocols dedicated to illegal download of protected media must be blocked (e.g. peer-to-peer networks).

						- Access to Internet services must be restricted using an appropriate authentication system (because the company will be responsible for all illegal actions made using these Internet access points). Only duly authorized people must be able to access Internet services.
- A URL filtering mechanism must be deployed to prevent users from accessing dangerous and unauthorized Internet sites (see the Websense Policies XLS file for standard settings defined by the Data Protection Committee).

						Additionally to Internet-only access point rules, access points offering IT services to external parties (ingress communications, initiated from outside ArcelorMittal) have to follow these requirements : 
- Internal systems directly accessible from Internet must be placed in DMZ (DeMilitarized Zones) or accessed through dedicated systems (as reverse proxies) in DMZ
- Firewall filtering rules may authorize incoming traffic to the DMZ and have to be annually reviewed.

						For all Internal access points:
- Vulnerability scans must be regularly done (at least on a quarterly basis) to verify the effective protection level of all the devices exposed to attacks from Internet.
- Internet facing web applications must be regularly scanned for vulnerabilities (at least on an annual basis) and before being moved into production in case of change and for any new application. The "High Level Secure Development Lifecycle Policy - ArcelorMittal - Final.pdf" document is intended to the development teams to help them understanding and remediating application vulnerabilities.
- Intrusion Prevention Systems must be added in front of the Internet access points in order to block known attacks towards exposed systems and to protect them during the dangerous timeframe needed to patch them.

				Remark

						Beware that, in some countries, you could have to comply with specific legal requirements related to Internet access.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the network diagram of all the Internet access points.

						#02 Check that a stateful inspection firewall is always correctly isolating the internal network from Internet.

						#03 Check that all internal systems accessible from Internet are placed in DMZ or appropriately accessed through dedicated equipment (as reverse proxies) in DMZ.

						#04 Review the filtering rules to check that :
- The last rule is "Deny all".
- The authorized traffic is limited to the business needs.
- The authorized traffic is restrictive enough to appropriately protect the internal network.
- Only egress connections are allowed for Internet only access points.

						#05 Review last vulnerability scans (systems and web applications) results and associated action plans.

						#06 Check for the correct URL Filtering implementation.

						#07 Check for the correct Intrusion Prevention System implementation.

						#08 Report any rogue and unauthorized Internet access points.





L1SC005 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC005 (Third Party network connection)



				Network connection with third parties

						Only duly authorized third parties must be able to access the ArcelorMittal internal network. Network interconnections must implement the following :

						LAN isolation

						A dedicated Local Area Network (either locally or remotely connected), physically (LAN) or logically (Virtual LAN) separated, must be implemented outside of the trusted area of the ArcelorMittal network. In case of devices not managed by ArcelorMittal IT, this dedicated (V)LAN must not host any devices not strictly dedicated to the related functional needs.

						Traffic filtering

						- The necessary traffic to be allowed must be determined based on the functional needs of the applications involved.

						- Filtering rules based on IP Addresses and IP Ports (“everything is blocked except…” a limited number of IP Addresses and Ports) must be implemented to allow only the needed traffic to flow between the trusted and the uncontrolled zones.

						- Filtering rules must authorize only documented communications and must be regularly reviewed (at least once a year).

						- Based on the trust level associated to the uncontrolled entity, the following filtering techniques must be used (from the best protection down to the poorest one) :
  > Stateful inspection firewall: best filtering mechanism and ease of management.
  > Access Control Lists (ACL) in routers: acceptable filtering mechanism, but can be bypassed by skilled people.
  > Routing limitation in routers: very poor isolation, can be easily bypassed, to be used only to isolate some internal network parts from unintentional attacks (e.g. Industrial Automation networks).



				Remark

						Notice the risks here are comparable to some ones related to Internet access points, but limited to the third party network and personnel (reduced perimeter, but specific attacks could be launched against our company).

				Optional Recommendations

						- When the allowed traffic includes some dangerous IP Ports (ports which could be used to exploit vulnerabilities), then the installation of an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is recommended to avoid malicious code spreading over the allowed connection. These IP ports could be used to exploit vulnerabilities (non-exhaustive list) :
    20 FTP data
    21 FTP controlled
    22 Secure Shell (SSH)
    23 Telnet
    25 SMTP
    53 DNS
    80 HTTP
    88 Kerberos
    110 POP3
    115 SFTP
    118 SQL
    137 NetBIOS Name Service
    138 NetBIOS Datagram Service
    139 NetBIOS Session Service
    143 IMAP
    156 SQL Service
    161 SNMP
    194 IRC
    443 HTTP over TLS/SSL
    445 SMB over TCP/IP
    593 HTTP RPC

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the network diagram of the third party connection to the ArcelorMittal network.

						#02 Check that the LAN connected to the ArcelorMittal network is dedicated to that usage. This means that all the devices installed on this LAN must be managed by ArcelorMittal people, or must be dedicated to use ArcelorMittal IT services. All other devices, with no connection need with our network, must be banned from this LAN.

						#03 Get the list of the functional needs justifying this connection with a third party.

						#04 Get the list of the filtering rules in place to limit the authorized traffic (IP addresses + IP ports).

						#05 The filtering rules must be inclusive. This means that the default rule must be "Deny all", with a limited number of authorized exceptions ("white list").

						#06 Compare the filtering rules in place with the functional needs, and verify they are strictly limited to these functional needs.

						#07 Verify that the filtering rules have been reviewed regarding the functional needs during the last 12 months.

						#08 Report any rogue and unauthorized connections with third parties.

						#09 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).





L1SC006 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC006 (Wireless Networks)



				Wireless installations

						Because wireless technologies are very often accessible from outside the company, special care must be taken to avoid network connections from unauthorized people.
As the wireless technologies are always evolving and the related vulnerabilities too, it is important to always implement secured technologies. Beware that some technologies which were secured in the past, or presented as secured, are no more secured at all (e.g. all WEP encryption systems can be cracked in a few seconds).
That's why all wireless technologies must be approved and maintained by IT management in order to implement and keep up-to-date these devices in a secured way (such as WiFi-4-INCA implementation for roaming users) by implementing all the following mechanisms :

						- Authentication: A secured authentication mechanism must be used in order to authenticate users of the wireless network (e.g. 802.1x based for WiFi networks). Secured EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) based mechanisms are recommended, but notice that all unsecured implementations must be prohibited, e.g. LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol).

						- Encryption: A secured encryption mechanism must be used to protect the network traffic with dynamic encryption keys. All unsecured encryption mechanisms must be prohibited, e.g. WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) for WiFi networks.



				Remarks

						Beware that the availability of any wireless system would never be guaranteed because a simple scrambling system can make it unusable (intentionally or not).
=> If the availability is critical, a wired system must always be available in case of problems with the critical wireless system.

						Beware that wireless access points located inside the plant can also be accessed from outside : wave reflection, gain antenna, …

				Optional Recommendations

						- In order to verify that all wireless installations are still secured, IT management should re-approve them on a yearly basis.

						- WiFi clients should be configured to forced the "infrastructure mode" (communication restricted to access points) in order to avoid vulnerable "ad-hoc" connections (peer-to-peer connection between WiFi devices).

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the network diagram of the wireless installation from IT management.

						#02 Try detecting wireless networks in sample places and check if they are managed by IT teams.

						#03 Verify that secured mechanisms are used for Authentication and Encryption
=> If one of these mechanisms is not secured, then all the VLANs supported by these devices must be considered as a "Third party connection" and appropriately isolated (cfr. control L1SC005).

						#04 Verify that all the devices connected on the wireless network are appropriately managed by IT to avoid vulnerabilities (security patches, malware protection software, ...).
=> If some potentially dangerous devices can connect on this network, then the VLAN must be considered as a "Third party connection" and appropriately isolated (cfr. control L1SC005).

						#05 Detect (e.g. through wardriving) and report any rogue and unauthorized wireless installations.

						#06 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).





L1SC007 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC007 (Access to the Internal Network)



				Network access

						Because the company is sharing a Global Wide Area Network, it is important to connect only trusted users and devices to avoid malicious behavior or software in this trusted area.
That's why only internally controlled computers are allowed to access the whole internal network.
=> No external computers are allowed to be connected to the internal network without authorization from an ArcelorMittal guarantor.
=> No external people are allowed to use ArcelorMittal systems without authorization from an ArcelorMittal guarantor.

						Moreover, the third security pillar for workstations is the personal firewall : it is required  to activate it in order to restrict the exposure on the network only to the needed IP ports (the personal firewall rules could be different when connected to the internal network or when connected to another less secure environment).
=> All ArcelorMittal Business workstations must have a personal firewall installed and activated, using an Enterprise Architecture standard.

						When connected to the internal network, group of systems providing a functional service must be adequately segregated through physical or logical network segmentation (at layer 3 level to separate broadcast domains) in order to isolate functional services from each other, and reduce the impact of network problems leading to service disruption. A “functional service” is a collection of information systems and users sharing a similar type (e.g. office systems, plant automation systems, WiFi networks, supervision systems...) and related level of services (performance).		 

				Remarks

						External people needing access to Internet can use their own wireless access (3G, public hotspot, …).

						A specific hotspot for external people can be installed, but it must be totally isolated from the internal network and managed appropriately (beware of any related local laws). Access should be given on an individual basis, for a limited time period (maximum 24 hours), and in a timely manner.

						A workstation from the company can be provided to external people needing access to the internal network on a regular basis. If such a case, controls L1SC008, L1SC010 and L1SC011 apply in particular as well as other security controls. 

						External people really needing access to our internal network from our premises are very rare. If it should be the case, please contact the Group Compliance & Security office to determine an appropriate solution.

				Optional Recommendations

						- Devices connected to the internal network shouldn't be able to simultaneously connect directly to any public network (Internet, ...) using another connection (modem, GPRS, 3G, wireless, …).

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 If implemented (not mandatory because this technology is not totally mature and still very expensive), verify the effectiveness of the NAC (Network Access Control) mechanism.

						#02 Interview sample people to verify that they are aware of this policy and that they prevent people to connect any external devices to the company network.

						#03 If implemented (not mandatory, but suggested for big premises), get the procedure enabling external people to connect to Internet, and verify it is well known and correctly used.

						#04 Report any rogue and unauthorized connections of non-trusted devices on the network.

						#05 Obtain the list of in-scope equipment : all workstations with a personal firewall installed.

						#06 Compare this list with the inventory of workstations, and verify that they all have a personal firewall installed.

						#07 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).





L1SC008 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC008 (Authentication & Passwords)								SOx ITGC References



				Identification/Authentication

						Human and technical accounts are subject to the same requirements. 

						Personal UserIDs must be used, not generic or shared accounts				ITGC 2.1.1

						As logged activity is recorded with the associated UserID, we must be able to find out who is using this UserID (even for legal purposes). This is not easily possible with generic and shared accounts.
=> A UserID must be defined for only one specific person (but a person could have more than one UserID).
=> Each user should be informed not to disclose his/her password to anyone else (personal responsibility is associated to all activities made using a UserID).
Remark: shared UserIDs are tolerated for people working in shift, using limited privileges. This is not authorized for partners and third-parties.  

						The identity of the requestor must be duly verified before providing an account

						Verify the identity of the requestor before delivering a new account.

						Temporary accounts must be defined for fixed-term contracts to ensure that these are automatically terminated after a predetermined period				ITGC 2.1.1

						Temporary accounts should be defined for fixed-term employees to ensure that these are automatically terminated after a predetermined period.
Every user ID established for a fixed-term or non-ArcelorMittal employee should have a specified expiration date provided by Owner of Information at the time of validation (maximum 1 year from date of validation), with a default expiration of 30 days when the actual expiration is unknown. This expiration date may never exceed the contract term.

						Reliable Access Control System must be used

						In order to prevent an unauthorized user to use someone else's UserID, a reliable authentication and access control system must be used.
=> Avoid using "home-made" or applicative authentication systems, these are very often weaker than any native authentication system.
=> Whenever possible, always use the native authentication system from the platform or the supporting infrastructure : Operating Systems (Windows Active Directory, RACF on z/OS, ...), Sub-systems (SAP, ...), ...
=> Credentials have to be protected against sniffing when transmitted on external networks. Some authentication systems and protocols are known for being vulnerable. In this case, consider using an alternate protocol/authentication system or an encrypted communication channel whenever possible.

						Credentials must never be transmitted in clear text on external networks

						All authentication mechanisms used from external / public networks must encrypt the authentication phase (e.g. using SSL, IPsec...) in order to prevent passwords to be intercepted.
For example, protocols using clear text authentication must be replaced (FTP=> SFTP, Telnet=>SSH, HTTP=>HTTPS).
Passwords can not be sent by mail on the Internet with the corresponding account.

				Password

						The "weaker" a password is, the easier it could be found. When high privileges are associated with a UserID, a stronger password structure must be used.
=> It is required to use dedicated UserIDs for users needing privileges for some activities (a standard UserID for the day to day activity + a specific UserID for accessing systems with privileges).
=> To avoid dictionary or brute force attacks on passwords, a minimum password structure must be enforced : at least 8 characters (for standard and administrator accounts), made of at least alphabetical AND numerical characters, preferably mixing upper and lower case, eventually also using some special characters.
=> All passwords locked due to a maximum of 6 unsuccessful consecutive attempts can be automatically unlocked after 10 minutes. The "locking" mechanism will avoid dictionary and brute force attacks on the authentication interface, and the "unlocking" automatism will avoid "Denial Of Service" attacks. 				ITGC 2.2

						=> All passwords have to be renewed regularly (at least every 90 days), except for technical service accounts considering that password changes wouldn’t be manageable. However, compensating controls must be implemented to protect services accessible to these service accounts, such as:
- Set complex passwords for such accounts, and store them in secure way
- Preventing online access using these service accounts (e.g. "deny interactive logon" GPO or "deny logon locally" for Windows accounts)
- Restricting associated user access rights to the minimum required
- Limiting usage to a specific originating IP address / system
- Encrypting stored password used by applications
- ...
=> The new password must be different than the 5 last passwords used
=> First or newly issued passwords must be expired forcing user password change at first logon
=> Password change must not be allowed more than once a day to avoid users to circumvent password rotation requirement.				ITGC 2.2

						In order to avoid a system to be accessed by unauthorized people, each workstation & server must be automatically locked when not in use (e.g. using the Operating System screen saver mechanism) after a limited amount of time (15 minutes recommended). The user must be forced to authenticate again in order to unlock the system. Users should also be informed and requested to manually lock their workstation when leaving it.

				Password on Mobile Devices

						In order to avoid very easy access to data on mobile devices, the following must be enforced:
=> A password of minimum 4 digits must be enforced
=> Automatic lock after 15 minutes of inactivity
=> Auto-wipe after 10 consecutive failed password attempts
=> Remote wipe must be enabled
Beware that it will still be possible to access data on mobile devices in case of theft or loss if no efficient encryption mechanism is used to protect data.

				Process

						When delivering a new or renewed password, be sure to deliver it securely, and only to the owner of the associated UserID.
=> Verify the identity of the UserID's owner before delivering a new or renewed password.
=> If the initial or renewed password is predictable, the user must be forced to changed it during the first logon.
=> Be sure to use a secured communication channel for delivering the new or renewed password (e.g. avoid sending the UserID and the corresponding password in a single message).

				Optional Recommendations

						- Additional complexity requirements should be enforced for privileged accounts' passwords (length, special characters…)

						- Although they comply with complexity requirements, password should not rely on series (111111 or aaaaa), keyboard progression (qwerty), dictionary words, login name or other personal information.  

						Authentication systems of device, application, or operating system should follow best practices such as :
- A time limit for completing the login procedure
- Not transmitting plaintext credentials even on the internal network
- Not displaying any system or application information until login is successfully completed
- After unsuccessful login attempts, not indicating which part of the login information was incorrect
- After successful login, providing details on recent unsuccessful login attempts and on the last successful login.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Review the procedure(s) related to initial and renewed password delivery.

						#02 Is the identification of the requester reliable ?

						#03 Is the access control system reliable (proven platform/subsystem mechanisms) ? If not, reliability to be carefully verified.

						#04 Are all the required password rules always enforced correctly ?

						#05 Is the user forced to change his/her password during the first logon (mandatory if the initial or renewed password is predictable) ?

						#06 Is the communication channel used for delivering passwords appropriate in order to avoid disclosure ?

						#07 Using some samples, verify that the procedures are correctly and effectively applied.

						#08 Do privileged users have separate administrative accounts (using stronger authentication requirements) ?

						#09 Are unattended terminal automatically locked ? Is an authentication required to unlock ?



						#10 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

				Potential Compensating Controls

						When it is not possible to use personal UserIDs, the list of people knowing the shared/generic password must be regularly reviewed and approved by appropriate managers/owners (mandatory for users with privileges).

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 2.1.1

						- Procedure showing that personal accounts are used, and not shared or generic accounts.
- Procedure showing that temporary accounts are used for fixed-term contracts, and appropriately deactivated in time.

				ITGC 2.2

						- Screenshot of configuration showing implementation of password parameters for all profiles/groups existing in the systems.







L1SC009 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC009 (Default Passwords)								SOx ITGC References



				Default passwords

						Default passwords must be changed on all systems :
- Operating Systems
- Databases
- Network equipment
- Middleware
- And all other authentication systems				ITGC 2.3

				Remark

						At installation time, many systems and subsystems implement default UserIDs and passwords. As they are documented and generally well known, it is mandatory to immediately remove them (when possible) or at least to replace default passwords by others, taking care to use robust new passwords to avoid dictionary or brute force attacks, in accordance with L1SC008. 

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the installation procedures for the different system types.

						#02 Verify that the default passwords are to be changed or appropriately disabled.

						#03 On sample systems, check that default passwords can not be used to login or to access any services (the attached "Default Password List*.xls" files could help you).



						#04 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 2.3

						- Status of default accounts existing in the systems (deleted / locked / password changed).







L1SC010 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC010 (User Access Rights)								SOx ITGC References



				User access rights

						Human and technical accounts are subject to the same requirements. Program privileges have to be restricted to the minimum required upon installation. 				ITGC 2.1.1 + 2.4.1

						Based on the correct identification and authentication of each user, it is also necessary to allow access to resources (applications, data, …) in a secure way.
The process in place must at least include these 2 validation steps :
- The request must be agreed by user's management in order to validate it is needed for the user's assigned role.
- The request must be agreed by the application/data owner in order to validate and manage the access to his/her application/data.
For technical accounts, access rights are validated by the application/system owner. 				ITGC 2.1.1 + 2.4.1

						On Windows workstations users may not have administrator rights. When needed, another admin account (with functional limitations) has to be used. See the imbedded "Internal Note - Windows 7 security principles" document for technical details.

						Privileged accounts must be regularly reviewed, at least once a year. This includes Operating Systems such as Windows (Active Directory) and UNIX, but also databases and applications (including middelware).				ITGC 2.4.1

				Remark

						In the context of entities leaving the group, it is particularly important to adapt user access rights accordingly in a timely manner in order to avoid any disclosure or ability to update internal data. This could be difficult and require to duplicate applications and/or databases to guarantee a correct segregation between internal and external entities.

				Optional Recommendations

						- All users' access rights should be regularly reviewed (at least on a yearly basis), with due care and priority to privileged users and technical accounts. HR listings and access requests can be used as a basis.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the user provisioning procedure and the user access management process.

						#02 Check that the user's manager has to approve the request to validate the need before further processing.

						#03 Check that the related application/data owner has to approve the request before providing user credentials and the associated access rights.

						#04 Use some samples to verify that the documented procedure is effectively applied.

						#05 Use some samples to verify that users don't have administrator rights on Windows workstations.

						#06 Check that the latest privileged account review is accurate and less than one year old.



						#07 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 2.1.1

						- Authorized access requests.
- Approved list of persons who can authorize access requests.

				ITGC 2.4.1

						- Validated review showing names of authorized administrators for all systems.





L1SC011 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC011 (User Exit Procedure)								SOx ITGC References



				User exit procedure

						Upon reception of the list of people leaving the company from the appropriate human resource team, each IT entity must block or remove the associated UserIDs in a timely manner (no more than one week), and in a 24h maximum timeframe for IT admin-level employees.				ITGC 2.1.1 + 2.6

						Any administrator-level account password known by the leaving employee has to be updated. If the leaving employee is the only person who knows it, it has to be retrieved. 				ITGC 2.1.1 + 2.6

						Unused accounts must be:
- Disabled after 3 months of inactivity (and Windows accounts preferably moved to a dedicated Organizational Unit in the Active Directory)
- Deleted after a maximum of 9 additional months of inactivity (or definitively moved to a dedicated Organizational Unit for traceability)
This is mandatory for Active Directory accounts, highly recommended for SOx authentication platforms (SAP, mainframes...), and also recommended for all other authentication systems when technically possible.				ITGC 2.1.1

				Remarks

						Human Resource teams should provide accurate information at least on a monthly basis. If IT teams need more than one week to process it, the information must be provided more frequently in order to shorten the whole process.

						In cases where user accounts in systems are outside scope of local HR listings (for example in case of Business Process Outsourcing), each IT entity should periodically (at least biannually) send a list of all non-local & fixed-term active user-accounts to the responsible Business Owners / Delegates for review. Based on the review, IT must assure responsibility for the implementation of necessary corrective actions in a timely manner (i.e. blocking or removing the involved UserIDs).

				Optional Recommendations

						- The local "User exit procedure" should also manage how user assets have to be given back.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the user exit procedure.

						#02 Check that the information received from the human resource teams is regularly processed, at least on a monthly basis.

						#03 Use some samples to verify that the documented procedure is effectively applied for physical and logical access rights.

						#04 Use some samples to verify that unused accounts have appropriately been disabled.



						#05 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 2.1.1

						- Evidence for showing how unused UserIDs are disabled in the systems.

				ITGC 2.6

						- Procedure explaining how Human Resources termination lists / feedback from Business Owners review are processed to appropriately block the involved UserIDs.





L1SC012 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC012 (Backups)								SOx ITGC References



				Backups

						Backup plans must be defined based on business management requirements taking the criticality of systems and applications into account.
To achieve this :
- IT management must obtain an up-to-date list of critical systems and applications from business management, in order to propose appropriate backup cycles, retention rules and restoration timeframes (restoration timeframe is the duration of time within which a backup has to be restored = RTO). 
- These backup cycles and retention rules must be validated by business management.				ITGC 6.1

						Ensure that a review is made by IT management on a regular basis for logged backup systems activity (completion, unexpected errors, terminations, and abnormal ends), incidents must be remediated appropriately.				ITGC 6.1

				Remark

						Beware that "mirroring" mechanisms are not equivalent to a standard backup process : if a logical error is damaging the original data, the duplicated data will also be damaged. It will then be impossible to recover the damaged data.

				Optional Recommendations

						- It is highly recommended to keep backup media at a remote location (other building) in order to avoid loosing the data and the corresponding backup versions at the same time (fire, flood, or any other physical damage).

						- Physical and logical access to the backup media should be restricted as for the original data.

						- Try to restore backups in the defined restoration timeframe for a sample of critical systems and applications at least every 6 months.				(ITGC 6.2)

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the list of critical systems and applications for which backups have to be taken.

						#02 Get the related backup procedures.

						#03 Check that the backup cycles and retention rules have been approved by the appropriate business manager.

						#04 Use some samples to verify that the documented procedures are effectively applied, including monitoring, error management and validated restoration procedures.



						#05 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

				Potential Compensating Controls

						If real restorations are regularly done without incidents, recurrent restoration tests are not needed for that environment.

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 6.1

						- Backup and recovery procedures.
- Evidence for timely remediation of incidents related to backup job failures, unexpected errors, terminations and abnormal ends (ABENDS).





L1SC013 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC013 (Incidents)								SOx ITGC References



				Security incidents

						The objective is to restore normal service operation as quickly as possible and minimize the adverse impact on business operations. A security incident is defined as “Any event that is not part of the standard operation of a service and that causes, or may cause, an interruption to, or a reduction in, the quality of that service”. An information security incident is indicated by a single or a series of unwanted or unexpected information security events that have a significant probability of compromising business operations and threatening information security.

						A single point of contact (SPOC) dedicated to incident reporting and management should be defined at the unit level. Incidents will be handled by the appropriate team and escalated if necessary. 				ITGC 2.7

						Security incident with an inherent risk of propagation to other devices/sites must be logged and reported immediately to the appropriate IT management level (see the embedded "4_2_Reporting_Security_Incidents_Weaknesses" document for details) :
- All security incidents which affect, or are likely to affect, 2 or more business units must be immediately escalated to the segment Compliance & Security Officer.
- All security incidents not resolved within 8 hours must also be escalated to the segment Compliance & Security Officer.
- Upon reception of these alerts, the segment C&S Officer must coordinate actions with his unit C&S Officers, and inform all other segment C&S Officers and the Group C&S Office.
- All security incidents coordinated at segment level and still not resolved within the next 8 hours must be escalated to the Group C&S Office.

				Remark

						Security incidents able at impacting other units could be such as :
- Worms spreading over the network
- Incidents impacting shared infrastructures (network, shared systems, …)
- Incidents impacting shared applications
- Incidents involving threats and vulnerabilities also present at other locations
- …

				Optional Recommendations

						It is recommended to document the incident management process for reference, appropriate communication and to facilitate resolution. Such a documentation could include : 
- Incident documentation and recovery procedures. 
- Detailed escalation procedures (including notification of those not directly involved in response, such as executives and lawyers internally and law enforcement officials externally). 
- Evidence collection and maintenance guidelines.
- Detailed contact information for all persons, both internal and external, who may be involved. 
- Ongoing contact with relevant external parties, such as law enforcement, emergency response, and supervisory authorities. 
- Procedures for deciding whether to prosecute.

						Operational incidents

						Jobs initiated under IT responsibility, in particular interfaces (including middleware), and which can impact business data should be followed-up for operational incidents. Such incidents should be logged and resolved.				(ITGC 8.2)

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the list of incidents escalated at segment level (if any).

						#02 Verify the correct management of these incidents locally, including the definition of a SPOC.

						#03 Use some samples from the incident database and verify they shouldn't have been escalated at segment level.



						#04 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).

		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 2.7

						- Procedure for identifying & resolving security incidents.





L1SC014 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC014 (Remote Access)



				Remote Access

						All remote connections to internal systems must be inventoried, approved by IT management, and have business justification. As remote access connections are extending the internal network outside our premises, all our IT Security Policies and IT Security Controls must be respected, specially the following ones :
- L1SC001 = Malware protection
- L1SC002 = Security patch management
- L1SC005 = Connection with third party networks
- L1SC007 = Only controlled computers are allowed to access the internal network 
- L1SC008 = Identification, Authentication and Passwords
- L1SC009 = Default passwords
- L1SC010 = User access rights
- L1SC011 = User exit procedure
- L1SC013 = Security incident management

						All VPN connections must use an encryption mechanism with a secure combination of algorithms and key length (40 and 56 bits technologies are out-dated and must be avoided, SSL version 2 and earlier as well).

						External computers (not managed by our IT teams) must be considered as not secured, and their remote access connection must be considered as a "Third party connection" and appropriately isolated (cfr. control L1SC005).

						Unless explicitly documented exceptions validated by Group IT Compliance & Security Office, split tunneling is not permitted.

						A connection time-out of maximum 30 minutes must be implemented.

						For dial-in access, a call-back mechanism must be used.



				Remark

						The risks related to remote access are very similar to the internal network risks, but even more important because of the lack of physical monitoring.

				Optional Recommendations

						- The use of a stronger authentication mechanism (2 factors authentication, one time password, …) is recommended for remote access.

						- Remote access rights should be regularly reviewed (at least once a year).

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Get the network diagram of all the remote access points.

						#02 Get the list of authorized remote users and their network access rights.

						#03 Verify that these remote access points and users have been taken into account in the testing procedures of all the other relevant security controls.

						#04 Verify the implementation against the requirements listed in the "Implementation Guidance" part.

						#05 Report any rogue and unauthorized remote access points.



						#06 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).





L1SC015 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC015 (Data Protection)



				Data protection

						Corporate-owned mobile devices and assimilates are susceptible to carry corporate sensitive/confidential data. If lost or stolen, physical access to the equipment renders nearly any security control as inefficient, apart from proper encryption. 

						=> Full disk encryption must be activated on every laptop, using an Enterprise Architecture standard.

						=> All confidential data stored on mobile storage devices (USB keys, external disks, PDA, Smart Phones, tablets...) must be efficiently encrypted (confidential data being information with restricted or highly restricted access).

						=> Backup master encryption keys for maintenance purposes. 

						All items of equipment containing storage media must be checked to ensure that any sensitive data
and licensed software has been removed or securely overwritten prior to disposal.
=> Devices containing sensitive information must be physically destroyed or the information must be
destroyed, deleted or overwritten using techniques to make the original information non-retrievable
rather than using the standard delete or format function.
=> Damaged devices containing sensitive data may require a risk assessment to determine whether the
items should be physically destroyed rather than sent for repair or discarded.

						More and more data hosting services are available on the Internet. Such "Cloud" services must be validated by the Group IT Compliance & Security office before being used with ArcelorMittal data. Most of them do not provide sufficient technical and/or legal protections. That's why free Cloud services may not be used for transferring or hosting ArcelorMittal data (e.g. DropBox).



				Remark

						Be aware that using encryption can be subject to legal restrictions in some countries.



				Optional Recommendations

						- Full encryption should be activated on USB sticks/storage media and smartphones.

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Is there any specific procedure in place for encrypting mobile devices before user acquisition? 

						#02 Is there any specific device encryption management solution? 

						#03 Get the list of mobile devices supplied to users and check encryption status, either remotely through the encryption solution or physically. 

						#04 Check if master keys of selected devices are backed up. 



						#05 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).





L1SC016 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC016 (Logging)



				Logging and monitoring

						Security logs provide a mean to detect and resolve security incidents/problems as well as assessing controls effectiveness through event collection. 

						Log collection can also be required for legal purposes for certain types of activity.

						Logs must be protected against alteration by users.

						Retention period should also be defined in coherence with backup process to ensure that all logs are backed-up before filling-up and cleaning.

						At a minimum, the built-in logging feature of systems, applications and databases must be activated and configured in order to log the following events:
- Account login failures
- Activity performed by privileged users 
- Authenticated network connections 
      > From internal users to Internet 
      > From external users through DMZ
      > Wireless connections  
      > Remote accesses 
- Changes to system security configuration 
- Activation and de-activation of security systems
- Malware detection
- Blocked attachments
- Backup issues



				Remark

						Logging can generate a huge amount of data that can fill up storage space quickly and result in a system freeze. To avoid this, customize logging level and check regularly disk space. 



				Optional Recommendations

						Some logging systems may also offer alerting mechanisms that enable immediate reaction to a security event. Alerts have to be correctly configured to avoid too frequent notices that would create a message overflow and reduce care.   

						Additionally to minimum requirements, the following events have to be tracked :
- Sensitive file access 
- Session logins and logouts 
- Alteration of logs by privileged users

						- A central repository can be used in order to collect logs from multiple different sources and perform correlation. 

						- Considering logs contain also activity of privileged users (authorized or not) that have access to the log mechanism, they should be protected against alteration through segregation of duties. 

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Select a sample of systems, devices and software on the internal network but more importantly on systems accessible from Internet (DMZ, reverse proxies, remote accesses, ...)

						#02 Check the log configuration on the sample to ensure that all required events are recorded, including logging level

						#03 Since how long are logs retained? 

						#04 Check the disk space on the selected sample



						#05 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).







L1SC017 Guidance

		Implementation Guidance for L1SC017 (Change Management)								SOx ITGC References



				Infrastructure

						IT management has to approve all infrastructure changes before implementation (or after in case of emergency changes) and to make sure all Baseline IT Security Controls are still correctly implemented.				ITGC 1.1.1

						All critical systems must be scanned for vulnerabilities at implementation time, and after each important change.



				Applications

						A Risk Assessment must be done by IT before implementing application changes in production environment, with appropriate testing for high-risk changes.				ITGC 1.1.3 + 1.2

						Business must approve changes within a week of moving the change into production environment.				ITGC 1.1.3 + 1.2

						All Internet facing web applications must be scanned for vulnerabilities at implementation time, and after each important change.

						Business people must not have access to the development environment.				ITGC 1.1.4



				Remarks

						Regarding application change management from a SOx perspective, it is required for small sites to cover risk for ITGC 1.1.3 and 1.2, that IT should at least do risk assessment before putting changes in production if they have difficulty to get approval in advance from Business for every change. Local IT should define in their Change Management procedure what category of changes for them are high-risk (e.g. changing the Purchase Order validation workflow according to different business scenarios), and for them they must perform appropriate testing before putting changes into production.

						Regarding recommendation to make sure Business at least gives approval within a week of moving changes in production, in situations where approval is not received within this time-frame, then Local IT should consider to freeze future changes until such approval is received. And if Business mentions that change was not correct, then IT should have ability to perform roll-back for the change.



				Optional Recommendations

						- For application changes, testing and validation should always been done by Business and IT before implementing changes in production.				(ITGC 1.1.3)

						- Emergency changes should be subject to impact analysis & limited (security) testing by Local IT before implementing change in production, and formal validation (review) for the same can be done after it has been implemented in production environment (within timeline mentioned above). 				(ITGC 1.2)

						- Development and user personnel should not be able to migrate applications and data from the Development to quality/test environment and from quality/test to production environment.				(ITGC 1.1.4)

						- If data conversion has to occur, the converted data should be checked before being uploaded in the new application in production.				(ITGC 1.1.2)

		Testing Guidance

				Checklist

						#01 Check the repository of change requests (or other relevant traces)

						#02 Check that required approvals, testing and risk analysis have been done in due time.



						#03 Check the correct installation and the effectiveness of all the "Optional Recommendations" implemented (if any).



		SOx Testing Guidance (expected minimum evidence)

				ITGC 1.1.1

						- Change Management Procedure.
- Approval by defined system owners for every change request before it was implemented into production environment.

				ITGC 1.1.3

						- Change Management Procedure.
- Risk Analysis documentation by IT before implementing application change in production environment, with appropriate testing documented for high-risk changes.
- Approval by Business for the change within a week of moving the change into production environment.

				ITGC 1.1.4

						- Evidence proving that business users do not have access to development environment.

				ITGC 1.2

						- Change Management Procedure.
- Risk Analysis documentation by IT before implementing application change in production environment, with appropriate testing documented for high-risk changes.
- Approval by Business for the change within a week of moving the change into production environment.





ISO 27002 (2005)

		ISO/IEC 27002:2005
Code of practice for information security management

		C#

HUGUES LACAILLE: Clause Number
		O#

HUGUES LACAILLE: Objective Number
		C#

HUGUES LACAILLE: Control Number
		Clause		Objective + Controls



		4						RISK ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT

				4.1				ASSESSING SECURITY RISKS

				4.2				TREATING SECURITY RISKS



		5						SECURITY POLICY



				5.1				INFORMATION SECURITY POLICY

Objective: To provide management direction and support for information security in accordance with business requirements and relevant laws and regulations.

						5.1.1				Information security policy document

An information security policy document should be approved by management, and published and communicated to all employees and relevant external parties.

						5.1.2				Review of the information security policy

The information security policy should be reviewed at planned intervals or if significant changes occur to ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness.



		6						ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION SECURITY



				6.1				INTERNAL ORGANIZATION

Objective: To manage information security within the organization.

						6.1.1				Management commitment to information security

Management should actively support security within the organization through clear direction, demonstrated commitment, explicit assignment, and acknowledgment of information security responsibilities.

						6.1.2				Information security co-ordination

Information security activities should be co-ordinated by representatives from different parts of the organization with relevant roles and job functions.

						6.1.3				Allocation of information security responsibilities

All information security responsibilities should be clearly defined.

						6.1.4				Authorization process for information processing facilities

A management authorization process for new information processing facilities should be defined and implemented.

						6.1.5				Confidentiality agreements

Requirements for confidentiality or non-disclosure agreements reflecting the organization’s needs for the protection of information should be identified and regularly reviewed.

						6.1.6				Contact with Authorities

Appropriate contacts with relevant authorities should be maintained.

						6.1.7				Contact with special interest groups

Appropriate contacts with special interest groups or other specialist security forums and professional associations should be maintained.

						6.1.8				Independent review of information security

The organization’s approach to managing information security and its implementation (i.e. control objectives, controls, policies, processes, and procedures for information security) should be reviewed independently at planned intervals, or when significant changes to the security implementation occur.



				6.2				EXTERNAL PARTIES

Objective: To maintain the security of the organization’s information and information processing facilities that are accessed, processed, communicated to, or managed by external parties.

						6.2.1				Identification of risks related to external parties

The risks to the organization’s information and information processing facilities from business processes involving external parties should be identified and appropriate controls implemented before granting access.

						6.2.2				Addressing security when dealing with customers

All identified security requirements should be addressed before giving customers access to the organization’s information or assets.

						6.2.3				Addressing security in third party agreements

Agreements with third parties involving accessing, processing, communicating or managing the organization’s information or information processing facilities, or adding products or services to information processing facilities should cover all relevant security requirements.



		7						ASSET MANAGEMENT



				7.1				RESPONSIBILITY FOR ASSETS

Objective: To achieve and maintain appropriate protection of organizational assets.

						7.1.1				Inventory of assets

All assets should be clearly identified and an inventory of all important assets drawn up and maintained.

						7.1.2				Ownership of assets

All information and assets associated with information processing facilities should be owned2 by a designated part of the organization.

						7.1.3				Acceptable use of assets

Rules for the acceptable use of information and assets associated with information processing facilities should be identified, documented, and implemented.



				7.2				INFORMATION CLASSIFICATION

Objective: To ensure that information receives an appropriate level of protection.

						7.2.1				Classification guidelines

Information should be classified in terms of its value, legal requirements, sensitivity, and criticality to the organization.

						7.2.2				Information labeling and handling

An appropriate set of procedures for information labeling and handling should be developed and implemented in accordance with the classification scheme adopted by the organization.



		8						HUMAN RESOURCES SECURITY



				8.1				PRIOR TO EMPLOYMENT

Objective: To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users understand their responsibilities, and are suitable for the roles they are considered for, and to reduce the risk of theft, fraud or misuse of facilities.

						8.1.1				Roles and Responsibilities

Security roles and responsibilities of employees, contractors and third party users should be defined and documented in accordance with the organization’s information security policy.

						8.1.2				Screening

Background verification checks on all candidates for employment, contractors, and third party users should be carried out in accordance with relevant laws, regulations and ethics, and proportional to the business requirements, the classification of the information to be accessed, and the perceived risks.

						8.1.3				Terms and conditions of employment

As part of their contractual obligation, employees, contractors and third party users should agree and sign the terms and conditions of their employment contract, which should state their and the organization’s responsibilities for information security.



				8.2				DURING EMPLOYMENT

Objective: To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users are aware of information security threats and concerns, their responsibilities and liabilities, and are equipped to support organizational security policy in the course of their normal work, and to reduce the risk of human error.

						8.2.1				Management responsibilities

Management should require employees, contractors and third party users to apply security in accordance with established policies and procedures of the organization.

						8.2.2				Information security awareness, education, and training

All employees of the organization and, where relevant, contractors and third party users should receive appropriate awareness training and regular updates in organizational policies and procedures, as relevant for their job function.

						8.2.3				Disciplinary process

There should be a formal disciplinary process for employees who have committed a security breach.



				8.3				TERMINATION OR CHANGE OF EMPLOYMENT

Objective: To ensure that employees, contractors and third party users exit an organization or change employment in an orderly manner.

						8.3.1				Termination responsibilities

Responsibilities for performing employment termination or change of employment should be clearly defined and assigned.

						8.3.2				Return of assets

All employees, contractors and third party users should return all of the organization’s assets in their possession upon termination of their employment, contract or agreement.

						8.3.3				Removal of access rights

The access rights of all employees, contractors and third party users to information and information processing facilities should be removed upon termination of their employment, contract or agreement, or adjusted upon change.



		9						PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY



				9.1				SECURE AREAS

Objective: To prevent unauthorized physical access, damage, and interference to the organization’s premises and information.

						9.1.1				Physical security perimeter

Security perimeters (barriers such as walls, card controlled entry gates or manned reception desks) should be used to protect areas that contain information and information processing facilities.

						9.1.2				Physical entry controls

Secure areas should be protected by appropriate entry controls to ensure that only authorized personnel are allowed access.

						9.1.3				Securing offices, rooms, and facilities

Physical security for offices, rooms, and facilities should be designed and applied.

						9.1.4				Protecting against external environmental threats

Physical protection against damage from fire, flood, earthquake, explosion, civil unrest, and other forms of natural or man-made disaster should be designed and applied.

						9.1.5				Working in secure areas

Physical protection and guidelines for working in secure areas should be designed and applied.

						9.1.6				Public access, delivery, and loading areas

Access points such as delivery and loading areas and other points where unauthorized persons may enter the premises should be controlled and, if possible, isolated from information processing facilities to avoid unauthorized access.



				9.2				EQUIPMENT SECURITY

Objective: To prevent loss, damage, theft or compromise of assets and interruption to the organization’s activities.

						9.2.1				Equipment siting and protection

Equipment should be sited or protected to reduce the risks from environmental threats and hazards, and opportunities for unauthorized access.

						9.2.2				Supporting utilities

Equipment should be protected from power failures and other disruptions caused by failures in supporting utilities.

						9.2.3				Cabling security

Power and telecommunications cabling carrying data or supporting information services should be protected from interception or damage.

						9.2.4				Equipment maintenance

Equipment should be correctly maintained to ensure its continued availability and integrity.

						9.2.5				Security of equipment off-premises

Security should be applied to off-site equipment taking into account the different risks of working outside the organization’s premises.

						9.2.6				Secure disposal or re-use of equipment

All items of equipment containing storage media should be checked to ensure that any sensitive data and licensed software has been removed or securely overwritten prior to disposal.

						9.2.7				Removal of property

Equipment, information or software should not be taken off-site without prior authorization.



		10						COMMUNICATIONS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT



				10.1				OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To ensure the correct and secure operation of information processing facilities.

						10.1.1				Documented operating procedures

Operating procedures should be documented, maintained, and made available to all users who need them.

						10.1.2				Change management

Changes to information processing facilities and systems should be controlled.

						10.1.3				Segregation of duties

Duties and areas of responsibility should be segregated to reduce opportunities for unauthorized or unintentional modification or misuse of the organization’s assets.

						10.1.4				Separation of development, test, and operational facilities

Development, test, and operational facilities should be separated to reduce the risks of unauthorised access or changes to the operational system.



				10.2				THIRD PARTY SERVICE DELIVERY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To implement and maintain the appropriate level of information security and service delivery in line with third party service delivery agreements.

						10.2.1				Service delivery

It should be ensured that the security controls, service definitions and delivery levels included in the third party service delivery agreement are implemented, operated, and maintained by the third party.

						10.2.2				Monitoring and review of third party services

The services, reports and records provided by the third party should be regularly monitored and reviewed, and audits should be carried out regularly.

						10.2.3				Managing changes to third party services

Changes to the provision of services, including maintaining and improving existing information security policies, procedures and controls, should be managed, taking account of the criticality of business systems and processes involved and re-assessment of risks.



				10.3				SYSTEM PLANNING AND ACCEPTANCE

Objective: To minimize the risk of systems failures.

						10.3.1				Capacity management

The use of resources should be monitored, tuned, and projections made of future capacity requirements to ensure the required system performance.

						10.3.2				System acceptance

Acceptance criteria for new information systems, upgrades, and new versions should be established and suitable tests of the system(s) carried out during development and prior to acceptance.



				10.4				PROTECTION AGAINST MALICIOUS AND MOBILE CODE

Objective: To protect the integrity of software and information.

						10.4.1				Controls against malicious code

Detection, prevention, and recovery controls to protect against malicious code and appropriate user awareness procedures should be implemented.

						10.4.2				Controls against mobile code

Where the use of mobile code is authorized, the configuration should ensure that the authorised mobile code operates according to a clearly defined security policy, and unauthorized mobile code should be prevented from executing.



				10.5				BACK-UP

Objective: To maintain the integrity and availability of information and information processing facilities.

						10.5.1				Information back-up

Back-up copies of information and software should be taken and tested regularly in accordance with the agreed backup policy.



				10.6				NETWORK SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To ensure the protection of information in networks and the protection of the supporting infrastructure.

						10.6.1				Network controls

Networks should be adequately managed and controlled, in order to be protected from threats, and to maintain security for the systems and applications using the network, including information in transit.

						10.6.2				Security of network services

Security features, service levels, and management requirements of all network services should be identified and included in any network services agreement, whether these services are provided inhouse or outsourced.



				10.7				MEDIA HANDLING

Objective: To prevent unauthorized disclosure, modification, removal or destruction of assets, and interruption to business activities.

						10.7.1				Management of removable media

There should be procedures in place for the management of removable media.

						10.7.2				Disposal of media

Media should be disposed of securely and safely when no longer required, using formal procedures.

						10.7.3				Information handling procedures

Procedures for the handling and storage of information should be established to protect this information from unauthorized disclosure or misuse.

						10.7.4				Security of system documentation

System documentation should be protected against unauthorized access.



				10.8				EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

Objective: To maintain the security of information and software exchanged within an organization and with any external entity.

						10.8.1				Information exchange policies and procedures

Formal exchange policies, procedures, and controls should be in place to protect the exchange of information through the use of all types of communication facilities.

						10.8.2				Exchange agreements

Agreements should be established for the exchange of information and software between the organization and external parties.

						10.8.3				Physical media in transit

Media containing information should be protected against unauthorized access, misuse or corruption during transportation beyond an organization’s physical boundaries.

						10.8.4				Electronic messaging

Information involved in electronic messaging should be appropriately protected.

						10.8.5				Publicly available information

Policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to protect information associated with the interconnection of business information systems.



				10.9				ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES

Objective: To ensure the security of electronic commerce services, and their secure use.

						10.9.1				Electronic commerce

Information involved in electronic commerce passing over public networks should be protected from fraudulent activity, contract dispute, and unauthorized disclosure and modification.

						10.9.2				On-Line Transactions

Information involved in on-line transactions should be protected to prevent incomplete transmission, mis-routing, unauthorized message alteration, unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized message duplication or replay.

						10.9.3				Publicly available information

The integrity of information being made available on a publicly available system should be protected to prevent unauthorized modification.



				10.10				MONITORING

Objective: To detect unauthorized information processing activities.

						10.10.1				Audit logging

Audit logs recording user activities, exceptions, and information security events should be produced and kept for an agreed period to assist in future investigations and access control monitoring.

						10.10.2				Monitoring system use

Procedures for monitoring use of information processing facilities should be established and the results of the monitoring activities reviewed regularly.

						10.10.3				Protection of log information

Logging facilities and log information should be protected against tampering and unauthorized access.

						10.10.4				Administrator and operator logs

System administrator and system operator activities should be logged.

						10.10.5				Fault logging

Faults should be logged, analysed, and appropriate action taken.

						10.10.6				Clock synchronization

The clocks of all relevant information processing systems within an organization or security domain should be synchronized with an agreed accurate time source.



		11						ACCESS CONTROL



				11.1				BUSINESS REQUIREMENT FOR ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To control access to information.

						11.1.1				Access control policy

An access control policy should be established, documented, and reviewed based on business and security requirements for access.



				11.2				USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Objective: To ensure authorized user access and to prevent unauthorized access to information systems.

						11.2.1				User registration

There should be a formal user registration and de-registration procedure in place for granting and revoking access to all information systems and services.

						11.2.2				Privilege management

The allocation and use of privileges should be restricted and controlled.

						11.2.3				User password management

The allocation of passwords should be controlled through a formal management process.

						11.2.4				Review of user access rights

Management should review users’ access rights at regular intervals using a formal process.



				11.3				USER RESPONSIBILITIES

Objective: To prevent unauthorized user access, and compromise or theft of information and information processing facilities.

						11.3.1				Password use

Users should be required to follow good security practices in the selection and use of passwords.

						11.3.2				Unattended user equipment

Users should ensure that unattended equipment has appropriate protection.

						11.3.3				Clear desk and clear screen policy

A clear desk policy for papers and removable storage media and a clear screen policy for information processing facilities should be adopted.



				11.4				NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to networked services.

						11.4.1				Policy on use of network services

Users should only be provided with access to the services that they have been specifically authorized to use.

						11.4.2				User authentication for external connections

Appropriate authentication methods should be used to control access by remote users.

						11.4.3				Equipment identification in networks

Automatic equipment identification should be considered as a means to authenticate connections from specific locations and equipment.

						11.4.4				Remote diagnostic and configuration port protection

Physical and logical access to diagnostic and configuration ports should be controlled.

						11.4.5				Segregation in networks

Groups of information services, users, and information systems should be segregated on networks.

						11.4.6				Network connection control

For shared networks, especially those extending across the organization’s boundaries, the capability of users to connect to the network should be restricted, in line with the access control policy and requirements of the business applications (see 11.1).

						11.4.7				Network routing control

Routing controls should be implemented for networks to ensure that computer connections and information flows do not breach the access control policy of the business applications.



				11.5				OPERATING SYSTEM ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to operating systems.

						11.5.1				Secure log-on procedures

Access to operating systems should be controlled by a secure log-on procedure.

						11.5.2				User identification and authentication

All users should have a unique identifier (user ID) for their personal use only, and a suitable authentication technique should be chosen to substantiate the claimed identity of a user.

						11.5.3				Password management system

Systems for managing passwords should be interactive and should ensure quality passwords.

						11.5.4				Use of system utilities

The use of utility programs that might be capable of overriding system and application controls should be restricted and tightly controlled.

						11.5.5				Session time out

Inactive sessions should shut down after a defined period of inactivity.

						11.5.6				Limitation of connection time

Restrictions on connection times should be used to provide additional security for high-risk applications.



				11.6				APPLICATION AND INFORMATION ACCESS CONTROL

Objective: To prevent unauthorized access to information held in application systems.

						11.6.1				Information access restriction

Access to information and application system functions by users and support personnel should be restricted in accordance with the defined access control policy.

						11.6.2				Sensitive system isolation

Sensitive systems should have a dedicated (isolated) computing environment.



				11.7				MOBILE COMPUTING AND TELEWORKING

Objective: To ensure information security when using mobile computing and teleworking facilities.

						11.7.1				Mobile computing and communications

A formal policy should be in place, and appropriate security measures should be adopted to protect against the risks of using mobile computing and communication facilities.

						11.7.2				Teleworking

A policy, operational plans and procedures should be developed and implemented for teleworking activities.



		12						INFORMATION SYSTEMS ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE



				12.1				SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Objective: To ensure that security is an integral part of information systems.

						12.1.1				Security requirements analysis and specification

Statements of business requirements for new information systems, or enhancements to existing information systems should specify the requirements for security controls.



				12.2				CORRECT PROCESSING IN APPLICATIONS

Objective: To prevent errors, loss, unauthorized modification or misuse of information in applications.

						12.2.1				Input data validation

Data input to applications should be validated to ensure that this data is correct and appropriate.

						12.2.2				Control of internal processing

Validation checks should be incorporated into applications to detect any corruption of information through processing errors or deliberate acts.

						12.2.3				Message integrity

Requirements for ensuring authenticity and protecting message integrity in applications should be identified, and appropriate controls identified and implemented.

						12.2.4				Output data validation

Data output from an application should be validated to ensure that the processing of stored information is correct and appropriate to the circumstances.



				12.3				CRYPTOGRAPHIC CONTROLS

Objective: To protect the confidentiality, authenticity or integrity of information by cryptographic means.

						12.3.1				Policy on the use of cryptographic controls

A policy on the use of cryptographic controls for protection of information should be developed and implemented.

						12.3.2				Key management

Key management should be in place to support the organization’s use of cryptographic techniques.



				12.4				SECURITY OF SYSTEM FILES

Objective: To ensure the security of system files.

						12.4.1				Control of operational software

There should be procedures in place to control the installation of software on operational systems.

						12.4.2				Protection of system test data

Test data should be selected carefully, and protected and controlled.

						12.4.3				Access control to program source code

Access to program source code should be restricted.



				12.5				SECURITY IN DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT PROCESSES

Objective: To maintain the security of application system software and information.

						12.5.1				Change control procedures

The implementation of changes should be controlled by the use of formal change control procedures.

						12.5.2				Technical review of applications after operating system changes

When operating systems are changed, business critical applications should be reviewed and tested to ensure there is no adverse impact on organizational operations or security.

						12.5.3				Restrictions on changes to software packages

Modifications to software packages should be discouraged, limited to necessary changes, and all changes should be strictly controlled.

						12.5.4				Information leakage

Opportunities for information leakage should be prevented.

						12.5.5				Outsourced software development

Outsourced software development should be supervised and monitored by the organization.



				12.6				TECHNICAL VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To reduce risks resulting from exploitation of published technical vulnerabilities.

						12.6.1				Control of technical vulnerabilities 

Timely information about technical vulnerabilities of information systems being used should be obtained, the organization's exposure to such vulnerabilities evaluated, and appropriate measures taken to address the associated risk.



		13						INFORMATION SECURITY INCIDENT MANAGEMENT



				13.1				REPORTING INFORMATION SECURITY EVENTS AND WEAKNESSES

Objective: To ensure information security events and weaknesses associated with information systems are communicated in a manner allowing timely corrective action to be taken.

						13.1.1				Reporting information security events

Information security events should be reported through appropriate management channels as quickly as possible.

						13.1.2				Reporting security weaknesses

All employees, contractors and third party users of information systems and services should be required to note and report any observed or suspected security weaknesses in systems or services.



				13.2				MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SECURITY INCIDENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS

Objective: To ensure a consistent and effective approach is applied to the management of information security incidents.

						13.2.1				Responsibilities and procedures

Management responsibilities and procedures should be established to ensure a quick, effective, and orderly response to information security incidents.

						13.2.2				Learning from information security incidents

There should be mechanisms in place to enable the types, volumes, and costs of information security incidents to be quantified and monitored.

						13.2.3				Collection of evidence

Where a follow-up action against a person or organization after an information security incident involves legal action (either civil or criminal), evidence should be collected, retained, and presented to conform to the rules for evidence laid down in the relevant jurisdiction(s).



		14						BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT



				14.1				INFORMATION SECURITY ASPECTS OF BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT

Objective: To counteract interruptions to business activities and to protect critical business processes from the effects of major failures of information systems or disasters and to ensure their timely resumption.

						14.1.1				Including information security in the business continuity management process 

A managed process should be developed and maintained for business continuity throughout the organization that addresses the information security requirements needed for the organization’s business continuity.

						14.1.2				Business continuity and risk assessment

Events that can cause interruptions to business processes should be identified, along with the probability and impact of such interruptions and their consequences for information security.

						14.1.3				Developing and implementing continuity plans including information security

Plans should be developed and implemented to maintain or restore operations and ensure availability of information at the required level and in the required time scales following interruption to, or failure of, critical business processes.

						14.1.4				Business continuity planning framework

A single framework of business continuity plans should be maintained to ensure all plans are consistent, to consistently address information security requirements, and to identify priorities for testing and maintenance.

						14.1.5				Testing, maintaining and re-assessing business continuity plans

Business continuity plans should be tested and updated regularly to ensure that they are up to date and effective.



		15						COMPLIANCE



				15.1				COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Objective: To avoid breaches of any law, statutory, regulatory or contractual obligations, and of any security requirements.

						15.1.1				Identification of applicable legislation

All relevant statutory, regulatory, and contractual requirements and the organization’s approach to meet these requirements should be explicitly defined, documented, and kept up to date for each information system and the organization.

						15.1.2				Intellectual property rights (IPR)

Appropriate procedures should be implemented to ensure compliance with legislative, regulatory, and contractual requirements on the use of material in respect of which there may be intellectual property rights and on the use of proprietary software products.

						15.1.3				Protection of organizational records

Important records should be protected from loss, destruction, and falsification, in accordance with statutory, regulatory, contractual, and business requirements.

						15.1.4				Data protection and privacy of personal information

Data protection and privacy should be ensured as required in relevant legislation, regulations, and, if applicable, contractual clauses.

						15.1.5				Prevention of misuse of information processing facilities

Users should be deterred from using information processing facilities for unauthorized purposes.

						15.1.6				Regulation of cryptographic controls

Cryptographic controls should be used in compliance with all relevant agreements, laws, and regulations.



				15.2				COMPLIANCE WITH SECURITY POLICIES AND STANDARDS, AND TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE

Objective: To ensure compliance of systems with organizational security policies and standards.

						15.2.1				Compliance with security policies and standards

Managers should ensure that all security procedures within their area of responsibility are carried out correctly to achieve compliance with security policies and standards.

						15.2.2				Technical compliance checking

Information systems should be regularly checked for compliance with security implementation standards.



				15.3				INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS

Objective: To maximize the effectiveness of and to minimize interference to/from the information systems audit process.

						15.3.1				Information systems audit controls

Audit requirements and activities involving checks on operational systems should be carefully planned and agreed to minimize the risk of disruptions to business processes.

						15.3.2				Protection of information systems audit tools

Access to information systems audit tools should be protected to prevent any possible misuse or compromise.



		Source: ISO/IEC 27002:2005(E)



		Grey = Not really included in the ISO 27002 Security Policy (only clauses 5 to 15 are requested by ISO 27001 for the Statement Of Applicability)









SOx ITGCs (2014)

		ITGC Risk Control Matrix

		General Comments and Guidelines:
- The  ITGC risk control matrix (RCM) below is the basis upon which Arcelor Mittal SOX ITGC project teams must identify the general computing controls that are implemented around the specific applications and infrastructure in scope for the 2014 SOX project. 
- 'Complementary Key Control' will be necessary only when the associated process was assessed to not being operating effectively as part of testing performed during the year. It will be necessary for 'Complementary Key Control' to be also tested during final management testing (when applicable).
- 'Layer 2 Key Control' does not need to exist in Local Entity ITGC RCM unless the related Control Area is applicable for the Entity. It will be necessary for 'Layer 2 Key Control' to be also tested during final management testing (when applicable).
- A seperate RCM must be developed to cover each application or IT environment in scope for the 2014 Arcelor Mittal SOX project. Only those risks deemed applicable to the specific application or IT environment need be addressed, however if the entity ITGC team feels that an ITGC risk is not applicable for a specific application or IT environment or if a business control is addressing the ITGC Risk, then adequate details are required in order to justify this assessment. 
- Final RCMs, including identification of the controls that are actually implemented to address the specific risks and any justification for not implementing or testing any ITGC Control, are to be approved by Europe Center of Excellence - SOx and Compliance and entity SOX Manager.

		Definition of terms (RCM column titles):
Fixed columns (should not be altered by entity SOX ITGC teams):
- "Control Area": The general description of a group of controls.
- "Control Objective": Description of the overall objective that should be achieved through the implementation of specific controls.
- "2007 Arcelor Mittal Control Reference": Reference number that should be used when refering to a specific control activity.  
- "2006 Mittal Control Reference(s)": Reference number used in the 2006 ITGC framework to refer to a specific control activity.
- "Applicability of Control (Application / Infrastructure / both )": Scope of control activity.
- "ITGC Risk to be addressed ": Specific risk that must be addressed. Entities must put in place controls to address these risks 
- "Control Activity": Description of typical control activity that addresses the specific risk. This should be used as the basis for the implementation of IT General Controls. An entity may deviate from the identified control activity as long as it is clear that the specific risks are being adequately addressed. A seperate risk analysis may be required to demonstrate this.
- "Control Activity Classification (Key / Non-Key)": "Key" controls are essential to be implemented and will be subject to final management testing and testing by the external auditors in their attestation process. "Non-Key" controls are ones that must be implemented, but will only be formally tested in the case where specific risks are identified as not being addressed by "Key" controls.

Free columns (to be filled out by entity SOX ITGC teams):
-  "Control Implemented to address ITGC risk": Description of the control implemented to address the specific ITGC risk. This column is to be filled out by the entity ITGC teams.
- "Date of Control Implementation": Date when the control came into practice as part of normal operations. It is important to clearly indicate this date as it will impact on the samples taken to show a control is operating effectively.
- "Frequency of Control": This column should indicate how often a control is being operated; either "Annually", "Quarterly", "Monthly", "Weekly", or "Daily".
- "Control Owner": This column indicates the owner of each control.
-"Evidence getting generated from Control Implemented" : This column should indicate what all supporting evidences get getting generated to verify the Operating effectiveness of controls. 
- "Systems / Applicaitons in Scope": This column should indicate applications / systems for which this control implemented is applicable. This can have multiple applications also listed in it. 
- "Nature of Control" : This column should indicate if the control is automatic, manual or Hybrid (i.e. some part of the process is automatic and some is manual).
- "Control Implementer": This column should indicate who is the control implementer. 


		Steps required to complete ITGC RCMs: 
- A seperate RCM must be developed to cover each application or IT environment in scope for the 2012 Arcelor Mittal SOX project. 
- In each RCM an additional column must be filled by the entity (Column J) in which the control Implemented to address the specific ITGC risk is described.
- The remainder of the columns (A to I) are not to be adjusted by the local entity teams.
- Only those risks deemed applicable to the specific application or IT environment need be addressed, however if the entity ITGC team feels that an ITGC risk is not applicable for a specific application or IT environment, adequate details are required in order to justify this assessment (as mentioned above). The phrase "Not Applicable" should be used in the "Control Implemented to Address ITGC Risk" column, together with a description as to why the risk is not applicable or which Business and/ or IT Control is covering the risk.
- If a risk is addressed in a different RCM, reference should be made to this other RCM in the "Control Implemented to Address ITGC Risk" column with the phrase clearly stated "Addressed in other RCM", together with a details (name, location, scope) of the other RCM.
- Additional columns related to the implemented control ("Date of Control Implementation", "Frequency of Control", and "Control Owner") need to be filled out for each implemented control.
- Final RCMs, including identification of the controls that are actually implemented to address the specific risks, will be subject to a formal Quality Assurance process by the Group IT Compliance & Security Office and entity/segment SOX Management.
- Additional information will need to be provided during the development of the test procedures for each control.


		Definition of key Roles:
- SOx Officer: Will be responsible to maintain ITGC RCM for his entity and keep it up-to-date at all times. Should initiate periodic review of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) mentioned in RCM such that they do not become obsolete. Will need to perform appropriate Quality Assurance (QA) for testing performed. Should monitor that any gaps identified during Testing (internal / external) for these systems have appropriate remediation plan defined, and initiate actions to reduce associated impact on ITGC risks. Will need to co-ordinate external audits for all systems in SOx-scope for his entity*.
* - For systems where maintenance is outsourced to third-party for as long that they are managed according to AM defined SOPs, SOx Officer should: a) Agree on management test planning with the third-party; b) Perform QA for testing performed; c) Co-ordinate the external audits; d) Monitor for any gaps during testing & appropriate remediation plans.
- Control Owner: Will be responsible for proper functioning of related process / controls. Should be able to provide an overview of end to end process to auditors (including existing risks, and controls implemented to address those risks), and inform roles & responsibilities of associated IT Administrators. Will be ultimately responsible for remediation of a gap. Should timely assign IT Administrator role (in case of newly implemented control).
- IT Administrator: Is responsible to execute the control on day-to-day basis as described in related SOPs, and document it's execution. Provides evidence to the Tester of the execution of the control (as described in RCM). Can be also responsible for implementing certain actions from Remediation plan at decision of Control Owner.
- Tester: Is responsible to execute testing procedures for assigned control, and prepare testing work paper (per individual control). Needs to be competent (Trained on SOx ITGC testing, Technical know-how of the subject and Experience on auditing / internal controls), and independent of the process being tested.





		Control Area		Control Objective		2014 ArcelorMittal Control Reference		2013 ArcelorMittal Control Reference		Applicability of Control (Application / Infrastructure)		Responsibility to manage the Control (Application Management team / Infrastructure & Operations team)		ITGC Risk(s) to be addressed 		Control Activity addressing risk(s)		Expected minimum evidence to be generated for Control Activity		Control Activity Classification
(Key / Complementary Key / Internal Control)		Control Implemented to Address ITGC Risk		Systems / Applications in Scope (such as Mainframe, Magnitude etc.)		Evidence getting generated from Control Implemented (such as user list approved by Management, backup schedule etc.)		Date of Control Implementation 
(e.g. 12 March 2007) 		Frequency of Control (i.e. how often the control operates)		Nature of Control (Manual or Automatic or Hybrid)		Control Owner 
(e.g. Joe Bloggs)		IT Administrator (Person who will execute the control on day to day basis)		Additional mandatory checks to include during the development of test procedures for the control



		IT Standard Operating Procedures

		Review of Standard Operating Procedures		Control activity documentation (Standard Operating Procedures - SOPs) are always kept up-to-date & approved by present-day Management.		ITGC 1.0.1		ITGC 1.0.1		Both		Both		- Obsolete procedures used by teams responsible for executing ITGC controls, resulting in errors / exceptions.
- Lack of awareness for ITGC controls by IT and Business Management (in case of changes in organisation structure), resulting in errors / exceptions.		High / Medium / Low Risk: 
The SOPs are reviewed annually by IT and Business Management, or more frequently if necessary, in response to changes in underlying Business / IT processes.		Annual approval for all SOPs referenced in entity RCM.		Key Control																		-

		Outsourcing of IT activities		Outsourcing of IT environment (impacting application landscape / infrastructure architecture for financially significant business applications) to an outside service provider is properly controlled. If there exists at service provider a “report on controls at a service organization” following an appropriate local or international standard, then management uses it to determine what significant IT processes are covered, whether appropriate controls are in place at the service organization, and what controls are required in its own organization to mitigate risks to external financial reporting to an acceptable level. If an appropriate report does not exist at service provider, management uses internal resources (e.g., internal audit, quality assurance over tests performed by service provider themselves, etc) to review the controls at the third party, verifying that the combination of the company’s controls and those at the service organization mitigate risks to external financial reporting to an acceptable level.		ITGC 1.0.2		-		Both		Both		- Necessary controls expected to remain in place at service provider to minimise impact over user organization's financial reporting are not adequately designed to address the corresponding risks.
- Necessary controls expected to remain in place at service provider to minimise impact over user organization's financial reporting are not thoroughly tested for their effectiveness against critical benchmarks (i.e. completeness, accuracy and timeliness of the ITGC control activities and processes).		Applicable for entities relying on SSAE 16 (SOC 1) / ISAE 3402 reports from their IT service providers:

High / Medium / Low Risk:
Management at user organization reviews the associated audit report from service provider with following objectives:
- Evaluation for both design and operating effectiveness of ITGC controls was included in scope of the report;
- Controls covering all applicable processes from ITGC Framework were included in scope of the report;
- In certain cases, the controls at the service provider can not cover the entire control objective from ITGC Framework, for example, if the service provider depends on data submitted by the user organization. In such scenario, user organization will have to safeguard the completeness of the data, since the service provider can only determine the completeness of the processing of changes submitted to it. Controls at the user organization that are essential to the process operating completely (i.e. end-to-end) must be disclosed in the report under the section “user-level controls”.
- The tests of controls covered a substantial time period in relation to the fiscal year.
- Based on results of the tests of controls and service auditor’s opinion on the operating effectiveness of the controls, whether each control objective was achieved.

For any process not included in scope of the report, Management evaluates the related financial reporting risks, and accordingly selects / develops additional actions / controls to address these risks.		- SSAE 16 (SOC 1) / ISAE 3402 Type 2 report for sufficient time-period (atleast 9 months of the calendar year); Analysis by entity management on IT Risks addressed in the report, and to assess their adequacy compared to AM SOx Guidelines; RCM & testing documentation by entity management for 'user-level' controls listed in service-provider report; 'Bridge-letter' by service-provider for the last quarter of the calendar year confirming that no significant changes were made to design of ITGC controls implemented. OR
- RCM & Management TWPs for all ITGC controls under responsibility of service-provider.		Layer 2 Key Control																		-

		Change Control

		Change Control		Change Management Process is properly controlled - IT management should ensure all requests for changes are standardized and subject to formal change management procedures.

All requests for change should be approved by authorised person before development in order to assess the impact on business processes and IT services, and to assess whether change will adversely affect the operational environment and introduce unacceptable risk. All changes must be tested for effectiveness to ensure they correspond with demand (functional specifications), and are free of errors. The protection of any production data used in test cases should be ensured. System owner's authorization should be obtained before any change is implemented into production environment (with exception of emergency changes).		ITGC 1.1.1		ITGC 1.1.1		Infrastructure		Infrastructure & Operations team		- Changes are made to production which have not been tested and accepted
- Software and Services which may compromise the servers are installed and running. 
- Security patches are installed without proper authorisation.		High / Medium Risk: 
Formal prior approval
Ensure that system owners provide a formal approval of the change before it is implemented into production environment: i..e a formal authorisation should be provided by relevant personnel before the installation of security patches.

Establish a formal change procedures document 
Establish a formal change procedures document to describe the process in place for managing change. Ensure that all users are aware of the change procedures document and on how to request a change. Ensure that users are notified of when a change request is complete and update the change procedures document at least on an annual basis.
		- Repository of change requests
- Periodically reviewed list of system owners
- Approval by defined system owners for every change request before it was implemented into production environment		Internal Control (L1SC017)																		At the time of requesting for population of changes related to infrastructure:

- Collect evidence which provides assurance that the population based on which samples will be selected is comprehensive / complete.
- If population is based on lists / reports generated from system, collect screenshots showing the parameters completed, name of report generated, etc.
- If population is based on lists which are maintained manually, cross-check some items from list with logs / reports from systems, interview 2 or more persons involved in the process to get assurance that process is well understood and all members know their responsibilities, etc.

All information / evidence collected in this regards should be documented or attached in the TWP, and this step should be highlighted while completing the 'Summary of test performed'.

						ITGC 1.1.2		ITGC 1.1.2		Application		Application Management team		- Authorised data for conversion is incompletely and/or inaccurately uploaded/recorded into the new application/technology.
- Data for conversion is uploaded/recorded without any tests and approval from the business owner.		High / Medium Risk:
Accuracy and completeness of data conversion test results
Ensure that a process is in place to assess the accuracy and completeness  of authorized data conversion test results. Ensure that an assessment of the accuracy and completion is made prior to uploading or recording the data into the new application/technology

Formal prior approval
Ensure that the data conversion test results can only be implemented into the new application/technology if it has been authorized, and if a formal prior approval is provided by the business.		- Documentation and validation of data conversion test results by business management.		Key Control																		Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that population received is comprehensive / complete. One possible check can be to interview persons from Business & IT (possibly Business SOx Manager & IT Application Manager respectively), and verify that there were no projects concerning migration / conversion of data between systems.

						ITGC 1.1.3		ITGC 1.1.3		Application		Application Management team		- Changes are made to production which have not been tested and accepted
- Software upgrades and patches from vendors are installed without proper testing and approval.		High / Medium Risk:
All application changes are subject to appropriate testing by (representatives of) the system owners, with user and IT management approval documented prior to implementation into the production environment.		High / Medium Risk:
- Change Management procedure
- Repository of change requests
- Approved change request
- Appropriate testing documentation approved by Business and IT before moving application change into Production environment
- Periodically reviewed list of business approvers / key-users
- Periodically reviewed list of pre-approved changes		Internal Control (L1SC017)																		Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that population received of application changes is comprehensive / complete.

For SAP systems:
Take screenshots of the parameter screen used to generate list of transports moved to production environment in order to ensure that the complete population period is covered.

						ITGC 1.1.4		ITGC 1.1.4		Application		Both		- Changes are made to production which have not been tested and accepted		High / Medium Risk:
Development and user personnel are prohibited from migrating applications and data from the Development to quality/ test environment and from quality/ test to production environment. Users for each environment (i.e. Development, Quality/Test & Production) are authorized and reviewed regularly by IT Management.

Developer and Release Manager roles for a change have to be compulsorily performed by seperate persons.
		High / Medium Risk:
- Validated list of developers, release managers
- Validated list of users for each environment
- Evidence for proving that only release managers have ability to migrate changes to production environment
- Transport route defined in the application (for SAP)		Internal Control (L1SC017)																		Applicable only for SAP systems:

- Collect evidence to make sure that the global change option (in production environment) configured to prevent development from occurring directly in the production environment is not changed during the year (via Transactions SE06 and SCC4).
- Collect evidence showing that there are  no developer keys active in production.

Applicable only for new entities, new systems in SOx-scope, or for entities planning for change in control design:

- Collect necessary evidence to ensure that separate environments (logical or physical) exist for development, test and production.
Note: In case this evidence is available in the review performed by management for ITGC 1.1.4, then tester can rely on that evidence for this step.

		Change Control		Emergency Changes Process - IT management should establish parameters defining emergency changes and procedures to control these changes when they circumvent the normal process of technical, operational and management assessment prior to implementation. The emergency changes should be recorded and authorized by IT management. They should be carefully managed to minimise further incidents and make sure the change is controlled and takes place securely.		ITGC 1.2		ITGC 1.2		Application		Application Management team		-Emergency changes are carried out without proper approval
- Emergency changes are carried out without proper analysis 		High / Medium Risk:
Emergency changes are subject to impact analysis, (security) testing and formal review. Emergency access authorizations are documented on standard forms and maintained on file. The detailed approval of the change (in accordance to change & access management process) by management is done afterwards.
		High / Medium Risk:
- Change Management procedure
- Repository of change requests, having easily identifiable criteria for selecting 'emergency' change requests
- Periodic review performed for 'emergency' change requests, with aim to identify repetitive changes of such nature and plan long-term solution, to track approvals of such changes within a reasonable period and to review actions performed by usage of "emergency" account in the application.
- Documented approval for such changes within reasonable time-period after implementing change in production environment (as specified in change management procedure).		Internal Control (L1SC017)																		Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that population received of emergency changes is comprehensive / complete.

For SAP systems:
Review logs showing usages of Emergency User Id (if applicable), and check if corresponding entry is present in Change Requests list maintained by entity.

		Change Control		Procedures should be implemented to ensure that system upgrades or patches released by vendors / third-parties are identified on a timely basis, and that these are suitably assessed to decide whether appropriate/necessary to implement or not. The assessment process must determine which systems are most critical to protect based on the assets housed, and/or the function they provide. The level of risk should be defined by criticality of system and how prone it is to attack/intrusions. The scope of this is all IT components that are part of production environment hosting key financial reporting & accounting business applications (such as ERPs, Databases, Operating System etc).

The above procedures must also include periodic verifications by IT Management to ensure that system upgrades or patches deemed suitable for implementation are actually applied in a timely manner.		ITGC 1.3		ITGC 1.3		Both		Both		- Critical security patches and/or software upgrades are not applied at all. 		High / Medium Risk:
IT Management reviews that Necessary patches and upgrades are applied to SOX relevant operating systems, databases, servers, applications etc. in a timely manner (as detailed in Baseline IT Security controls). For all exceptions to the above, there exists documentation for (technical) reason(s) & revised schedule for installation (prepared after considering criticality level of patches), with the basis being a Risk Assessment accepted by IT Management. Subsequent reviews performed by IT Management to include all earlier exceptions as well until they are successfully applied, or risks are appropriately mitigated.
		High / Medium Risk:
- Approved patch management reviews containing following levels of information:
a) List of available patches (with severity level assessment)
b) List of IT components reviewed with their existing patch levels
c) Reasons for not applying a patch (supported by planning in case of decision to delay patching)
d) Reference to change tickets related to component patching		Internal Control (L1SC002)																		-

		User Access, Logical Security & Physical Security

		User Access, Logical Security & Physical Security		User Identification & Authorization - Management should establish procedures to ensure timely action relating to requesting, establishing/suspending, issuing/closing of user accounts for logical & physical access to applications, database servers, network infrastructure and powerful utilities (job schedulers, monitoring tools, backup tools, etc). A formal approval procedure outlining the data or system owner granting the local and remote access privileges should be included. For all terminated users, a formal removal procedure outlining the removal of physical and logical access privileges should be included. The security of third-party access should be defined contractually and address administration and non-disclosure requirements. 		ITGC 2.1.1		ITGC 2.1.1		Both		Both		- Unauthorized access to applications, operating system, databases, network infrastructure.
- User accounts in applications, operating systems, databases, network infrastructure do not represent authorised users.
- Unused user accounts in applications, operating systems, databases, network infrastructure are used to hack in them.
- Existence of user accounts even after user has been moved/terminated.		High / Medium Risk:
The creation/modification/termination of user accounts is verified against the authorized change requests for accuracy, completeness, validity and users’ assigned role. Users are only provided access via individual user accounts (not generic/shared accounts). Temporary accounts must be defined for fixed-term contracts to ensure that these are automatically terminated after a predetermined period (maximum 1 year from date of validation).

Upon being informed regarding departure of users, such requests are implemented in a timely manner (as detailed in the Baseline IT Security controls) so as to ensure that all associated user accounts are disabled or removed. UserIDs unused for a certain length of timeframe (90 days) are disabled in the systems.		- Authorized access requests
- Approved list of persons who can authorize access requests
- Evidence for showing how unused UserIDs are disabled in the systems.		Internal Control (L1SC008, L1SC010, L1SC011)																		Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that population of user creations / modifications received is comprehensive / complete.

For SAP systems:
Take screenshots of the parameter screen used to generate list of user account creations / role modifications / user account deletions in order to ensure that the complete population period is covered, and that there are no filters enabled (for example on sleeping accounts).

In cases of User Creation:
Verify in access-request whether user is internal employee or not. For all fixed-term contract users, check in systems that whether all associated User Ids are set-up with appropriate expiration date or not.

In cases of User Termination:
- For IT admin-level employees ensure that all associated User Ids are blocked / removed in a 24h maximum timeframe.
- Collect evidence to show that any 'administrator-level' account password known by the leaving employee (e.g. for 'group' or 'default' accounts reviewed under ITGC 2.4.1) is also changed within this timeframe.

						ITGC 2.1.2		ITGC 2.1.2		Infrastructure		Infrastructure & Operations team		- Information is not protected from unauthorised access, damage and interference when being processed, stored or transmitted.		High / Medium Risk:
Physical access  to computer rooms are controlled through appropriate access control mechanism (such as badge readers, biometrics etc.) and access rights are approved & regularly reviewed and updated by IT management, and revoked when necessary.

Management adequately controls and supervises visitor / technician access through the use of temporary identification badges or visitor escorts. Computer terminals within computer rooms have automatic log-out enabled after a certain time-period of inactivity (as defined in Baseline security controls).

		- Approved document listing which persons are authorized to have access to the computer room
- Validated review comparing persons authorized for access vs persons actually having access (as implemented in computer room access control software)
- Screenshot of configuration showing log-out of terminals after certain time-period of inactivity		Key Control																		Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that the list of users which IT Management reviews of having access to computer room, that it is the complete list.

If the review consists of screenshots / reports of users taken from access-management system, and there is no evidence that what options / parameters were selected to get this list, then tester should request for such list to be re-generated for the computer rooms in-scope of this control, and check that this list matches with list present in the review.

If review simply consists of a manual list of users, then check this list with all users granted access in access-management system, and for any discrepancies ensure for the presence of appropriate Access-request validated by IT Manager.

		User Access & Logical Security		Password Mgt -  Management should ensure that cost-effective technical and procedural measures are in place and kept current to keep user authentication and access mechanisms effective. The scope for this is user accounts with any logical access to IT components (such as ERPs, Databases, Operating System, Network Infrastructure, etc) that are part of production environment hosting key financial reporting & accounting business applications.		ITGC 2.2		ITGC 2.2		Both		Both		- Access to applications, operating system, databases, network infrastructure is obtained by using other persons' access rights
		High / Medium Risk:
Password changes are enforced for network user ids (every 90 days).
Minimum password lengths are enforced on systems where technically possible (8 alphanumerical characters).
Users are allowed a limited number of invalid logins (as detailed in the Baseline IT Security controls) before the account is locked-out.		Screenshot of configuration showing implementation of password parameters for all profiles/groups existing in the systems.		Internal Control (L1SC008)																		Once it is verified that password configurations are compliant with Baseline IT Security controls:

- For each in-scope system, obtain a report (when possible) showing that change history to password configuration parameters.
- For the latest change made in current year, ensure availability of an authorised change request.
- For systems which permit, generate a report for all users showing number of remaining days before password expiry, and investigate all cases where number of remaining days is larger than the defined policy.

		User Access & Logical Security		Default Passwords - Management should ensure that all users are appropriately identified and authenticated. All unnecessary accounts (default, guest, etc) should be removed, disabled, or otherwise secured. The scope for this is login accounts that come pre-installed with any IT components (such as ERPs, Databases, Operating System, Network Infrastructure, etc) that are part of production environment hosting key financial reporting & accounting business applications.		ITGC 2.3		ITGC 2.3		Both		Both		- Access to applications is obtained by using other persons' access rights
- Access to operating systems is obtained by using other persons' access rights
- Access to databases is obtained by using other persons' access rights
- Increased likelihood of systems remaining vulnerable to external attacks due to insecure account configurations		High / Medium Risk:
Default application accounts (e.g. SAP*), operating system accounts and database accounts are disabled/removed or passwords are changed.		- Validated review showing the following:
a) Status of default accounts existing in the systems (deleted / locked / password changed)
b) Names of persons who are authorised to have knowledge for changed passwords of default accounts		Internal Control (L1SC009)																		-

		User Access & Logical Security		Super User Access - Procedures should be implemented that ensure only authorized users obtain access to information & information systems. IT Management should ensure that users with privileged ("super-user") access rights are effectively controlled, and periodically reviewed using a formal process. The scope for this is all logical user accounts having ability to execute privileged / administrative activities over IT components (such as ERPs, Databases, Operating System, Network Infrastructure, etc) that are part of production environment hosting key financial reporting & accounting business applications.		ITGC 2.4.1		ITGC 2.4.1		Both		Both		- Unauthorized access to application, database and infrastructure is obtained
- Unauthorized modification to production data. 
- Unused accounts exist which are used for hacking in to servers, database and applications.
- Lack of review of users of having direct access to database. 
- Unauthorized access to database.		High / Medium Risk:
Access to Administrator and other powerful ("super-user") / default accounts is limited to administrators, and access rights are regularly reviewed by IT management. The scope includes IT Components existing at the following layers:
- Application System
- Database System
- Operating System

Access to powerful utilities (used to access systems / update data directly) at each of these layers is limited only to the respective authorized administrators.

IT must assure responsibility for this review, the implementation of corrective actions, and appropriate follow-up to identify root-cause (via ITGC 2.7).		- Validated review showing names of authorized administrators for all systems
- Approved review comparing authorized administrator name-list with actual administrator-level accounts defined in the systems		Internal Control (L1SC010)																		Applicable only for SAP systems:

- Collect necessary evidence (screenshots/reports/CSI-output) to ensure that SAP-critical administrator transactions (mentioned below) are only accessible to a limited number of authorised SAP-administrators:
a) Access to update System Change option (transaction SE06)
b) Access to update Client change option (transaction SCC4)
c) Access to Modify programs in production (transaction SE38)
d) Access to Administer audit logs (transaction SM19)
e) Access to Delete Audit logs (transaction SM18)
f) Access to CCMS operations –Edit profiles; start and stop SAP instances (transactions RZ04, RZ10)

- All screenshots / reports collected for the above needs to be supported by evidence showing values inputted in parameter screens for respective transactions.
- Review output of CSI-queries with criticality rating of "Mandatory – Temporary Access", "Mandatory – Limited Access" and "Priority 1", and ensure that access is appropriately restricted as recommended in ITGC Recommendations for SAP Environments v3.2.

		User Access & Logical Security		Database Auditing - After application systems, databases remain the most important point for ensuring control over who did what with the data residing in it (i.e. effective accountability management). IT Management should implement monitoring over activities performed directly at Database level and ensure the following:
- Logical access was allowed only as appropriate (only by authorized users, and no unauthorized access);
- Completeness and accuracy of data in the database;
- Compliance with other internal procedures and requirements (such as Change Management, Incident Management, etc.).		ITGC 2.5		ITGC 2.5		Infrastructure		Both		- Unauthorized changes made to the production environment.

		High Risk:
Database auditing features are enabled to track changes to data (scope of logging to be limited only for activities performed by associated administrator accounts, NOT by application/technical accounts that are used only by the system), and audit logs are reviewed regularly by IT management. Critical activities performed at database level are linked to corresponding authorised requests (including emergency changes), and appropriate follow-up is performed when these are absent to identify root cause and impact for the particular activity (via ITGC 2.7).

Medium Risk:
Database auditing features are enabled to track changes to data (scope of logging to be limited only for activities performed by associated administrator accounts, NOT by application/technical accounts that are used only by the system). There is review performed by IT management for audit logs when necessary (e.g. on basis of reported incident by end-user / technical teams).

Low Risk:
N/A		High Risk:
- Approved procedure for database auditing showing what is logged, and information on the review performed (i.e. who performs review, at what frequency, how is review performed, what is target / output of the review, etc).
- Screenshot showing enabling of audit logs for all user-account profiles existing in the database (enabling of audit logs is not necessary for application / technical accounts).
- Approved documented review documents by IT management for audit logs showing the following:
a) All critical activities linked to authorised requests, 
b) Creation of security incident for cases where any critical activity is missing an authorised request, or
c) All remaining activities performed only by authorised group of system administrators.

Medium Risk:
- Screenshot showing enabling of audit logs for all user-account profiles existing in the database (enabling of audit logs is not necessary for application / technical accounts).
- Evidence for archival of audit logs for sufficient time-period (minimum 18 months).		Key Control																		-

		User Access & Logical Security		User Termination - Management should establish procedures to ensure that logical user accounts existing in IT components (such as ERPs, Databases, Operating System, Network Infrastructure, etc) are consistently managed and administered. A timely & regular management review of all accounts must be performed to ensure protection of IT systems and confidential data from unauthorised users (i.e. users who were terminated from employment, or for whom engagement contract was completed/closed).		ITGC 2.6		ITGC 2.6		Both		Both		- Unauthorized access to applications, operating system, databases, network infrastructure.
- Unused user accounts in applications, operating systems, databases, network infrastructure are used to hack in them.
- Existence of user accounts even after user has been moved/terminated.		High / Medium Risk:
HR termination/job-change listings should be used as a basis for reviewing periodically access of local AM user-accounts to critical systems.  IT must assure responsibility for this review, the implementation of corrective actions, and appropriate follow-up to identify root-cause.

In cases where user accounts in a business application are outside scope of local HR listings (for example in case of Business Process Outsourcing), local IT teams are to periodically (at least biannually) send a list of all non-local & fixed-term active user-accounts to the responsible Business Owners / Delegates for review. In these circumstances, IT should request for timely response, and send exception report to local Business SOx Officer. Otherwise, based on the review, IT must assure responsibility for the implementation of corrective actions, and appropriate follow-up to identify root-cause.		- Approved reviews comparing list of users for whom access to systems is no longer necessary (e.g. users reported in HR Termination Report) vs. list of user accounts actually existing in the systems (i.e. 'active' user accounts). The review is to contain documentation on the follow-up action taken when access was found to have not been revoked in a timely manner, or when applicable, the justification for users to maintain their access to systems (e.g. when user transferring between entities was reported in HR Termination Report).		Internal Control (L1SC011)																		-

		Security Incident Management		Security Logging - IT security administration should ensure that security activity / security events are logged and any indication of imminent security violation is reported immediately to all who may be concerned, internally and externally, and is acted upon in a timely manner.		ITGC 2.7		ITGC 2.7		Infrastructure		Infrastructure & Operations team		- Loss, damage, misuse of information assets resulting from lack of investigation/follow-up into identified security incidents/hacking attacks/malicious intrusions.
- Increased likelihood of disruptions to systems resulting from delayed resolution of incidents.		High / Medium Risk:
There is a review by management of logged security incidents to ensure that they are followed up and resolved.

The decision what security events are to be tracked, will be based on the local situation (e.g. availability of IPS, FW, monitoring tools …) and will be described in local SOPs. Appropriate priority will be assigned to logged incidents as per below recommendation:-
- Priority 1: Abuse of privileged user-accounts
- Priority 1: Repeated privileged user-account login failures
- Priority 1: Illegitimate access to service accounts
- Priority 2: Network security events (e.g. IPS, FW) from LAN or GWAN access points
		High / Medium Risk:
- Evidence for regular monitoring to identify security incidents
- Approved review document for logged security incidents		Internal Control (L1SC013)																		- Collect necessary evidence for ensuring that the monitoring for security events performed by Security Administration team is covering entire perimeter of in-scope IT infrastructure components.
- Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that the list of security incidents which IT Management reviews, that it is the complete list. If the review consists of screenshots / reports of security-incident tickets taken from ticket-management system, and there is no evidence that what options / parameters were selected to get this list, then tester should request for such list to be re-generated for the period of the review, and check that this list matches with list present in the review.

		Data Backup

		Data Backup & Restoration		Backup - IT Management should implement a proper strategy for back-up and restoration to ensure that it includes a review of business requirements. The scope of this is financial reporting information and accounting data.

Procedures should be in place by IT to ensure back-ups are taken in accordance with the defined back-up strategy, and to completely and accurately do a restore. The restoration process should be regularly tested to help ensure the backup and restoration processes work properly. Further, management should ensure that only authorized people have access to back up data.		ITGC 6.1		ITGC 6.1		Infrastructure		Both		- Integrity of back up data for restoration in event of contingency such as server crash.		High / Medium Risk:
Establish a formal backup and recovery procedures document
Establish a formal backup and recovery procedures document and ensure that it includes a review of business requirements in its scope. Ensure that the IT department is aware of the procedure in place to perform backups.

Review of backups
Ensure that a review is made by IT management on a regular basis for logged backup systems activitiy [completion, unexpected errors, terminations, and abnormal ends (ABENDS)].

Reporting incidents
Incidents must be logged for all backup job failures, unexpected errors, terminations and abnormal ends (ABENDS). Review of these incident tickets should follow the locally defined Incident & Problem Management Process.		- Approved backup and recovery procedures document
- Evidence for regular monitoring to identify backup job failures, unexpected errors, terminations and abnormal ends (ABENDS)
- Incident tickets for all backup job failures, unexpected errors, terminations and abnormal ends (ABENDS)		Internal Control (L1SC012)																		-

						ITGC 6.2		ITGC 6.2		Infrastructure		Both		- Not being able to restore data to the expected state.		High / Medium Risk:
Restore tests are performed periodically verifying the usability of backup media per platform & database-type. In circumstances where restorations have been performed & documented, management may decide (on basis of risk assessment) not to perform additional restore test during that year.		- Validated plan in beginning of the year concerning test of database data restore.
- Evidence for test of database data restore from backup media at least once per year.		Key Control																		-

		Incident Management System

		Operational Incident Management		IT management should define and implement a incident management system to ensure that all operational events which are clear indications of system mal-functioning are recorded, analyzed and resolved in a timely manner. Detection of these events can be triggered by either end-users (via Help-desk) or through IT monitoring.		ITGC 8.2		ITGC 8.2		Both		Both		- Data processing errors are not identified and resolved.
- Increased likelihood of disruptions to systems resulting from delayed resolution of incidents.		High / Medium Risk:
Exception/error reports or other monitoring tools are in place to identify errors in data processing [in particular for jobs initiated by IT & interfaces (including middleware), and which can impact business data]. All processing  incidents are logged and resolved.		- Approved incident management procedure document
- Evidence for regular monitoring to identify errors in data processing
- Approved review document for logged data processing (and backup) incidents		Key Control																		- Similar to ITGC 1.1.1, collect suitable evidence which can give assurance that the list of incident tickets which IT Management reviews, that it is the complete list. If the review consists of screenshots / reports of incident tickets taken from ticket-management system, and there is no evidence that what options / parameters were selected to get this list, then tester should request for such list to be re-generated for the period of the review, and check that this list matches with list present in the review.

		Controls to be Implemented and Tested only under special criteria

		Complementary Key Controls

		Change Control		Change Management Process is properly controlled - IT management should ensure all requests for changes are standardized and subject to formal change management procedures.

All requests for change should be approved by authorised person before development in order to assess the impact on business processes and IT services, and to assess whether change will adversely affect the operational environment and introduce unacceptable risk. All changes must be tested for effectiveness to ensure they correspond with demand (functional specifications), and are free of errors. The protection of any production data used in test cases should be ensured. System owner's authorization should be obtained before any change is implemented into production environment (with exception of emergency changes).		ITGC 1.1.6		ITGC 1.1.6		Both		Both		- Changes are developed and implemented to the production environment which are not based on an authorized business change request
- Changes are made to production which have not been tested and accepted		High Risk:
There are intermediate verifications performed by IT system owners (or representatives) on regular (at least monthly) basis with representative samples in order to assess effectiveness of change management process, and corrective measures are taken as appropriate.

Medium / Low Risk:
N/A		- Approved review document giving information on following:
a) Effectiveness of change management process (whether implemented changes were supported with proper approvals & testing documentation),
b) Corrective measures (e.g. risk assessment / impact analysis, re-emphasis to IT team on importance of implementing changes according to documented change management procedure, etc) taken for changes with lack of adequate supporting documentation.		Complementary Key Control (ITGC 1.1.1 & 1.1.3)																		-
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Description


			


						BAT			Batch File


						CHM			Compiled HTML Help File


						CMD			Windows NT Command Script


						COM			MS-DOS Application


						CPL			Control Panel Extension


						EXE			Application


						HLP			Help File


						HTA			HTML Applications


						INF			Setup Information File


						INS			Internet Communication Settings


						ISP			Internet Communication Settings


						JS			JScript File


						JSE			JScript Encoded Script File


						LNK			Shortcut


						MSC			Microsoft Common Console Document


						MSI			Windows Installer Package


						MSP			Windows Installer Patch


						PCD			Photo CD Image or Microsoft Visual Test Compiled Script


						PIF			Shortcut to MS-DOS Program


						REG			Registration Entries


						SCR			Screen Saver


						SCT			Windows Script Component


						SHB			Document Shortcut File


						SHS			Shell Scrap Object


						VB			VBScript File


						VBE			VBScript Encoded Script File


						VBS			VBScript Script File


						WSC			Windows Script Component


						WSF			Windows Script File


						WSH			Windows Scripting Host Settings File
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Websense Categories


			Who decides on ArcelorMittal standard												ArcelorMittal


			General Unacceptable			Legal
to decide			HR
to decide			IT Security
to decide			Standard			Websense			Categories			Name


												X			Block			Extended Protection						Extended Protection


																		The parent category that contains the following categories:


												X			Block						Dynamic DNS - Sites that mask their identity using Dynamic DNS services, often associated with advanced persistent threats.			Dynamic DNS


												X			Block						Elevated Exposure - sites that camouflage their true nature or that include elements suggesting latent malign intent.			Elevated Exposure


												X			Block						Emerging Exploits - sites found to be hosting known and potential exploit code.			Emerging Exploits


												X			Block						Potentially Damaging Content - sites likely to contain little or no useful content			Potentially Damaging Content


												X			Block			Websense Security Filtering (also known as Security PG)						Security


																		Websense Security Filtering adds a higher level of protection from Web-based threats by providing additional security-related Web site categories. These additional categories allow organizations to develop policies to block access to sites associated with spyware, phishing, keylogging, and malicious mobile code.


												X			Block						Botnets - sites that host the command-and-control centers for networks of bots that have been infiltrated into users' computers. Excludes Web crawlers.			Bot Networks


												X			Block						Keyloggers - Sites or pages that download programs that run in the background recording all keystrokes, and which may also send those keystrokes (potentially including passwords or confidential information) to an external party.			Keyloggers


												X			Block						Malicious Embedded Link - Sites that are infected with a malicious link.			Malicious Embedded Link


												X			Block						Malicious Embedded iFrame - Sites that are infected with a malicious iframe.			Malicious Embedded iFrame


												X			Block						Malicious Web sites - Sites that contain code that may intentionally modify end-user systems without their consent and cause harm.			Malicious Web sites


												X			Block						Phishing and Other Frauds - Sites that counterfeit legitimate business sites for the purpose of eliciting financial or other private information from users.			Phishing and Other Frauds


												X			Block						Potentially Unwanted Software - Sites that use technologies that alter the operation of the user's hardware, software, or network in ways that diminish control over the user experience, privacy, or the collection and distribution of personal information.			Potentially Unwanted Software


												X			Block						Spyware - Sites or pages that download software that, without the user's knowledge, generate HTTP traffic (other than simple user identification and validation).			Spyware


												X			Block						Suspicious Embedded Link - Sites suspected of being infected with a malicious link.			Suspicious Embedded Link


									X						Permit			Bandwidth Categories (also known as Bandwidth PG)						Bandwidth


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Quota						Educational Video - Sites that host videos with academic or instructional content.			Educational Video


									X						Quota						Entertainment Video - Sites that host videos with entertainment-oriented content.			Entertainment Video


									X						Quota						Internet Radio and TV - Sites whose primary purpose is to provide radio or TV programming on the Internet.			Internet Radio and TV


									X						Quota						Internet Telephony - Sites that enable users to make telephone calls via the Internet or to obtain information or software for that purpose.			Internet Telephony


						X									Block						Peer-to-Peer File Sharing - Sites that provide client software to enable peer-to-peer file sharing and transfer.			Peer-to-Peer File Sharing


						X									Block						Personal Network Storage and Backup - Sites that store personal files on Internet servers for backup or exchange.			Personal Network Storage and Backup


									X						Quota						Streaming Media - Sites that primarily provide streaming media content, such as movie trailers.			Streaming Media


									X						Quota						Surveillance - Sites that enable real-time monitoring of various types of operations via network cameras, webcams, and other video recording devices.			Surveillance


									X						Quota						Viral Video - Sites that host videos with high or rapidly-rising popularity.			Viral Video


									X						Block			Productivity Categories (also known as Productivity PG)						Productivity


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Block						Advertisements - Sites that provide advertising graphics or other ad content files.			Advertisements


									 			X			Block						Freeware and Software Download - Sites whose primary function is to provide freeware and software downloads.			Freeware and Software Download


									X						Block						Instant Messaging - Sites that enable instant messaging.			Instant Messaging


									X						Permit						Message Boards and Forums - Sites that host message boards, bulletin boards, and other unaffiliated discussion forums.			Message Boards and Forums


									X						Permit						Online Brokerage and Trading - Sites that support active trading of securities and management of investments.			Online Brokerage and Trading


									X						Block						Pay-to-Surf - Sites that reward users for Internet activity such as viewing Web Sites, advertisements, or email.			Pay-to-Surf


			X												Block			Abortion						Abortion


																		Sites with neutral or balanced presentation of the issue.


			X												Block						Pro-Choice - Sites that provide information about or are sponsored by organizations that support legal abortion or that offer support or encouragement to those seeking the procedure.			Pro-Choice


			X												Block						Pro-Life - Sites that provide information about or are sponsored by organizations that oppose legal abortion or that seek increased restriction of abortion.			Pro-Life


			X												Block			Adult Material						Adult Material


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


			X												Block						Adult Content - Sites that display full or partial nudity in a sexual context, but not sexual activity; erotica; sexual paraphernalia; sex-oriented businesses as clubs, nightclubs, escort services; and sites supporting the online purchase of such goods and services.			Adult Content


			X												Block						Lingerie and Swimsuit - Sites that offer images of models in suggestive but not lewd costume, with semi nudity permitted. Includes classic 'cheese-cake,' calendar, and pinup art and photography. Includes also sites offering lingerie or swimwear for sale.			Lingerie and Swimsuit


			X												Block						Nudity - Sites that offer depictions of nude or seminude human forms, singly or in groups, not overtly sexual in intent or effect.			Nudity


			X												Block						Sex - Sites that depict or graphically describe sexual acts or activity, including exhibitionism; also, sites offering direct links to such sites.			Sex


			X												Block						Sex Education - Sites that offer information about sex and sexuality, with no pornographic intent.			Sex Education


									X						Block			Advocacy Groups						Advocacy Groups


																		Sites that promote change or reform in public policy, public opinion, social practice, economic activities, and relationships.


									X						Permit			Business and Economy 						Business and Economy


																		Sites sponsored by or devoted to business firms, business associations, industry groups, or business in general.


									X						Permit						Financial Data and Services - Sites that offer news and quotations on stocks, bonds, and other investment vehicles, investment advice, but not online trading. Includes banks, credit unions, credit cards, and insurance.			Financial Data and Services


									X						Permit						Hosted Business Applications - Sites that provide access to business-oriented web applications and allow storage of sensitive data, excluding those for web collaboration.			Hosted Business Applications


			X												Block			Drugs						Drugs


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


			X												Block						Abused Drugs - Sites that promote or provide information about the use of prohibited drugs, except marijuana, or the abuse or unsanctioned use of controlled or regulated drugs; also, paraphernalia associated with such use or abuse.			Abused Drugs


			X												Block						Marijuana - Sites that provide information about or promote the cultivation, preparation, or use of marijuana.			Marijuana


			X												Block						Prescribed Medications - Sites that provide information about approved drugs and their medical use.			Prescribed Medications


			X												Block						Supplements and Unregulated Compounds - Sites that provide information about or promote the sale or use of chemicals not regulated by the FDA (such as naturally occurring compounds).			Supplements and Unregulated Compounds


									X						Permit			Education						Education


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Permit						Cultural Institutions - Sites sponsored by museums, galleries, theatres (but not movie theatres), libraries, and similar institutions; also, sites whose purpose is the display of artworks.			Cultural Institutions


									X						Permit						Educational Institutions - Sites sponsored by schools and other educational facilities, by non-academic research institutions, or that relate to educational events and activities.			Educational Institutions


									X						Permit						Educational Materials - Sites that provide information about or that sell or provide curriculum materials or direct instruction; also, learned journals and similar publications.			Educational Materials


									X						Permit						Reference Materials - Sites that offer reference-shelf content such as atlases, dictionaries, encyclopedias, formularies, white and yellow pages, and public statistical data.			Reference Materials


									X						Permit			Entertainment						Entertainment


																		Sites that provide information about or promote motion pictures, non-news radio and television, books, humor, and magazines.


									X						Block						MP3 and Audio Download Services - Sites that support downloading of MP3 or other sound files or that serve as directories of such sites.			MP3 and Audio Download Services


			X												Block			Gambling - Sites that provide information about or promote gambling or support online gambling, involving a risk of losing money.						Gambling


			X												Block			Games - Sites that provide information about or promote electronic games, video games, computer games, role-playing games, or online games. Includes sweepstakes and giveaways.						Games


									X						Permit			Government						Government


																		Sites sponsored by branches, bureaus, or agencies of any level of government, except for the armed forces.


									X						Permit						Military - Sites sponsored by branches or agencies of the armed services.			Military


									X						Permit						Political Organizations - Sites sponsored by or providing information about political parties and interest groups focused on elections or legislation.			Political Organizations


									X						Permit			Health - Sites that provide information or advice on personal health or medical services, procedures, or devices, but not drugs. Includes self-help groups.						Health


						X									Block			Illegal or Questionable - Sites that provide instruction in or promote nonviolent crime or unethical or dishonest behavior or the avoidance of prosecution.						Illegal or Questionable


												X			Permit			Information Technology						Information Technology


																		Sites sponsored by or providing information about computers, software, the Internet, and related business firms, including sites supporting the sale of hardware, software, peripherals, and services.


												X			Block						Computer Security - Sites that provide information about or free downloadable tools for computer security.			Computer Security


												X			Block						Hacking - Sites that provide information about or promote illegal or questionable access to or use of computer or communication equipment, software, or databases.			Hacking


												X			Block						Proxy Avoidance - Sites that provide information about how to bypass proxy server features or to gain access to URLs in any way that bypasses the proxy server.			Proxy Avoidance


												X			Permit						Search Engines and Portals - Sites that support searching the Web, news groups, or indices or directories thereof.			Search Engines and Portals


												X			Block						URL Translation Sites - Sites that offer online translation of URLs. These sites access the URL to be translated in a way that bypasses the proxy server, potentially allowing unauthorized access.			URL Translation Sites


												X			Block						Web & Email Spam - Sites whose links are sent in unsolicited commercial email, either as part of campaigns to promote products or services, or to entice readers to click through to surveys or similar sites. Also included are sites that display comment spam.			Web and Email Spam


												X			Permit						Web Collaboration - Sites that provide virtual workspace for purposes of collaboration and conferencing, which may include sites that enable authorized access to a computer or network from a remote location			Web Collaboration


												X			Permit						Web Hosting - Sites of organizations that provide hosting services, or top-level domain pages of Web communities.			Web Hosting


									X						Permit			Internet Communication						Internet Communication


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Block						Web Chat - Sites that host Web chat services or that support or provide information about chat via HTTP or IRC.			Web Chat


									X						Permit						General Email - Sites that provide email services open to general use.			General Email


									X						Permit						Organizational Email - login sites for corporate or institutional email systems.			Organizational Email


									X						Block						Text and Media Messaging - Sites that enable the sending of messages and other content via SMS, EMS, MMS, or similar protocols.			Text and Media Messaging


									X						Permit			Job Search - Sites that offer information about or support the seeking of employment or employees.						Job Search


						X									Block			Militancy and Extremist - Sites that offer information about or promote or are sponsored by groups advocating antigovernment beliefs or action.						Militancy and Extremist


									X						Permit			Miscellaneous						Miscellaneous


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Permit						Content Delivery Networks - Commercial hosts that deliver content to subscribing Web sites.			Content Delivery Networks


									X						Permit						Dynamic Content - URLs that are generated dynamically by a Web server.			Dynamic Content


												X			Block						File Download Servers - Web servers whose primary function is to deliver files for download.			File Download Servers


									X						Permit						Image Servers - Web servers whose primary function is to deliver images.			Image Servers


									X						Permit						Images (Media) - URLs ending with image filenames.			Images (Media)


												X			Block						Network Errors - URLs with hosts that do not resolve to IP addresses.			Network Errors


												X			Block						Private IP Addresses - IP addresses defined in RFC 1918, 'Address Allocation for Private Intranets.'			Private IP Addresses


												X			Block						Uncategorized - Sites not categorized in the Websense Master Database.			Uncategorized


									X						Permit			News and Media						News and Media


																		Sites that offer current news and opinion, including those sponsored by newspapers, general-circulation magazines, or other media.


									X						Permit						Alternative Journals - Online equivalents to supermarket tabloids and other fringe publications.			Alternative Journals


												X			Block			Parked Domain - Sites that are expired, offered for sale, or known to display targeted links, advertisements.						Parked Domain


						X									Block			Racism and Hate - Sites that promote the identification of racial groups, the denigration or subjection of groups, or the superiority of any group.						Racism and Hate


									X						Block			Religion						Religion


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Block						Non-Traditional Religions and Occult and Folklore - Sites that provide information about or promote religions not specified in Traditional Religions or other unconventional, cultic, or folkloric beliefs and practices.			Non-Traditional Religions and Occult and Folklore


									X						Block						Traditional Religions - Sites that provide information about or promote Bahai, Buddhism, Christian Science, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Mormonism, Shinto, and Sikhism, as well as atheism.			Traditional Religions


									X						Permit			Shopping 						Shopping


																		Sites that support the online purchase of consumer goods and services except: sexual materials, lingerie, swimwear, investments, medications, educational materials, computer software or hardware, alcohol, tobacco, travel, vehicles and parts, weapons.


									X						Block						Internet Auctions - Sites that support the offering and purchasing of goods between individuals.			Internet Auctions


									X						Permit						Real Estate - Sites that provide information about renting, buying, selling, or financing residential real estate.			Real Estate


									X						Permit			Social Organizations						Social Organizations


																		Parent category that contains the categories:


									X						Permit						Professional and Worker Organizations - Sites sponsored by or that support or offer information about organizations devoted to professional advancement or workers' interests.			Professional and Worker Organizations


									X						Permit						Service and Philanthropic Organizations - Sites sponsored by or that support or offer information about organizations devoted to doing good as their primary activity.			Service and Philanthropic Organizations


									X						Permit						Social and Affiliation Organizations - Sites sponsored by or that support or offer information about organizations devoted chiefly to socializing or common interests other than philanthropy or professional advancement.			Social and Affiliation Organizations


									X						Permit			Society and Lifestyles						Society and Lifestyles


																		Sites that provide information about matters of daily life, excluding entertainment, health, hobbies, jobs, sex, and sports.


									X						Block						Alcohol and Tobacco - Sites that provide information about, promote, or support the sale of alcoholic beverages or tobacco products or associated paraphernalia.			Alcohol and Tobacco


									X						Quota						Blogs and Personal Sites - Sites that host blogs and personal sites.			Blogs and Personal Sites


									X						Block						Gay or Lesbian or Bisexual Interest - Sites that provide information about or cater to gay, lesbian, or bisexual lifestyles, but excluding those that are sexually or issue-oriented.			Gay or Lesbian or Bisexual Interest


									X						Quota						Hobbies - Sites that provide information about or promote private and largely sedentary pastimes, but not electronic, video, or online games.			Hobbies


									X						Block						Personals and Dating - Sites that assist users in establishing interpersonal relationships, excluding those intended to arrange for sexual encounters.			Personals and Dating


									X						Quota						Restaurants and Dining - Sites that list, review, advertise, or promote food, dining, or catering services.			Restaurants and Dining


									X						Block						Social Networking - Sites of web communities that provide users with means for expression and interaction.			Social Networking


									X						Quota						Social Networking and Personal Sites - Sites chiefly devoted to personal expression by individuals (as in diaries or personal blogs) or small groups, often but not necessarily involving multiple links to similar sites.			Social Networking and Personal Sites


									X						Permit			Special Events - Sites devoted to a current event that requires separate categorization.						Special Events


									X						Quota			Sports						Sports


																		Sites that provide information about or promote sports, active games, and recreation.


									X						 Quota						Sport Hunting and Gun Clubs - Sites that provide information about or directories of gun clubs and similar groups, including war-game and paintball facilities.			Sport Hunting and Gun Clubs


			X												Block			Tasteless - Sites with content that is gratuitously offensive or shocking, but not violent or frightening. Includes sites devoted in part or whole to scatology and similar topics or to improper language, humor, or behavior.						Tasteless


									X						Permit			Travel - Sites that provide information about or promote travel-related services and destinations.						Travel


												X			Permit			User-Defined - User-defined category.						User-Defined


									X						Permit			Vehicles - Sites that provide information about or promote vehicles, including those that support online purchase of vehicles or parts.						Vehicles


						X									Block			Violence - Sites that feature or promote violence or bodily harm, including self-inflicted harm; or that gratuitously display images of death, gore, or injury; or that feature images or descriptions that are grotesque or frightening and of no redeeming value.						Violence


			X												Block			Weapons - Sites that provide information about, promote, or support the sale of weapons and related items.						Weapons


									X						Quota			Social Web Controls						Social Web Controls


																		Parent category that contains the following categories:





									X						Quota			Social Web Controls - Facebook						Social Web Controls - Facebook


																		Parent category that contains Facebook Domain Controls.





									X						Quota						Facebook Posting - Facebook function that enables a user to share a post, status or link.			Facebook Posting


									X						Quota						Facebook Commenting - Facebook function that enables a user to comment or like.			Facebook Commenting


									X						Quota						Facebook Friends - Facebook function that enables a user to add a connection.			Facebook Friends


									X						Quota						Facebook Photo Upload - Facebook function that enables a user to upload a photo.			Facebook Photo Upload


									X						Quota						Facebook Mail - Facebook function that enables a user to send an email within the Facebook community.			Facebook Mail


									X						Quota						Facebook Events - Facebook function that enables a user to create, modify or respond to an event within the Facebook community.			Facebook Events


									X						Quota						Facebook Apps - Facebook function that enables a user to access or utilize an app.			Facebook Apps


									X						Quota						Facebook Chat - Facebook function that enables a user to chat within the Facebook community.			Facebook Chat


									X						Quota						Facebook Questions - Facebook function that enables a user to ask a question within the Facebook community.			Facebook Questions


									X						Quota						Facebook Video Upload - Facebook function that enables a user to upload a video.			Facebook Video Upload


									X						Quota						Facebook Groups - Facebook function that enables a user to create, modify or join a group within the Facebook community.			Facebook Groups


									X						Quota						Facebook Games - Facebook function that enables a user to access or play a game.			Facebook Games





									X						Quota			Social Web Controls - LinkedIn						Social Web Controls - LinkedIn


																		Parent category that contains LinkedIn Domain Controls.





									X						Quota						LinkedIn Updates - LinkedIn function that enables a user to edit a profile or post an update.			LinkedIn Updates


									X						Quota						LinkedIn Mail - LinkedIn function that enables a user to send an email within the LinkedIn community.			LinkedIn Mail


									X						Quota						LinkedIn Connections - LinkedIn function that enables a user to add a connection.			LinkedIn Connections


									X						Quota						LinkedIn Jobs - LinkedIn function that enables a user to perform activities related to job search.			LinkedIn Jobs





									X						Quota			Social Web Controls - Twitter						Social Web Controls - Twitter


																		Parent category that contains Twitter Domain Controls.





									X						Quota						Twitter Posting - Twitter function that enables a user to post an update.			Twitter Posting


									X						Quota						Twitter Mail - Twitter function that enables a user to send an email within the Twitter community.			Twitter Mail


									X						Quota						Twitter Follow - Twitter function that enables a user to add a connection.			Twitter Follow





									X						Quota			Social Web Controls - YouTube						Social Web Controls - YouTube


																		Parent category that contains YouTube Domain Controls.





									X						Quota						YouTube Commenting - YouTube function that enables a user to comment, like or dislike.			YouTube Commenting


									X						Quota						YouTube Video Upload - YouTube function that enables a user to upload a video.			YouTube Video Upload


									X						Quota						YouTube Sharing - YouTube function that enables a user to share a video within and outside of the YouTube community.			YouTube Sharing





									X						Quota			Social Web Controls - Various						Social Web Controls - Various


																		Parent category that contains various Domain Controls.





									X						Quota						Craigslist Posting - Craigslist function that enables a user to create a classified ad.			Craigslist Posting


									X						Quota						WordPress Posting - WordPress function that enables a user to publish a blog entry.			WordPress Posting


									X						Quota						WordPress Commenting - WordPress function that enables a user to comment.			WordPress Commenting
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Introduction 



This document consists of a set of policy statements which must be adhered to when developing any 



applications or application systems that transmit, store or process ArcelorMittal corporate data or 



ArcelorMittal customer data. These policies apply to applications developed internally by ArcelorMittal, 



as well as those developed by third parties for, or on behalf of ArcelorMittal. 



This document is designed as a reference for project and BAU teams to help them develop, maintain, 



and support applications securely. This policy is designed to ensure that ArcelorMittal applications 



comply with legal and regulatory security requirements such as the Data Protection Act, RIPA, EU Data 



Protection Directives, etc. 



This document will be reviewed regularly and updated. 
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Scope 



The scope of this policy includes all application components that store, process, display or utilise 



application transactions, data, source or object code, configuration files, containers and any other 



application artefacts. This includes all server, client and intermediary components, such as database 



servers, application servers, web servers, middleware, frameworks, libraries, desktop, web browser, 



mobile and other client types and their application content and artefacts, transient or persistent. 



This policy applies to all stages of application development, maintenance and operational life cycle, in all 



ArcelorMittal environments, including (but not limited to) development, testing and quality assurance, 



staging, production, backup/archiving and disaster recovery. 



This policy applies to all applications and services that are intended to, or do run on ArcelorMittal 



platforms and networks, whether developed internally or externally. The policy also applies to packaged 



software, externally-hosted or cloud-hosted services, outsourced systems and third-party systems 



integrated directly to ArcelorMittal application systems, platforms and networks. 



This policy does not document infrastructure or network security requirements. It does however require 



and assume that applications and services run on standard ArcelorMittal builds (or their equivalents, if 



hosted externally) with secure underlying network and infrastructure platforms. 
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Requirements 



1. Governance 



1.1. Conduct technical security training 



Architects, developers and testers should have completed introductory core security training courses. 



Advanced training topics covering the Basics of Secure Design, Development, and Test or equivalent, 



Privacy in Development, Introduction to Secure Development Lifecycle, and Introduction to Threat 



Modelling should be provided as appropriate.  



Targeted training delivers a comprehensive awareness of the issues that lead to security vulnerabilities 



at the product, design and code levels, as well as providing staff with the skills necessary for building 



plans to remediate vulnerabilities and design flaws in on-going projects. 



This measure allows all architects, developers and testers to possess the necessary knowledge to design 



implement and maintain the application. 



 



1.2. Classify data and software assets based on business risk 



The application and relevant systems that comprised the end product to be developed should be 



classified according to: 



� Data Privacy requirements 



� Data Classification 



� Regulatory and Legal Requirements 



� Business criticality to ArcelorMittal 



Data assets should be categorised according to sensitivity i.e.: public, internal, confidential, restricted, 



regulatory and top secret.  



Every new project should be evaluated and mapped to a risk category. 



An on-going process for application and data asset risk categorisation should be established to assign 



categories to new assets and keep the existing information updated 



Data and Project classification allows the proportional implementation of security measures. 



Customised assurance plans are created per project, based upon core value to the business. 



This measure ensures the implementation of appropriate security measures based on the respective 



assets business risk. 
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1.3. Build and maintain compliance and technical guidelines 



Technical and compliance guidelines should be developed and maintained. These guidelines should list 



mandatory security requirements that are to be implemented and verified. 



Technical guidelines comprise a list of approved documents, web pages and technical notes that provide 



technology-specific security advice.  For very specialised or proprietary technologies, internal documents 



should be created and maintained. 



External legal and regulatory requirements must be periodically reviewed to provide updates into 



Compliance Guidelines, such that they are aligned with the business purpose of the organisation. 



These documents should be enforced and used as checklist prior to project release. 



This measure ensures the standardisation of security measures through approved and maintained 



guidelines.  
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2. Construction 



2.1. Architecture 



2.1.1. Complete a security design review for each new project 



A security design review is a mandatory part of a project initiation. The design review should include 



security-related design features of the application before the start of the development phase.  



The document should also include the identification of the attack surface and the design choices made 



to meet the security requirements.  



This review facilitates the identification and fixing of potential vulnerabilities before they can be 



exploited.  Remedial action taken at this early stage reduces the need for substantial reengineering 



effort. The document should provide a high-level view of security implications of the architecture and 



enables development teams to do initial self-assessed designs aligned to security best-practices. 



 This measure ensures that security design concepts and measures are appropriately implemented from  



 project initiation onwards. 
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2.2. Authentication & Password Management 



 



2.2.1. Implement a secure authentication validation mechanism 



The authentication mechanism should enforce the following set of verification rules to protect against 



possible authentication bypass vulnerabilities: 



� Require authentication for all pages and resources except those specifically intended to be 



public 



� All authentication controls should be enforced on a trusted system (e.g. server-side) 



� Authentication functionality provided by the development framework is required to be used 



whenever possible 



� All authentication controls should fail securely (“Fail Close”) 



� Authentication failure responses should not indicate which part of the authentication data was 



incorrect.  As an example, instead of "Invalid username" or "Invalid password", just use "Invalid 



username and/or password" for both. Error responses must be truly identical in both display 



and source code. 



� Only cryptographic functions offered by the development framework, such as encryption and 



authentication functions and primitives, shall be used. Engineering of cryptographic primitives 



and functions shall be avoided at all times. 



� All exceptions to the above need to be raised as an Exception Request subject to approval 



 This measure protects against authentication based vulnerabilities, like authentication bypass and  



 privilege escalation. 



 



2.2.2. Implement secure password management including storage and validation 



Password management mechanisms should enforce the following rules: 



� If the application manages a credential store only suitable Key Derivation based password 



storage algorithms are to be used. Examples are PBKDF2 (RFC-2898), bcrypt or scrypt. Should 



these algorithms not be supported by the development framework and only then a slow per-



user salted hash of the password should be used.  



� The table/file that stores the credentials and possible keys is writeable only by the application 



� Transport layer protection (such as TLS) is required to be used whenever Credentials are sent to 



an application over a network 



� Password complexity requirements are established by a policy and must be enforced 



accordingly. Authentication credentials should be sufficient complex to withstand typical attacks 



in the deployed environment and must be compliant with information security policies and 



baseline security controls 
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� The server should automatically disable or lockout user accounts after a specified number of 



bad password login attempts over a specified time. The number of failed attempts and the 



duration of account disablement should be determined based on business requirements. 



Precautions to avoid permanently disabling all accounts (including application’s administrators) 



should be reviewed to avoid a denial of service vulnerability 



� Password entry should be obscured on the user's screen 



 



 This measure protects password secrecy and applies the principle of multi-layer protection. 



 



2.2.3. Implement secure password reset mechanism 



The password reset mechanism should enforce the following rules to protect against any potential 



abuse of this functionality: 



� If using email based resets, only send email to a pre-registered address with a temporary 



link/password 



� Temporary passwords and links should have a short expiration time 



� Enforce the change of password upon first use of the link and/or temporary password 



� Notify the respective user when a password reset occurs 



� Enforce regular password changes aligned to the respective information security policies, 



regulations or requirements. Critical systems may require more frequent changes. The time 



between resets must be administratively controlled. 



 This measure protects against the abuse of the password reset mechanism to hijack accounts. 



 



2.2.4. Implement password field security attributes 



The "remember me" functionality (autocomplete) for password fields must be disabled and password 



characters should be hidden during entry. 



This measure protects against the storing of password values in the autocomplete browser cache, which 



may be accessible by any visited web site, and protects against shoulder-surfing while typing the 



password. 



 This measure ensures the implementation of client-side protection of password secrecy. 
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2.2.5. Inspect third party code in charge of authentication when applied 



Whenever third party code or a third party module is used to provide authentication, the code or 



module must be subject to a review to ensure that it does not include any malicious code or any 



intentional or unintentional vulnerabilities. If the respective source code is not available, dynamic 



analysis needs to be performed. 



Ensure that the authentication API has been correctly implemented and define and adapt a patch 



management policy so that updates and security patches are applied as they become available. 



 This measure protects against the introduction of back-door mechanisms in the authentication layer. 



2.3. Authorisation & Session Management 



2.3.1. Implement secure session management and validation mechanisms 



The session management mechanism should enforce the following rules: 



� Use the server or framework’s session management functionality and controls. The application 



should only trust these session identifiers as being valid when provided through these functions 



� Session identifier creation must always be done on a trusted system 



� Session management controls should use well vetted algorithms that ensure sufficiently random 



session identifiers 



� Establish a session inactivity timeout that is as short as possible, based on balancing risk and 



business functional requirements 



� Generate a new session identifier on re-authentication and after a successful authentication 



� Close the open session each time the login page is called 



 This measure protects against session based attacks, like session hijacking and limits the impact of a  



 successful session hijack attack. 



2.3.2. Implement secure manipulation and handling of cookies 



Cookie handling should enforce the following rules: 



� Set the domain and path for cookies containing authenticated session identifiers to an 



appropriately restricted value for the site 



� Set the “secure” attribute for session cookies transmitted over a TLS connection and set the 



“HttpOnly” attribute to limit the impact of XSS exploitation 



� Destroy cookies and terminate sessions on logout 



� Apply a limited TTL on cookies 



 This measure protects session cookie values from insecure transmission and limits the impact of cross  



 site scripting attacks (XSS). 
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2.3.3. Implement secure logout functionality 



Logout functionality should fully terminate the associated session or connection and should be available 



from all pages that are protected by authorisation. 



Secure session expiration should be enforced by implementing a session timeout. The maximum 



duration of the session should be determined by business requirements. 



 This measure limits the impacts of session hijack attacks. 



 



2.3.4. Forbid concurrent logins with the same userID 



Do not allow concurrent logins with the same user ID.  Only one active session should be attached to 



each separate user ID.  In the case of single sign-on applications, concurrent login restrictions should be 



enforced by application domain. 



An error message should be displayed to the user stating that another user is trying to access the same 



account and a message alert should be reported in the application logs. 



 This measure may allow the detection of potential authentication or session management based    



 vulnerabilities by the user. 



 



2.3.5. Implement secure session handling 



Session handling should enforce the following rules: 



� Do not expose session identifiers in URLs, error messages or logs. This can lead to session 



disclosure and hijacking through bypass of session XSS protections or log access.  Frameworks 



and applications enabling this mechanism by default should be corrected 



� Protect server side session data from unauthorised access by other users of the server, by 



implementing appropriate access controls on the server 



� Use only trusted system objects for making access authorisation decisions and access controls 



should fail securely 



 This measure ensures the secrecy of session identifiers. 
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2.3.6. Implement secure Access restriction 



The implementation of access restrictions should enforce the following rules: 



� Restrict access to protected URLs, protected functions, direct object references, services, and 



application data only to authorised users 



� The functionality of the development framework should be used whenever possible 



� Access to resources should be explicitly granted and should be restricted by default 



� Access restrictions should fail securely (“Fail close”) 



 This measure protects against unauthorised access to application resources. 



 



2.3.7. Enforce Business logic access restriction 



Enforce application logic flows in charge of handling data exchange to comply with business rules. These 



rules should be clearly stated in the project initiation document using an access control matrix and use 



cases. 



The matrix should be based upon the business purpose of the application to identify user and operator 



roles and build a list of resources and capabilities by gathering all relevant data assets and application-



specific features that are guarded by any form of access control. 



This permission matrix will serve to document the correct access control rights for the business logic of 



the overall system. As such, it should be created by the project teams with input from business 



stakeholders. After initial creation, it should be updated by business stakeholders before every release. 



 This measure ensures the proper implementation of business logic access restriction within the  



 application authorisation framework. 



 



2.3.8. Enforce Account security 



Implement account auditing and enforce the disabling of unused accounts. This security feature should 



always be enforced at the application level, rather than relying on the backend authentication system in 



charge of user identification, like Active Directory for instance. 



The enforcement of the security feature on the application level ensures that this is implemented even 



in the event that the backend authentication system is changed or in the case of multiple authentication 



systems support (LDAP, Active Directory, Radius, …). 
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 This measure allows the detection of any suspicious activity and ensures that appropriate action is  



 taken in the event of an application or account being compromised. 



 



2.3.9. Create an Access control policy document 



Create an Access Control Policy to document an application's business rules, data types and access 



authorisation criteria and/or processes so that access can be properly provisioned and controlled. This 



includes identifying access requirements for both the data and system resources. 



The document should serve as an artefact to document the correct access control rights for the business 



logic of the overall system. As such, it should be created by the project teams with input from business 



stakeholders. After initial creation it should be updated by business stakeholders before every release. 



 This measure ensures the proper provisioning and control of all access restrictions. 
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2.4. Cryptography 



2.4.1. Securely implement cryptography mechanisms 



The cryptographic modules should apply the following requirements to ensure a correct and secure 



implementation: 



� Use cryptographic functions and primitives offered by the Framework. In no case should custom 



functions and cryptographic primitives be engineered. 



� Use approved and standardised encryption algorithms and ensure the correct implementation 



of these algorithms 



� All cryptographic functions used to protect secrets from the application user must be 



implemented on a trusted system 



� Cryptographic modules should fail securely (“Fail close”) 



 This measure ensures the confidentiality and integrity of all confidential data. 



 



2.4.2. Implement Secret data protection 



Ensure the secure handling of secret data by protecting master secrets from unauthorised access and 



use secure objects to handle secret information. Establish and utilise a policy and process for the 



management of cryptographic keys. 



 This measure ensures the confidentiality of secret material, such as encryption keys and passwords. 



 



2.4.3. Implement secure random number generation and handling 



All random numbers, random file names, random GUIDs and random strings should be generated using 



the cryptographic module’s provided pseudo random number generator when these random values are 



intended to be un-guessable. 



 This measure protects all functions that rely on random number generation, such as session  



 management, encryption, or any business oriented functionality using random number generation. 



 



2.4.4. Implement secure communication transport 



Implement encryption for the transmission of all sensitive information. This should include TLS for 



protecting the connection and may be supplemented by discrete encryption of sensitive files or non-



HTTP based connections. TLS certificates should be valid and have the correct domain name, not be 



expired, and be installed with intermediate certificates when required. 



 This measure ensures the confidentiality and integrity of all data transmitted over the network. 
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2.5. Databases 



2.5.1. Use strongly typed parameterised queries 



To ensure secure operation on database objects, use strongly typed parameterised queries, which are 



an object representation of a SQL statement. 



Stored procedures to abstract data access should be used and allow for the removal of permissions to 



the base tables in the database. 



 This measure protects against SQL injection vulnerabilities. 



 



2.5.2. Restrict Database privilege access 



The application should use the lowest possible level of privilege when accessing the database. Write, 



Read and Special permissions should only be granted on a table-by-table basis when needed and respect 



the least privilege principle. 



 This measure limits the impacts of SQL injection vulnerabilities. 



 



2.5.3. Secure Database access credentials 



Database access credentials security should be enforced by applying the following rules: 



� Use a secure protocol to administer and access the database 



� Use secure credentials (ensuring sufficient protection against Brute Force attacks) for database 



access 



� Connection strings should not be hard coded within the application. Connection strings should 



be stored in a separate, encrypted configuration file on a trusted system. 



� The application should connect to the database with different credentials for every new identity 



and application (trust distinction) 



� Accounts used must be in a specific OU if applicable and shouldn’t be used to logon interactively 



 This measure ensures the confidentiality of Database access credentials. 
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2.6. Data Protection 



2.6.1. Conform to Compliance and Regulations 



Apply personal and confidential data regulations in accordance with the jurisdiction of the country or 



any applicable industry standard. 



All applications handling personal identification data should be reviewed to ensure the enforcement of 



all applicable regulations. 



 This measure ensures the application of all necessary compliance and regulation measures, and  



 protects against any potential direct financial loss resulting from a failure to comply. 



 



2.6.2. Apply access restrictions to Temporary and Sensitive resource 



The following access restrictions should be enforced to protect against unauthorised access to sensitive 



information: 



� Protect all cached or temporary copies of sensitive data stored on the server from unauthorised 



access and purge those temporary working files a soon as they are no longer required 



� Protect server-side source-code from being downloaded by a user 



� Do not store passwords, connection strings or other sensitive information in clear text or in any 



non-cryptographically secure manner on the client side. This includes embedding in insecure 



formats like: Microsoft viewstate, Adobe flash files or compiled code. 



� Instruct browser to not store and/or cache sensitive data  



 This measure protects against the abuse of temporary and sensitive resources, which may lead a  



 privilege escalation or unauthorised material access vulnerabilities. 



 



2.6.3. Secure application data before release to manufacturing/release to web 



Before release to manufacturing/release to web, comments in user accessible production code that may 



reveal backend system or other sensitive information should be removed, as well as unnecessary 



application and system documentation as this can reveal useful information to attackers. 



 This measure ensures that all non-production-related material and/or information is not deployed  



 within the application, which may result in the disclosure of sensitive information. 
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2.7. Input Validation and Output Encoding 



2.7.1. Implement secure Input validation 



The following input validation rules should be enforced to protect against injection type attacks: 



� Apply proper input validation and filter all restricted characters and disallowed data formats 



� Conduct all data validation on a trusted system 



� Implement and use a centralised input validation routine for the application 



� All validation failures should result in input rejection 



� Validate all client provided data before processing 



 This measure protects against injection based vulnerabilities, such as XSS, partially SQL injection, LDAP 



injection,  External XML Entity injection, etc. 



 



2.7.2. Implement client side security measures 



The following protection should be implemented to protect against client-side attacks: 



� Implement secure Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) protection by using frameworks anti-CSRF 



protection if available, or implement the use of a secret random token submitted with every 



request. Other measures to harden anti-CSRF protection should be used, like forcing the use of 



POST requests only, limiting session cookie lifetime and ensuring that there is no 



clientaccesspolicy.xml and crossdomain.xml file, unless explicitly required. 



� Enforce cookie protection 



� Disable caching of sensitive data on the client browser 



� Make use of Browser provided security features and enforce usage appropriate headers and 



flags, the most important are listed below 



o X-Frame-Options (Anti-Click jacking) 



o HTTP Strict-Transport-Security (HSTS), (Further secure TLS Connections) 



o HttpOnly (Limit the impact of XSS by blocking access to cookie) 



o Secure (Limits sending the cookie to TLS secured transport layer only) 



o X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff (Disables Internet Explorer functionality that increases 



the risk of XSS input validation bypasses) 



 This measure protects the application against all client-side vulnerabilities, such as cross site request   



 forgery (CSRF), cross site scripting (XSS), Clickjacking, Insecure Redirect, etc. 
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2.7.3. Implement secure output encoding 



Contextually output encode all data returned to the client that originated outside the application's trust 



boundary. Contextual output encoding consists of encoding output data based on how it will be used by 



the application. The specific methods vary depending on the way the output data is used. 



All encoding should be conducted on a trusted system (e.g. server) and use a standard, tested routine 



for each type of outbound encoding. 



 In combination with Input validation, this measure protects against cross site scripting vulnerabilities  



 (XSS). 
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2.8. Information Leakage 



2.8.1. Implement secure exception handling 



Ensure proper exception handling by implementing a sound application design assuming  failure. 



Gracefully handling exceptions minimises the impact on the application. When exceptions occur, ensure 



that the application fails securely. 



Failing securely ensures that the application defaults to a secure state and rapid resiliency recovery 



upon design or implementation failure. A standard example, is properly denying access to a user in the 



event of an exception in the authentication process.  



 This measure ensures that no sensitive technical information is disclosed to the user. 



 



2.8.2. Protect against Sensitive information disclosure 



The following rules should be enforced to protect against sensitive information disclosure: 



� Do not disclose sensitive information in error responses, including system details, session 



identifiers or account information 



� Use error handlers that do not display debugging or stack trace information 



� Implement generic error messages and use custom error pages. 



 This measure ensures that no sensitive technical information is disclosed to the user. 



 



2.8.3. Secure Error handling logic 



The error handling logic should enforce the following rules: 



� Error handling logic associated with security controls should deny access by default.  



� Use error handlers that do not display debugging or stack trace information 



� The application should handle application errors and not rely on the server configuration 



 This measure ensures that the application fails in a secure default state. 
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2.9. Third Party Integration 



2.9.1. Apply Third party security updates and patches 



Maintain a list of all third party software and components used in the project and ensure servers, 



frameworks and system components are running the latest approved version and have all patches 



issued for the version in use. 



Details should be handed over to Patch Management for regular monitoring and maintenance. Regular 



research or on-going monitoring of high-risk dependencies should be performed to stay abreast of the 



latest fixes to security flaws. Upon identification of a critical upgrade or patch that would impact the 



security posture of the software project, plans should be made to get affected users and operators to 



update their installations. 



 This measure against vulnerabilities in third party application or libraries. 



 



2.9.2. Secure application third party modules before release to manufacturing/release 



to web 



Remove all unnecessary functionality and files, tracing and debugging before release to manufacturing/ 



release to web. All development specific data should be removed during application packaging. 



 This measure ensures that all non-production related material and/or information is not deployed   



 within the third party application, which may result in the disclosure of sensitive information. 
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2.10. Logging & Auditing 



2.10.1. Ensure Logging contains necessary auditing information 



Ensure logs contain important log event data and are designed for forensic purposes. 



Each log entry needs to include sufficient information for the intended subsequent monitoring and 



analysis. The application logs must record "when, where, who and what" for each event. The properties 



for these will be different depending on the architecture, class of application and host system/device, 



but often include the following:  



� When  



o Log date and time (international format)  



o Event date and time - the event time stamp may be different to the time of logging e.g. 



server logging where the client application is hosted on remote device that is only 



periodically or intermittently online  



o Interaction identifier 



� Where  



o Application identifier e.g. name and version  



o Application address e.g. cluster/host name or server IPv4 or IPv6 address and port 



number, workstation identity, local device identifier  



o Service e.g. name and protocol  



o Geo-location  



o Window/form/page e.g. entry point URL and HTTP method for a web application, 



dialogue box name  



o Code location e.g. script name, module name  



� Who (human or machine user)  



o Source address e.g. user's device/machine identifier, user's IP address, cell/RF tower ID, 



mobile telephone number  



o User identity (if authenticated or otherwise known) e.g. user database table primary key 



value, user name, license number  



� What  



o Type of event 



o Severity of event e.g. {0=emergency, 1=alert, ..., 7=debug}, {fatal, error, warning, info, 



debug, trace}  



o Security relevant event flag (if the logs contain non-security event data too)  



o Description 



 This measure ensures that all necessary information for all post-analysis actions are included in the logs  



 and that all logs follows a standardised format. 



 



2.10.2. Implement secure Logging mechanism 



The logging mechanism should ensure that the following rules are enforced: 



� Logging mechanism should ensure that all logging controls are implemented on a trusted system 



and utilise a master routine for all logging operations. 
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� The application should support the use of remote centralised logging 



� Ensure that application input validation is performed on event data from other trust zones to 



ensure it is in the correct format 



� Enforce sanitisation on all event data to prevent log injection attacks 



� Enforce encoding data correctly for the output (logged) format  



� Ensure failures in the logging processes/systems do not prevent the application from otherwise 



running or allow information leakage 



 This measure ensures that all necessary information for all post-analysis actions are included in log and  



 that all logs follows a standardized format. 



 



2.10.3. Do not store Sensitive data in logs 



Do not store sensitive information in logs, including unnecessary system details, session identifiers or 



passwords. 



The following should not usually be recorded directly in the logs, but instead should be removed, 



masked, sanitized, hashed or encrypted: 



� Application source code  



� Session identification values (consider replacing with a hashed value if needed to track session 



specific events)  



� Access tokens  



� Sensitive personal data and some forms of personally identifiable information (PII)  



� Authentication passwords  



� Database connection strings  



� Encryption keys  



� Bank account or payment card holder data  



� Data of a higher security classification than the logging system is allowed to store  



� Commercially-sensitive information  



� Information it is illegal to collect in the relevant jurisdiction  



� Information a user has opted out of collection, or not consented to e.g. use of do not track, or 



where consent to collect has expired  



Sometimes the following data can also exist, and whilst useful for subsequent investigation, it may also 



need to be treated in some special manner before the event is recorded:  



� File paths  



� Database connection strings  



� Internal network names and addresses  
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� Non sensitive personal data (e.g. personal names, telephone numbers, email addresses) 



 This measure protects against the extraction of any sensitive information from the logs, like session  



 identifier, in case of a successful exploitation of remote file access vulnerability for instance. 



 



2.10.4. Ensure the implementation of security events logging 



Logging of the following events should be included: 



� Input validation failures e.g. protocol violations, unacceptable encodings, invalid parameter 



names and values  



� Output validation failures e.g. database record set mismatch, invalid data encoding  



� Authentication successes and failures  



� Authorization failures  



� Session management failures e.g. cookie session identification value modification  



� Application errors and system events e.g. syntax and runtime errors, connectivity problems, 



performance issues, third party service error messages, file system errors, file upload virus 



detection, configuration changes  



� Application and related systems start-ups and shut-downs, and logging initialization (starting 



and stopping)  



� Use of higher-risk functionality e.g. network connections, addition or deletion of users, changes 



to privileges, assigning users to tokens, adding or deleting tokens, use of administrative 



privileges, access by application administrators, access to payment cardholder data, use of data 



encrypting keys, key changes, creation and deletion of system-level objects, data import and 



export including screen-based reports, submission of user-generated content - especially file 



uploads  



� Legal and other opt-ins e.g. permissions for mobile phone capabilities, terms of use, terms & 



conditions, personal data usage consent, permission to receive marketing communications  



� Optionally consider if the following events can be logged and whether it is desirable 



information: 



o Sequencing failure  



o Excessive use  



o Data changes  



o Fraud and other criminal activities  



o Suspicious, unacceptable or unexpected behavior  



o Modifications to configuration  



o Application code file and/or memory changes 



 This measure ensures that all necessary information for all post-analysis actions are included in log and  



 that all logs follows a standardised format. 
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3. Verification 



3.1. Code Analysis & External Review 



3.1.1. Perform an automated vulnerability assessment before release to 



manufacturing/ release to web 



Perform an automated vulnerability assessment on all applications before release to manufacturing/ 



release to web. 



An aggressive scanning policy should be used on testing environment and a second secure scanning 



policy should be reused on the application while in production. 



This measure provides a first layer of vulnerability identification before release into production. 



 



3.1.2. Perform External Code Review and Penetration Testing on high-risk code 



Perform external code review and penetration testing of high-risk code and applications before release 



to manufacturing / release to web. 



Common examples of high-risk functionality include authentication modules, access control 



enforcement points, session management schemes, external interfaces, input validators and data 



parsers, etc. 



During development cycles where high-risk code is being changed and reviewed, development 



managers should triage the findings and prioritise remediation appropriately with input from other 



project stakeholders. 



This measure ensures a deep analysis of source code to identify all potential vulnerabilities in critical 



components. 



 



3.1.3. Perform permanent code analysis before code commitment 



Utilise automated code analysis tools and integrate code analysis into the development process. Code 



analysis should check for common security vulnerabilities and improper development practices. 



The analysis should be performed as a normal part of the development process where members of the 



project team are assigned modules to review when changes are made. 



This measure protects against the introduction of a vulnerability in the event of minor modifications. 
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4. General 



4.1. Network and System environment must apply security best practices 



Hardware, Operating Systems and Network environment must be hardened before application 



deployment. Hardening includes the process of locking down the system to the most restrictive level 



appropriate and thus by complying with corporate minimum security baseline (MSB). 



All applications and software in the support of the deployed application must as well apply security 



hardening by implementing the correct and necessary configuration settings. 



This measure ensures that the application is deployed in a secure and hardened environment. 



 



4.2. Perform Integrity control check 



Implement and verify the integrity of interpreted code, libraries, executable, and configuration files 



before release to manufacturing / release to web. 



Permanent inspection of newly committed code and changes in the production environment should be 



reviewed to ensure the non-inclusion of malicious code either via external compromise of the server or 



through the compromise of the source code repository. 



An integrity control check can be used through the use of a code signature with a secure internal PKI, or 



using simple hash verification with Both MD5 and SHA1 hashes; a secondary secure access medium 



should be used to access source code and repository hashes. 



This measure protects the integrity of the application and allows the detection of any potential 



introduction of backdoor code or deployment error. 



 



4.3. Use centralised bug tracking utility 



Bug databases and tracking software should be implemented to record and classify vulnerabilities by 



security cause, effect and method of discovery. 



Correction of security issues should be performed on a separated panel to ensure the non-disclosure of 



sensitive information during the report phase and before the application of the correction. 



This measure ensures that a centralised utility is used to track all identified security vulnerability and 



draw a roadmap to correct them. 
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4.4. Apply Code change tracking 



Implement a software change control system to manage and record changes to the code both in 



development and production. The tracking software should enable to identification of new code, time of 



commits and author. 



This measure ensures that all changes to the source code are tracked to correlate all modifications the 



developer is responsible for. 



 



4.5. Restrict access to production environment systems 



Access to production environment systems should be restricted to authorised personnel only (i.e. 



system administrators, database administrators, etc.). 



This measure ensures that developers should not have direct access to the production environment and 



should not perform unauthorised actions on live systems. 



 



4.6. Use secure and dedicated development environment and Use mock or anonymous 



testing data during development 



A secure and separate development environment must be used during the development phase. The 



environment should be separated from production while maintaining the same security best practices. 



Data used during the development phases must be mock testing data or anonymous production data. 



This measure ensures the protection of source code, restricts access to production data by non-



authorised personnel and allows the use of a flexible work environment by developers. 
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1. Addendum A – OWASP TOP 10 



 



Injection (A1) 



Injection flaws, particularly SQL injections, are common in web applications.  Injection occurs when user-



supplied data is sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query. The attacker’s hostile data tricks 



the interpreter into unintentionally executing commands or changing data. 



SQL Injection code sample (CERT Secure Coding): 



class Login { 



  public Connection getConnection() throws SQLException { 



    DriverManager.registerDriver(new 



            com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver()); 



   String dbConnection =  



      PropertyManager.getProperty("db.connection"); 



    // Can hold some value like 



    // "jdbc:microsoft:sqlserver://<HOST>:1433,<UID>,<PWD>" 



    return DriverManager.getConnection(dbConnection); 



  } 



  



  String hashPassword(char[] password) { 



    // Create hash of password 



  } 



  



  public void doPrivilegedAction(String username, char[] password) 



                                 throws SQLException { 



    Connection connection = getConnection(); 



    if (connection == null) { 



      // Handle error 



    } 



    try { 



      String pwd = hashPassword(password); 



  



      String sqlString = "SELECT * FROM db_user WHERE username = '" 



                         + username + 



                         "' AND password = '" + pwd + "'"; 



      Statement stmt = connection.createStatement(); 



      ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(sqlString); 



  



      if (!rs.next()) { 



        throw new SecurityException( 



          "User name or password incorrect" 



        ); 



      } 



  



      // Authenticated; proceed 



    } finally { 



      try { 



        connection.close(); 
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      } catch (SQLException x) { 



        // Forward to handler 



      } 



    } 



  } 



} 



External XML Entity Injection (XXE) (CERT Secure Coding): 



class XXE { 



  private static void receiveXMLStream(InputStream inStream, 



                                       DefaultHandler defaultHandler) 



      throws ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, IOException { 



    SAXParserFactory factory = SAXParserFactory.newInstance(); 



    SAXParser saxParser = factory.newSAXParser(); 



    saxParser.parse(inStream, defaultHandler); 



  } 



  



  public static void main(String[] args) 



      throws ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, IOException { 



    receiveXMLStream(new FileInputStream("evil.xml"),  



                     new DefaultHandler()); 



  } 



} 



Cross Site Scripting (XSS) (A2) 



XSS flaws occur whenever an application takes user supplied data and sends it to a web browser without 



first validation or encoding that content.  XSS allows attackers to execute script in the victim’s browser 



which can hijack user sessions, deface web sites, possibly introduce worms, etc. 



DOM based Cross Site Scripting (XSS) (OWASP): 



Select your language: 



<select><script> 



document.write("<OPTION 



value=1>"+document.location.href.substring(document.location.href.indexOf("de



fault=")+8)+"</OPTION>"); 



document.write("<OPTION value=2>English</OPTION>"); 



</script></select> 



Broken Authentication and Session Management (A3) 



Account credentials and session tokens are often not properly protected.  Attackers compromise 



passwords, keys or authentication tokens to assume other users’ identities. 



Insecure Direct Object Reference (A4) 



A direct object reference occurs when a developer exposes a reference to an internal implementation 



object, such as a file, directory, database record or key, as a URL or form parameter.  Attackers can 



manipulate those references to access other objects without authorisation. 
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Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) (A5) 



A CSRF attack forces a logged-on victim’s browser to send a pre-authenticated request to a vulnerable 



web application, which then forces the victim’s browser to perform a hostile action to the benefit of the 



attacker.  CSRF can be as powerful as the web application that it attacks. 



Security Misconfiguration (A6) 



Good security requires having a secure configuration defined and deployed for the application, 



frameworks, application server, web server, database server and platform. All of these settings should 



be defined, implemented and maintained as many are not shipped with secure defaults. This includes 



keeping all software up to date, including all code libraries used by the application. 



Insecure Cryptographic Storage (A7) 



Web applications rarely use cryptographic functions properly to protect data and credentials.  Attackers 



use weakly protected data to conduct identity theft and other crimes, such as credit card fraud. 



Hard-coded Database passwords (CERT Secure Coding) 



public final Connection getConnection() throws SQLException { 



  return DriverManager.getConnection( 



      "jdbc:mysql://localhost/dbName",  



      "username", "password"); 



} 



Failure to Restrict URL Access (A8) 



Frequently, an application only protects sensitive functionality by preventing the display of links or URLs 



to unauthorised users.  Attackers can use this weakness to access and perform unauthorised operations 



by accessing those URLs directly. 



Insufficient Transport Layer Protection (A9) 



Applications frequently fail to encrypt network traffic when it is necessary to protect sensitive 



communications. 



Invalidated Redirects and Forwards (A10) 



Web applications frequently redirect and forward users to other pages and websites, and use untrusted 



data to determine the destination pages. Without proper validation, attackers can redirect victims to 



phishing or malware sites, or use forwards to access unauthorised pages. 
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			Vendor			Model			Version			Access Type			Username			Password			Privileges			Notes


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			HiPerARC			v4.1.x			Telnet			adm			(none)


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			LinkSwitch			2000/2700			Telnet			tech			tech


			Huawei			E960									admin			admin			Admin


			3COM			NetBuilder						SNMP						ILMI			snmp-read


			3COM			Netbuilder						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			Office Connect ISDN Routers			5x0			Telnet			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2200			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2700			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL						Multi			adminttd			adminttd			Admin


			3COM			Wireless AP			ANY			Multi			admin			comcomcom			Admin			Works on all 3com wireless APs


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			tech			User


			3COM			cellplex			7000			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			3COM			cellplex			7000						operator			(none)			Admin


			3COM			HiPerARC			v4.1.x			Telnet			adm			(none)			Admin


			3COM			3Com SuperStack 3 Switch 3300XM									security			security			Admin


			3COM			superstack II			1100/3300						3comcso			RIP000			initialize			resets all pws to defaults


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex						HTTP			admin			synnet			Admin


			3COM			NetBuilder									(none)			admin			User			SNMP_READ


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2700			Telnet			tech			tech			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			3COM			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			tech			Admin


			3com			super						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex			7000			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			RS-232/telnet


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4XXX			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4XXX			Multi			monitor			monitor			User


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4400-49XX			Multi			manager			manager			User can access/change operational setting but not security settings


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			3com			Netbuilder						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex			7000			Telnet			operator			(none)			Admin


			3com			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL			01.50-01			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Console			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			3com			Switch			3300XM			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			SS III Switch			4xxx (4900 - sure)			Telnet			recovery			recovery			resets_all_to_default			u need to power off unit. tbl_


			3com			OfficeConnect Wireless 11g Cable/DSL Gateway						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			3COM			Netbuilder						HTTP			Root			(none)			Admin			http://10.1.0.1


			3com			3C16405						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			3C16450						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			telnet or serial


			3COM			3C16406						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			telnet or serial


			3com			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL			01.50-01			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Console			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3com			Switch			3300XM			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			SS III Switch			4xxx (4900 - sure)			Telnet			recovery			recovery			resets_all_to_default			u need to power off unit. tbl_


			3com			OfficeConnect Wireless 11g Cable/DSL Gateway						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			3com			3CRADSL72			1.2			Multi			(none)			1234admin			Admin			snmp open by default with public / private community


			3com			CB9000 / 4007			3			Console			Type User: FORCE			(none)			Admin			This will recover a lost password and reset the switch config to Factory Default


			3com			officeconnect						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3Com			Internet Firewall			3C16770			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			3com			superstack II Netbuilder			11.1			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3COM			Office Connect ISDN Routers			5x0			Telnet?			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			3M			VOL-0215 etc.						SNMP			volition			volition			Admin			for Volition fibre switches


			Accelerated Networks			DSL CPE and DSLAM						Telnet			sysadm			anicust


			ACCTON			Wirelessrouter			T-online			HTTP			none			0			Admin			YEAHH


			accton t-online			accton						Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			accton t-online			accton						Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			Aceex			Modem ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Aceex			Modem ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			ADC Kentrox			Pacesetter Router						Telnet			n/a			secret


			ADIC			Scalar 100/1000						HTTP			admin			secure			Admin


			ADIC			Scalar i2000						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			adtran			MX2800						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Smart 16/16e						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Atlas 800/800Plus/810Plus/550						Telnet			n/a			Password			Admin			crtl-L


			adtran			Smart 16/16e						Telnet			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			NxIQ						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			TSU IQ/DSU IQ						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Express 5110/5200/5210						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Agent Card						Telnet			n/a			ADTRAN			Admin			ctrl-PTT


			adtran			TSU Router Module/L128/L768/1.5						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			T3SU 300						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			Hit enter a few times


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			kermit			kermit			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			dhs3mt			dhs3mt			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			at4400			at4400			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			mtch			mtch			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			mtcl			mtcl			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			root			letacla			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			dhs3pms			dhs3pms			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			adfexc			adfexc			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			client			client			unknown


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			install			llatsni			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			halt			tlah			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			Office 4200						Multi			n/a			1064			Admin			by Bazille


			Alcatel			OmniStack 6024						Telnet			admin			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Omnistack/Omniswitch						Telnet/Console			diag			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Omnistack/omniswitch						Telnet			diag			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Timestep VPN 1520			3.00.026			Permit config and console			root			permit			Admin			Perm/Config port 38036


			Alcatel			OXO			1.3			Multi			(none)			admin			User


			Allied			Telesyn						Multi			manager			friend			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-8024(GB)						Console			n/a			admin			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-8024(GB)						HTTP			manager			admin			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT Router						HTTP			root			(none)			Admin


			ALLNET			T-DSL Modem			Software Version: v1.51			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Allnet			ALL0275 802.11g AP			1.0.6			HTTP			none			admin			Admin


			Alteon			ACEDirector3						console			admin			(none)


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			Telnet			admin			(none)


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			HTTP			admin			linga			Admin			none


			Alteon			AD4			9			Console			admin			admin			Admin			Factory default


			AMBIT			ADSL						Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			Ambit			Cable Modem 60678eu			1.12			Multi			root			root			Admin


			Ambit			Cable Modem						Multi			root			root			Admin			Time Warner Cable issued modem


			Ambit			ntl:home 200			2.67.1011			HTTP			root			root			Admin			This is the cable modem supplied by NTL in the UK


			Amitech			wireless router and access point 802.11g 802.11b			any			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Web interface is on 192.168.1.254 available on the LAN ports of the AP.


			Andover Controls			Infinity			any			Console			acc			acc			Admin			Building managment system


			AOC			zenworks 4.0						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			APC			9606 Smart Slot						Telnet			n/a			backdoor			Admin


			APC			USV Network Management Card						SNMP			n/a			TENmanUFactOryPOWER			Admin			nachzulesen unter http://www.heise.de/security/news/meldung/44899 gruss HonkHase


			apc			Smartups 3000						HTTP			apc			apc			Admin			By Sentinel Software.net


			APC			UPSes (Web/SNMP Mgmt Card)						HTTP			device			device			Admin			Secondary access account (next to apc/apc)


			APC			Smart UPS						Multi			apc			apc			Admin


			Apple			AirPort Base Station (Graphite)			2			Multi			(none)			public			public			See Apple article number 58613 for details


			Apple			Airport Base Station (Dual Ethernet)			2			Multi			n/a			password			Guest			See Apple article number 106597 for details


			Apple			Airport Extreme Base Station			2			Multi			n/a			admin			Guest			see Apple article number 107518 for details


			Arescom			modem/router			10XX			Telnet			n/a			atc123			Admin


			ARtem			ComPoint - CPD-XT-b			CPD-XT-b			Telnet			(none)			admin			Admin


			Asante			IntraSwitch						multi			IntraSwitch			Asante			Admin


			Asante			IntraStack						multi			IntraStack			Asante			Admin


			Asante			FM2008						Telnet			superuser			(none)			Admin


			Ascend			Yurie						Multi			readonly			lucenttech2


			Ascend			Router						Telnet			n/a			ascend			Admin


			Ascend			Sahara						Multi			root			ascend


			Ascom			Ascotel PBX			ALL			Multi			(none)			3ascotel			Admin			no user req. _by DTK


			Aspect			ACD			6			HTTP			customer			none			User			views error logs


			Aspect			ACD			6			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			Aspect			ACD			7			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			Aspect			ACD			8			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			AVAYA			g3R			v6			Console			root			ROOT500			Admin


			Avaya			Definity			G3Si			Multi			craft			(none)			Admin


			Avaya			Cajun Pxxx						Multi			root			root			Admin


			Avaya			Cajun			P550R P580 P880 and P882			Multi			diag			danger			Developer


			Avaya			Cajun			P550R P580 P880 and P882			Multi			manuf			xxyyzz			Developer


			Avaya			Pxxx			2/5/14			Multi			diag			danger			Admin


			Avaya			Pxxx			2/5/14			Multi			manuf			xxyyzz			Admin


			AVAYA			Cajun P33x			firmware before 3.11.0			SNMP			n/a			admin			Admin			check the Bugtraq archives for more information


			Avaya			definity			up to rev. 6			any			craft			crftpw			Admin


			Avaya			CMS Supervisor			11			Console			root			cms500			Admin


			Axis			NETCAM			200/240			Telnet			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			All Axis Printserver			All			Multi			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			Webcams						HTTP			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			540/542 Print Server						Multi			root			pass			Admin


			axis			2100						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Axis			NETCAM			200/240						root			pass


			Bay Networks			Switch			350T			Telnet			n/a			NetICs			Admin


			Bay Networks			SuperStack II						Telnet			security			security			Admin


			Bay Networks			Router						Telnet			User			(none)			User


			Bay Networks			Router						Telnet			Manager			(none)			Admin


			Bay Networks			Router									User			(none)			User


			Bay Networks			SuperStack II									security			security			Admin


			Bay Networks			Switch			350T						n/a			NetICs			Admin


			Belkin			F5D6130						SNMP			(none)			MiniAP			Admin			Wireless Acess Point IEEE802.11b


			Belkin			F5D7150			FB			Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Billion			Bipac 5100						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Bintec			Bianka Routers						Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			Bianca/Brick			XM-5.1			SNMP			n/a			snmp-Trap			read/write			by rootkid


			BinTec			x1200			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			x2300i			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			x3200			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BMC			Patrol			6			Multi			patrol			patrol			User


			BMC Software			Patrol			all			BMC unique			Administrator			the same all over			Admin			this default user normally for ALL system in this area with one Password


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			3.x						n/a			Master			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			2.x						n/a			laflaf			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			4.4.x			Console			n/a			Helpdesk			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			4.x						n/a			Super


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			3.x						n/a			Master


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			2.x						n/a			laflaf


			Brocade			Fabric OS			All			Multi			root			fivranne			Admin			Gigiabit SAN (by Nicolas Gregoire)


			Brocade			Silkworm			all			Multi			admin			password			Admin			Also on other Fiberchannel switches


			Brocade			Fabric OS						Multi			admin			password			Admin			Gigabit SAN


			Brother			NC-3100h									(none)			access			network board access


			Brother			NC-4100h									(none)			access			network board access


			Brother			HL-1270n						Multi			n/a			access			network board access


			Buffalo			Wireless Broadband Base Station-g			WLA-G54 WBR-G54			HTTP			root			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.11.1


			Cabletron			Netgear modem/router and SSR									netman			(none)			Admin


			Cayman			Cayman DSL									n/a			(none)			Admin


			Celerity			Mediator			Multi			Multi			mediator			mediator			User


			Celerity			Mediator						Multi			root			Mau'dib			Admin			Assumption: the password is Mua'dib


			Cellit			CCPro						Multi			cellit			cellit			Admin


			Checkpoint			SecurePlatform			NG FP3			Console			admin			admin			Admin


			CipherTrust			IronMail			Any			Multi			admin			password			Admin


			CISCO			Cache Engine						Console			admin			diamond			Admin


			Cisco			ConfigMaker									cmaker			cmaker			Admin


			cisco			cva 122						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			CNR			All			CNR GUI			admin			changeme			Admin			This is the default password for Cisco Network Registrar


			Cisco			Netranger/secure IDS						Multi			netrangr			attack


			Cisco			BBSM			5.0 and 5.1			Telnet or Named Pipes			bbsd-client			changeme2			database			The BBSD Windows Client password will match the BBSD MSDE Client password


			Cisco			BBSD MSDE Client			5.0 and 5.1			Telnet or Named Pipes			bbsd-client			NULL			database			The BBSD Windows Client password will match the BBSD MSDE Client password


			Cisco			BBSM Administrator			5.0 and 5.1			Multi			Administrator			changeme			Admin


			Cisco			Netranger/secure IDS			3.0(5)S17			Multi			root			attack			Admin			must be changed at the first connection


			Cisco			BBSM MSDE Administrator			5.0 and 5.1			IP and Named Pipes			sa			(none)			Admin


			Cisco			Catalyst 4000/5000/6000			All			SNMP			(none)			public/private/secret			RO/RW/RW+change SNMP config			default on All Cat switches running the native CatOS CLI software.


			Cisco			PIX firewall						Telnet			(none)			cisco			User


			Cisco			VPN Concentrator 3000 series			3			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			Content Engine						Telnet			admin			default			Admin


			cisco			3600						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Guest


			Cisco			AP1200			IOS			Multi			Cisco			Cisco			Admin			This is when you convert AP1200 or AP350 to IOS


			cisco			GSR						Telnet			admin			admin			admin


			Cisco			CiscoWorks 2000									guest			(none)			User


			Cisco			CiscoWorks 2000									admin			cisco			Admin


			Cisco			ConfigMaker									cmaker			cmaker			Admin


			Cisco-Arrowpoint			Arrowpoint									admin			system			Admin


			COM3			OLe						HTTP			admin			admin			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									administrator			administrator			Admin


			Compaq			Insight Manager									anonymous			(none)			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									user			user			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									operator			operator


			Compaq			Insight Manager									user			public			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									PFCUser			240653C9467E45			User


			conexant			ACCESS RUNNER ADSL CONSOLE PORT 3.27						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Corecess			Corecess 3112						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			cyberguard			all firewalls			all			console + passport1			cgadmin			cgadmin			Admin


			Cyclades			PR 1000						Telnet			super			surt			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			Cyclades			TS800						HTTP			root			tslinux			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			Dallas Semiconductors			TINI embedded JAVA Module			<= 1.0			Telnet			root			tini			Admin


			Datacom			BSASX/101									n/a			letmein			Admin


			Datawizard.net			FTPXQ server						FTP			anonymous			any@			read/write on c:,


			Davox			Unison						Multi			root			davox			Admin


			Davox			Unison						Multi			admin			admin			User


			Davox			Unison						Multi			davox			davox			User


			Davox			Unison						Sybase			sa			(none)			Admin


			Deerfield			MDaemon						HTTP			MDaemon			MServer			Admin			web interface to manage MDaemon. fixed June 2002


			Demarc			Network Monitor						multi			admin			my_DEMARC			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus DSL 130						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Usuallay also a WirelessLan AP :)


			Develcon			Orbitor Default Console									n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Develcon			Orbitor Default Console									n/a			password			Admin


			Dictaphone			ProLog									PBX			PBX


			Dictaphone			ProLog									NETWORK			NETWORK


			Dictaphone			ProLog									NETOP			(none)


			Digicorp			Viper						Telnet			n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Digicorp			Viper						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin


			Digicorp			Router									n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Digicorp			Router									n/a			password			Admin


			Dlink			DSL-500						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			hubs/switches						Telnet			D-Link			D-Link


			D-Link			DI-704			rev a			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			Cable/DSL Routers/Switches


			D-Link			DI-804			v2.03			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Contributed by _CR_


			D-Link			DWL 900AP						Multi			(none)			public			Admin


			D-Link			DI-614+						HTTP			user			(none)			User			by rootkid


			D-Link			DWL-614+			rev a rev b			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			D-Link			D-704P			rev b			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-link			DWL-900AP+			rev a rev b rev c			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.50


			D-Link			DI-604			rev a rev b rev c rev e			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			D-Link			DWL-614+			2.03			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			D-704P						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL-900+						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-704						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-604			1.62b+			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624			all			HTTP			User			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-604			2.02			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL 1000						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-514						Multi			user			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-614+			any			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			all access :D


			D-Link			DWL 2100AP						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-LINK			DSL-G664T			A1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			SSID : G664T_WIRELESS


			d-link			504g adsl router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			from product doco


			D-Link			DSL-302G						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624+			A3			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL-2000AP+			1.13			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Wireless Access Point


			D-Link			DI-614+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor			all			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Dynalink			RTA230						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Edimax			Broadband Router			Hardware: Rev A. Boot Code: 1.0 Runtime Code 2.63			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Edimax			EW-7205APL			Firmware release 2.40a-00			Multi			guest			(none)			Admin			http://secunia.com/advisories/11849/


			Efficient			Speedstream DSL						Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Efficient			5871 DSL Router			v 5.3.3-0			Multi			login			admin			Admin			This is for access to HTTP admin console.


			Efficient			5851						Telnet			login			password			Admin			might be all 5800 series


			Efficient			Speedstream DSL									n/a			admin			Admin


			Efficient Networks			Speedstream 5711			Teledanmark version (only .dk)			Console			n/a			4getme2			Admin			for all your TDC router needs


			Efficient Networks			EN 5861						Telnet			login			admin			Admin


			Efficient Networks			5851 SDSL Router			N/A			Console			(none)			hs7mwxkk			Admin			On some Covad Routers


			Elsa			LANCom Office ISDN Router			800/1000/1100			Telnet			n/a			cisco			Admin


			Enterasys			ANG-1105			unknown			HTTP			admin			netadmin			Admin			default IP is 192.168.1.1


			Enterasys			ANG-1105			unknown			Telnet			(none)			netadmin			Admin			default IP is 192.168.1.1


			Enterasys			Vertical Horizon			ANY			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			this works in telnet or http


			Ericsson			Ericsson Acc									netman			netman


			ericsson			md110 pabx			up-to-bc9			Multi			(none)			help			varies depending on config minimal list access by default


			ericsson			ericsson acc						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Ericsson			Ericsson Acc									netman			netman


			Ericsson ACC			Tigris Platform			All			Multi			public			(none)			Guest


			E-Tech			ADSL Ethernet Router			Annex A v2			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin			Password can also be password


			E-Tech			Wireless 11Mbps Router Model:WLRT03						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			E-Tech			Router			RTBR03			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			1wan/4ports switch router


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			supervisor			supervisor			Admin


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			operator			operator			Admin


			Extreme Networks			All Switches						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Submitted by Eastman Rivai


			F5			Bigip 540						Multi			root			default			Admin


			F5-Networks			BIGIP						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Flowpoint			2200 SDSL						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			DSL						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin			Installed by Covad


			Flowpoint			100 IDSN						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			40 IDSL						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			Flowpoint DSL									admin			admin			Admin


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Foundry Networks			IronView Network Manager			Version 01.6.00a(service pack) 0620031754			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://www.foundrynet.com/services/documentation/nms/FEManager_Installation.html


			Freetech			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			Posterie			Admin


			Freetech			BIOS						Console			n/a			Posterie			Admin


			Fujitsu Siemens			Routers						HTTP			(none)			connect			Admin


			Funk Software			Steel Belted Radius			3.x			Proprietary			admin			radius			Admin


			GVC			e800/rb4						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Hewlett Packard			Power Manager			3			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP187


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP189


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP196


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			INTX3


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			ITF3000


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			NETBASE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			REGO


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			RJE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CONV


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			DISC


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SYSTEM


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			PCUSER			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			RSBCMON			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			SPOOLMAN			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			WP			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			ADVMAIL			HPOFFICE DATA


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			ADVMAIL			HP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			MGR


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			SERVICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			MANAGER


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPP187 SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			LOTUS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPWORD PUB


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPONLY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			MANAGER.SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			MGR.SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			FIELD.SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			OP.OPERATOR


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			MAIL


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			REMOTE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			MPE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			TCH


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			SECURITY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			ITF3000


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CAROLIAN


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			VESOFT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			XLSERVER


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			SECURITY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPDESK


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CCC


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CNAS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			WORD


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			ROBELLE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPONLY


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			Telnet			(none)			(none)			Admin			press enter twice if no response in telnet -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin			HTTP interface -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			FTP			Anonymous			(none)			User			send files to be printed -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			9100			(none)			(none)			User			Type what you want and close telnet session to print it out -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			webmin			0.84			HTTP			admin			hp.com			Admin			you can find more passwords here: http://www.vulnerabilite.com/password_db/


			hp			sa7200						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			hp			sa7200						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Ascend OEM Routers						Telnet			n/a			ascend			Admin


			IBM			A21m						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			IBM			390e						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			ibm			a20m						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			IBM			TotalStorage Enterprise Server						Multi			storwatch			specialist			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire


			IBM			8239 Token Ring HUB			2.5			Console			n/a			R1QTPS			Utility Program			submitted by FX


			IBM			8224 HUB						Multi			vt100			public			Admin			Swap MAC address chip from other 8224


			IBM			3534 F08 Fibre Switch						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			IBM			switch			8275-217			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Directory - Web Administration Tool			5.1			HTTP			superadmin			secret			Admin			Documented in Web Administration Guide


			IBM			Hardware Management Console			3			ssh			hscroot			abc123			Admin


			IMAI			Traffic Shaper			TS-1012			HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin			default IP 1.2.3.4


			Integral Technologies			RemoteView			4			Console			Administrator			letmein			Admin


			Intel			Shiva						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Intel			Express 9520 Router						Multi			NICONEX			NICONEX			User


			Intel			Express 520T Switch						Multi			setup			setup			User


			intel			netstructure			480t			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Intel			Wireless AP 2011			2.21			Multi			(none)			Intel			Admin			by FX


			Intel			Wireless Gateway			3.x			HTTP			intel			intel			Admin


			Intel			Shiva									Guest			(none)			User


			Intel			Shiva									root			(none)			Admin


			Intel/Shiva			Mezza ISDN Router			All			Telnet			admin			hello			Admin


			Intel/Shiva			Access Port			All			Telnet			admin			hello			Admin


			Interbase			Interbase Database Server			All			Multi			SYSDBA			masterkey			Admin


			Intermec			Mobile LAN			5.25			Multi			intermec			intermec			Admin


			Intershop			Intershop			4			HTTP			operator			$chwarzepumpe			Admin


			Intersystems			Cache Post-RDMS						Console			system			sys			Admin			Change immediately


			intex			organizer						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			iPSTAR			iPSTAR Satellite Router/Radio			v2			HTTP			admin			operator			Admin			For CSLoxInfo and iPSTAR Customers


			iPSTAR			iPSTAR Network Box			v.2+			HTTP			admin			operator			Admin			iPSTAR Network Box is used by the CSLoxInfo Broadband Satellite system.


			JD Edwards			WorldVision/OneWorld			All(?)			Console			JDE			JDE			Admin/SECOFR


			JDE			WorldVision/OneWorld						Multi			PRODDTA			PRODDTA			Admin			Owner of database tables and objects


			JDS Microprocessing			Hydra 3000			r2.02			Console			hydrasna			(none)			Admin			www.hydrasystems.com/h3kdocs/H3R25C04.pdf


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 2300 DL						Multi			(none)			1234			Admin			info from: ftp://ftp.minolta-qms.com/pub/cts/out_going/manuals/2300dl/nic.pdf


			Kyocera			EcoLink			7.2			HTTP			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			Kyocera			Telnet Server IB-20/21						multi			root			root			Admin


			Kyocera			Intermate LAN FS Pro 10/100			K82_0371			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			LANCOM			IL11						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Lantronics			Lantronics Terminal Server						TCP 7000			n/a			access			Admin


			Lantronics			Lantronics Terminal Server						TCP 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Lantronix			Lantronix Terminal						TCP 7000			n/a			lantronix			Admin


			Lantronix			SCS1620						Multi			sysadmin			PASS			Admin			9600/N/8/1 XON/XOFF


			Lantronix			SCS3200						EZWebCon downloaded from ftp.lantronix.com			login			access			Admin			secondary port settings login: root password: system


			Lantronix			SCS400						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			SCS200						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			SCS100						Multi			n/a			access			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS4P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS16P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS32PR						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS422PR						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			latis network			border guard						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WAP11						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			DSL						Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Linksys			EtherFast Cable/DSL ROuter						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Linksys			Linksys Router DSL/Cable						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Linksys			BEFW11S4			1			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			BEFSR41			2			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Linksys			WAG54G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			linksys			ap 1120						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			Linksys DSL									n/a			admin			Admin


			Livingston			IRX Router						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingston			Livingston Portmaster 3						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingston			Officerouter						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingstone			Portmaster 2R						Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			Lockdown Networks			All Lockdown Products			up to 2.7			Console			setup			changeme(exclamation)			User


			longshine			isscfg						HTTP			admin			0			Admin


			Lucent			B-STDX9000						Multi			(any 3 characters)			cascade


			Lucent			B-STDX9000						debug mode			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			B-STDX9000			all			SNMP			n/a			cascade			Admin


			Lucent			CBX 500						Multi			(any 3 characters)			cascade


			Lucent			CBX 500						debug mode			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			GX 550						SNMP readwrite			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			MAX-TNT						Multi			admin			Ascend


			Lucent			PSAX 1200 and below						Multi			root			ascend


			Lucent			PSAX 1250 and above						Multi			readwrite			lucenttech1			Admin


			Lucent			PSAX 1250 and above						Multi			readonly			lucenttech2			Admin


			Lucent			Anymedia						Console			LUCENT01			UI-PSWD-01			Admin			requires GSI software


			Lucent			Anymedia						Console			LUCENT02			UI-PSWD-02			Admin			requires GSI software


			Lucent			PacketStar						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Lucent			Cellpipe 22A-BX-AR USB D						Console			admin			AitbISP4eCiG			Admin


			LUCENT			M770						Telnet			super			super			Admin


			Lucent			System 75									bciim			bciimpw


			Lucent			System 75									bcim			bcimpw


			Lucent			System 75									bcms			bcmspw


			Lucent			System 75									bcnas			bcnaspw


			Lucent			System 75									blue			bluepw


			Lucent			System 75									browse			browsepw


			Lucent			System 75									browse			looker


			Lucent			System 75									craft			craft


			Lucent			System 75									craft			craftpw


			Lucent			System 75									cust			custpw


			Lucent			System 75									enquiry			enquirypw


			Lucent			System 75									field			support


			Lucent			System 75									inads			indspw


			Lucent			System 75									inads			inads


			Lucent			System 75									init			initpw


			Lucent			System 75									locate			locatepw


			Lucent			System 75									maint			maintpw


			Lucent			System 75									maint			rwmaint


			Lucent			System 75									nms			nmspw


			Lucent			System 75									rcust			rcustpw


			Lucent			System 75									support			supportpw


			Lucent			System 75									tech			field


			Marconi			Fore ATM Switches						Multi			ami			(none)			Admin


			maxdata			ms2137						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			medion			Routers						HTTP			n/a			medion			Admin


			Megastar			BIOS						Console			n/a			star			Admin


			Mentec			Micro/RSX						Multi			MICRO			RSX			Admin


			Mentec			Micro/RSX									MICRO			RSX			Admin


			MERCURY			234234			234234			SNMP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			MERCURY			KT133A/686B						SNMP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Meridian			PBX			ANY			Telnet			service			smile			System			This is the default password on most Meridian systems.


			Micronet			Access Point			SP912			Telnet			root			default			Admin


			Micronet			Micronet SP5002						Console			mac			(none)			Admin


			Microplex			Print Server						Telnet			root			root			Admin


			microRouter			900i						Console/Multi			n/a			letmein			Admin


			Mikrotik			Router OS			all			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin			also for SSH and Web access


			Mintel			Mintel PBX									n/a			SYSTEM			Admin


			Mintel			Mintel PBX									n/a			SYSTEM			Admin


			Mitel			3300 ICP			all			HTTP			system			password			Admin


			Mitel			SX2000			all			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Motorola			Cablerouter						Telnet			cablecom			router			Admin


			Motorola			WR850G			4.03			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin			higher revisions likely the same


			Motorola			Wireless Router			WR850G			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			Motorola			SBG900						HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			Motorola			Motorola Cablerouter									cablecom			router			Admin


			motorola			vanguard						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			mro software			maximo			v4.1			Multi			SYSADM			sysadm			Admin


			Mutare Software			EVM Admin			All			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			http://www.mutare.com/data/kb/EVMAdminGuide.pdf


			NAI			Intrushield IPS			1200/2600/4000			SSH + Web console			admin			admin123			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire


			NAI			Entercept						Management console			GlobalAdmin			GlobalAdmin			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire : must be changed at 1st connection


			NEC			WARPSTAR-BaseStation						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Netcomm			NB1300						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgea			FR314						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			NetGear			RM356			None			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			shutdown the router via internet


			Netgear			MR-314			3.26			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Netgear			RT314						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Netgear			RP614						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			RP114			3.26			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			telnet 192.168.0.1


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.04.0			HTTP			super			5777364			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.7.14			HTTP			superman			21241036			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.5.67			HTTP			super			5777364			Admin


			Netgear			MR814						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			FVS318						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			DM602						FTP Telnet and HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			netgear			FM114P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			NetGear			WGT624			2			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			FR114P						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			ME102						SNMP			(none)			private			Admin			Standard IP-Address is 192.168.0.5


			Netgear			WGR614			v4			Multi			admin			password			Admin			192.168.0.1 OR www.routerlogin.net


			Netgear			RP114			3.20-3.26			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin			default http://192.168.0.1


			NetGenesis			NetAnalysis Web Reporting						HTTP			naadmin			naadmin			Admin


			Netopia			Netopia 9500						Telnet			netopia			netopia			Admin


			Netopia			R910						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netopia			3351						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Netopia			4542						Multi			admin			noway			Admin


			Netopia			Netopia 7100									(none)			(none)


			Netopia			Netopia 9500									netopia			netopia


			Netport			Express 10/100						multi			setup			setup			Admin


			Netscreen			Firewall						multi			netscreen			netscreen			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			operator			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						HTTP			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Netstar			Netpilot						Multi			admin			password			Admin			http://www.netpilot.com/products/netpilot/faq/default.asp


			Network Appliance			NetCache			any			Multi			admin			NetCache			Admin


			Network Associates			WebShield Security Appliance e500						HTTP			e500			e500changeme			Admin


			Network Associates			WebShield Security Appliance e250						HTTP			e250			e250changeme			Admin


			NGSec			NGSecureWeb						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			NGSec			NGSecureWeb						HTTP			admin			asd			Admin


			Niksun			NetDetector						Multi			vcr			NetVCR			Admin			su after login with empty password


			Nimble			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			xdfk9874t3			Admin


			Nimble			BIOS						Console			n/a			xdfk9874t3			Admin


			Nokia			DSL Router M1122			1.1 - 1.2			Multi			m1122			m1122			User


			Nokia			MW1122						Multi			telecom			telecom			Admin			Only in New Zealand.


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			disttech			4tas			engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			maint			maint			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			mlusr			mlusr			user account


			Nortel			Remote Office 9150						Client			admin			root			Admin


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			l2			l2			Layer 2 Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			l3			l3			Layer 3 (and layer 2) Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			ro			ro			Read Only


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			rw			rw			Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			rwa			rwa			Read Write All


			Nortel			Extranet Switches						Multi			admin			setup			Admin


			Nortel			Baystack 350-24T						Telnet			n/a			secure			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			0						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			1111						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			8429						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			spcl			0						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			root			3ep5w2u			Admin


			Nortel			Matra 6501 PBX						Console			(none)			0			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			maint			ntacdmax			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			disttech			4tas			engineer account			enter 3letter of day from yesterday an tomorrow (for Tuesday enter MonWed case sensitive) - may be twice to see root password in clear


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			maint			maint			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			ccrusr			ccrusr			User account


			Nortel			Meridian						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Contivity			Extranet/VPN switches			HTTP			admin			setup			Admin


			nortel			dms						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Nortel			Business Communications Manager			3.5 and 3.6			HTTPS			supervisor			PlsChgMe			Admin			there is an exclamation point at the end of the password


			Nortel			Phone System			All			From Phone			n/a			266344			Installers


			Nortel			Norstar						Console			266344			266344			Admin


			nortel			p8600						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			olitec			sx 200 adsl modem router						Multi			admin			adslolitec			Admin			default ip 192.168.0.250


			Omnitronix			Data-Link			DL150			Multi			(none)			SUPER			Admin


			Omnitronix			Data-Link			DL150			Multi			(none)			SMDR			Admin


			OMRON			MR104FH						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			admin			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminstat			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminview			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminuser			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminview			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			helpdesk			OCS			Admin


			Openwave			WAP Gateway			Any			HTTP			sys			uplink			Admin


			Openwave			MSP			Any			HTTP			cac_admin			cacadmin			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint			500 1000 1500 and 2000 Series			Telnet			Manager			Manager			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint and JETX Print			500 1000 1500 and 2000 Series			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			Osicom Plus T1/PLUS 56k						Telnet			write			private


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			debug			d.e.b.u.g			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			echo			echo			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			guest			guest			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			Manager			Manager			Admin						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin						No


			Osicom			Osicom Plus T1/PLUS 56k									write			private


			Osicom			NETCommuter Remote Access Server						Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000E/B			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000E/N			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000T/N			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			500 E/B			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint			500			1000			1500			and 2000 Series			Telnet			Manager


			Pacific Micro Data			MAST 9500 Universal Disk Array			ESM ver. 2.11 / 1			Console			pmd			(none)			Admin


			Panasonic			CF-28						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			panasonic			cf 27			4			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Panasonic			CF-45						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			penril datability			vcp300 terminal server						Multi			n/a			system			Admin


			PentaSafe			VigilEnt Security Manager			3			VigilEnt Security Manager Console			PSEAdmin			$secure$			Admin


			Perle			CS9000			any			Console			admin			superuser			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			admin			mu			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			admin			microbusiness			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			user			password			Admin


			Planet			WAP-1900/1950/2000			5/2/00			Multi			(none)			default			Admin


			planet			Akcess Point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Polycom			Soundpoint VoIP phones						HTTP			Polycom			SpIp			User


			Polycom			ViewStation 4000			3.5			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin


			Polycom			iPower 9000						Multi			(none)			(none)			Admin


			Prestigio			Nobile			156			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Psion Teklogix			9150						HTTP			support			h179350			Admin


			Pyramid Computer			BenHur			all			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Radware			Linkproof						ssh			lp			lp			Admin


			Radware			Linkproof			3.73.03			Multi			radware			radware			Admin


			Raidzone			raid arrays									n/a			raidzone


			Ramp Networks			WebRamp									wradmin			trancell


			Ramp Networks			WebRamp									wradmin			trancell


			RedHat			Redhat 6.2						HTTP			piranha			q			User


			RedHat			Redhat 6.2						HTTP			piranha			piranha			User


			Research			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			Col2ogro2			Admin


			Research			BIOS						Console			n/a			Col2ogro2			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio			AP3800C			HTTP			sysadmin			password			Admin


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			setup			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			teacher			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			temp1			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			admin			rmnetlm


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			admin2			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			adminstrator			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskalt			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskman			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			desknorm			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskres			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			guest			(none)


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			replicator			replicator


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			RMUser1			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicalt			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicnorm			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicres			password


			RoamAbout			RoamAbout R2 Wireless Access Platform						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			sagem			fast 1400w						Multi			root			1234			Admin


			samsung			n620						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Samsung			MagicLAN SWL-3500RG			2.15			HTTP			public			public			Admin			def. WEP keys: 0123456789 1518896203


			Senao			2611CB3+D (802.11b Wireless AP)						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Default IP: 192.168.1.1


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			GEN1			gen1			view/control			Telnet port 2001


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			GEN2			gen2			view/control			Telnet port 2001


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			ADMN			admn			Admin			Telnet port 2001


			sharp			AR-407/S402						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									eng			engineer


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			op


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			operator


			siemens			hipath						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									su			super


			Siemens			PhoneMail									poll			tech


			Siemens			PhoneMail									sysadmin			sysadmin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									admin			pwp


			Siemens			PhoneMail									tech			tech


			SIEMENS			SE515						HTTP			admin			n/a			Admin


			Siemens			5940 T1E1 Router			5940-001 v6.0.180-2			Telnet			superuser			admin			Admin


			Siemens			PhoneMail									poll			tech


			Siemens			PhoneMail									sysadmin			sysadmin


			Siemens			PhoneMail									tech			tech


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									admin			pwp


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									eng			engineer


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			op


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			operator


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									su			super


			Siemens Nixdorf			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			SKY_FOX			Admin


			Siemens Nixdorf			BIOS						Console			n/a			SKY_FOX			Admin


			Siemens Pro C5			Siemens						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siips			Trojan			8974202			Multi			Administrator			ganteng			Admin			Thx


			silex technology			PRICOM (Printserver)						Multi			root			(none)			Admin			for telnet / HTTP


			sitara			qosworks						Console			root			(none)			Admin


			Sitecom			All WiFi routers						Multi			(none)			sitecom			Admin


			SmartSwitch			Router 250 ssr2500			v3.0.9			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			SMC			Barricade 7004 AWBR						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			192.168.123.254 (WiFi AP)


			SMC			Router			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			SMC broadband router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			SMC2804WBR			v.1			HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			WiFi Router			All			HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin			model #2804WBRP-G


			SMC			SMB2804WBR			V2			Multi			Administrator			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			7401BRA			1			HTTP			admin			barricade			Admin


			SMC			7401BRA			2			HTTP			smc			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			Barricade7204BRB						HTTP			admin			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			2804wr						HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			Snapgear			Pro			Lite			and SOHO			1.79			Multi			root			default


			Solution 6			Viztopia Accounts						Multi			aaa			often blank			Admin


			SonicWALL			ALL			ALL			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			SOPHIA (Schweiz) AG			Protector						HTTPS			admin			Protector			Admin


			SOPHIA (Schweiz) AG			Protector						SSH			root			root			Admin


			Speedstream			5861 SMT Router						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			5871 IDSL Router						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			Router 250 ssr250						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			DSL						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			5667			R4.0.1			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			SpeedStream			5660						Telnet			n/a			adminttd			Admin


			SpeedXess			HASE-120						Multi			(none)			speedxess			Admin


			Spike			CPE						Console			enable			(none)			Admin


			Sun			JavaWebServer			1.x 2.x			AdminSrv			admin			admin			Admin


			Symbol			Spectrum			series 4100-4121			HTTP			n/a			Symbol			Admin			Access Point Wireless


			TANDBERG			TANDBERG			8000			Multi			(none)			TANDBERG			Admin			http://www.tandberg.net/collateral/user_manuals/TANDBERG_8000_UserMan.pdf


			T-Comfort			Routers						HTTP			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Team Xodus			XeniumOS			2.3			FTP			xbox			xbox			Admin


			Teklogix			Accesspoint						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Teledat			Routers						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Teletronics			WL-CPE-Router			5/3/02			HTTPS			admin			1234			Admin


			Telewell			TW-EA200						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Telindus			1124						HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Telindus			SHDSL1421			yes			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Tellabs			Titan 5500			FP 6.x			Multi			tellabs			tellabs#1			Admin


			Tellabs			7120						Multi			root			admin_1			Admin			telnet on port 3083


			Tiara			1400			3.x			Console			tiara			tiaranet			Admin			also known as Tasman Networks routers


			Troy			ExtendNet 100zx						Multi			admin			extendnet			Admin			dizphunKt


			TVT System			Expresse G5						Multi			craft			(none)			Admin


			TVT System			Expresse G5 DS1 Module						Multi			(none)			enter			Admin


			UNEX			Routers						HTTP			n/a			password			Admin


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			NAU			NAU			Privileged			Network Administration Utility


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			ADMINISTRATOR			ADMINISTRATOR			Admin


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			HTTP			HTTP			Web Server Administration


			US Robotics			USR8000			1.23 / 1.25			Multi			root			admin			Admin			DSL-Router. Web-Login always uses user root


			US Robotics			USR8550			3.0.5			Multi			Any			12345			Any			Best Modem


			US ROBOTICS			ADSL Ethernet Modem						HTTP			(none)			12345			Admin


			US Robotics			SureConnect ADSL			SureConnect ADSL			Telnet			support			support			User			works after 3rd login trial


			us21100060			hp omibook 6100						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			VASCO			VACMAN Middleware			2.x			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			strong authentication server


			Verifone			Verifone Junior			2.05						(none)			166816


			Verilink			NE6100-4 NetEngine			IAD 3.4.8			Telnet			(none)			(none)			Guest


			Visual Networks			Visual Uptime T1 CSU/DSU			1			Console			admin			visual			Admin


			Watch guard			firebox 1000						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Watchguard			SOHO and SOHO6			all versions			FTP			user			pass			Admin			works only from the inside LAN


			westell			2200						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Westell			Versalink 327						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Wyse			Winterm			5440XL			Console			root			wyse			Admin


			Wyse			Winterm			5440XL			VNC			VNC			winterm			VNC


			Wyse			Winterm			9455XL			BIOS			(none)			Fireport			BIOS			Case Sensitive


			Wyse			winterm						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Wyse			rapport			4.4			FTP			rapport			r@p8p0r+			ftp logon to controlling ftp server.


			Xavi			7000-ABA-ST1						Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Xavi			7001						Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			xd			xdd			xddd			Multi			xd			xd			Admin


			Xerox			Multi Function Equipment						Multi			admin			2222			Admin			combo fax/scanner/printer with network access


			Xerox			WorkCenter Pro 428						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			xerox			xerox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			xerox			xerox						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Xerox			Document Centre 425						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			xerox			work centre pro 35						HTTP			admin			1111			Admin


			X-Micro			X-Micro WLAN 11b Broadband Router			1.2.2 1.2.2.3 1.2.2.4 1.6.0.0			Multi			super			super			Admin			From BUGTRAQ


			X-Micro			X-Micro WLAN 11b Broadband Router			1.6.0.1			HTTP			1502			1502			Admin			From BUGTRAQ


			X-Micro			WLAN 11b Access Point			2/1/02			Multi			super			super			Admin			http://secunia.com/advisories/11342/


			Xylan			Omniswitch						Telnet			admin			switch			Admin


			Xylan			Omniswitch						Telnet			diag			switch			Admin


			Xylan			omniswitch						Multi			admin			switch			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			xyplex			switch			3.2			Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Yakumo			Routers						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Zcom			Wireless						SNMP			root			admin			Admin


			ZOOM			ZOOM ADSL Modem						Console			admin			zoomadsl			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige						HTTP			n/a			1234			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige						FTP			root			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige						Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige 643						Console			(none)			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige 652HW-31 ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige 100IH						Console			n/a			1234			Admin


			Zyxel			ZyWall 2						HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Zyxel			adsl routers			All ZyNOS Firmwares			Multi			admin			1234			Admin			this is default for dsl routers provided by the ISP firstmile.no


			ZyXEL			Prestige 650						Multi			1234			1234			Admin


			Deutsch Telekomm			T-Sinus 130 DSL						HTTP			(none)			0			Admin


			inchon			inchon			inchon			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			inchon


			Benq			awl 700 wireless router			1.3.6 Beta-002			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Konica/ Minolta			Di 2010f			n/a			HTTP			n/a			0			Admin			Printer configuration interface


			Sybase			EAServer						HTTP			jagadmin			(none)			Admin			Source : Manufactor documentation


			Logitech			Logitech Mobile Headset						Bluetooth			(none)			0			audio access			Thierry Zoller (Thierry@sniff-em.com)


			Cisco			Ciso Aironet 1100 series			Rev. 01			HTTP			(none)			Cisco			Admin


			HP			ISEE						Multi			admin			isee			Admin


			IBM			3583 Tape Library						HTTP			admin			secure			Admin


			Asus			wl503g			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			wl500			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			wl300			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sigma			Sigmacoma IPshare			Sigmacom router v1.0			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			effes2004@gmail.com


			Ricoh			Aficio 2228c						Multi			sysadmin			password			Admin			Webpage admin


			Linksys			WAP54G			2			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Westell			Wirespeed						Multi			admin			password			Admin			also try password: sysAdmin


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 2430DL			All			Multi			(none)			(none)			Admin			Taken from reference manual for product


			KTI			KS-2260						Telnet			superuser			123456			special CLI			can be disabled by renaming the regular login name to superuser


			Oracle			Oracle RDBMS			Any			Multi			system/manager			sys/change_on_install			Admin


			Infosmart			SOHO router						HTTP			admin			0			Admin


			Pansonic			KXTD1232						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Areca			RAID controllers						Console			admin			0			Admin


			Avaya			Definity						Multi			dadmin			dadmin01			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			ALAT8326GB						Multi			manager			manager			Admin


			Sun			Cobalt						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			submit by Nabil Ouchn


			iblitzz			BWA711/All Models			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			This Information Works On All Models Of The Blitzz Line


			Netgear			dg834g						HTTP			admin			password			Admin			it should be work also with dg834gt


			E-Con			Econ DSL Router						Router			admin			epicrouter			Admin			DSL Router


			Allied Telesyn			AT8016F						Console			manager			friend			Admin


			Dell			Laser Printer 3000cn / 3100cn						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Sonic-X			SonicAnime			on			Telnet			root			admin			Admin			1.01E+14


			Siemens			SpeedStream 4100						HTTP			admin			hagpolm1			Admin			DSL Modem and Router


			Wanadoo			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli AGE-SB						HTTP			admin			smallbusiness			Admin


			McData			FC Switches/Directors						Multi			Administrator			password			Admin


			BBR-4MG and BBR-4HG			BUFFALO			ALL			HTTP			root			n/a			Admin


			Swissvoice			IP 10S						Telnet			target			password			Admin


			creative			2015U						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Tandberg Data			DLT8000 Autoloader 10x						Console			n/a			10023			Maintenance


			IBM			Infoprint 6700			http://www.phenoelit.de/dpl/dpl.html			Multi			root			(none)			Admin			Also works for older 4400 printers and probably Printronics equivalents as well.


			ASUS			WL-500G			1.7.5.6			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Phoenix v1.14			Phoenix v1.14						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			asus			WL500g						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Symbol			AP-2412						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			2Mbps FH AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-3020						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			2Mbps FH AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4111						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4121						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4131						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			telindus			telindus			2002			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			us robotic			adsl gateway wireless router						wireless router			support			support			super user access			I find it on a manual


			D-Link			Dsl-300g+			Teo			Telnet			(none)			private			Admin


			D-Link			DSL-300g+			Teo			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Billion			BIPAC-640 AC			640AE100			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin


			Blue Coat Systems			ProxySG			3.x			HTTP			admin			articon			Admin			access to command line interface via ssh and web gui


			KTI			KS2600						Console			admin			123456			Admin


			KTI			KS2260						Console			admin			123			Admin


			Exabyte			Magnum20						FTP			anonymous			Exabyte			Admin


			Sorenson			SR-200						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			McAfee			SCM 3100			4.1			Multi			scmadmin			scmchangeme			Admin


			Zebra			10/100 Print Server						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			apple			airport5			1.0.09			Multi			root			admin			Admin			192.168.1.1


			Xerox			DocuCentre 425						HTTP			admin			22222			Admin			works for access panel 2


			NOKIA			7360						Multi			(none)			9999			Admin


			Advantek Networks			Wireless LAN 802.11 g/b						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			http://www.advanteknetworks.com/


			ZyXEL			Prestige 900						HTTP			webadmin			1234			Admin			192.168.1.1:8080


			LG			Aria iPECS			All			Console			(none)			jannie			maintenance			dealer backdoor password


			Corecess			6808 APC						Telnet			corecess			corecess			User


			NRG or RICOH			DSc338 Printer			1.19			HTTP			(none)			password			Admin			no user


			Xerox			Document Centre 405			-			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Proxim			Orinoco 600/2000			All			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin			WLAN accesspoint


			SMC			Router/Modem			BR7401			Multi			admin			barricade			Admin


			Netgear			Router/Modem						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Nullsoft			Shoutcast			9/1/05			PLS			admin			changeme			Admin


			Conexant			Router						HTTP			n/a			epicrouter			Admin


			Network Everywhere			NWR11B						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Netgear			MR314						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Aethra			Starbridge EU						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Milan			mil-sm801p						Multi			root			root			Admin


			cisco			2600						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			giga			8ippro1000						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Netgear			GSM7224						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Gericom			Phoenix						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Bausch Datacom			Proxima PRI ADSL PSTN Router4 Wireless						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Sun Microsystems			ILOM of X4100			1			HTTP			root			changeme			Admin


			dlink			adsl						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Conexant			Router						HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin			yes


			Edimax			ES-5224RXM						Multi			admin			123			Admin


			IronPort			Messaging Gateway Appliance						Multi			admin			ironport			Admin


			3com			812						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Asante			FM2008						Multi			admin			asante			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						HTTP			webadmin			webadmin			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						Telnet			installer			installer			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet						Multi			(none)			_Cisco			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet						Multi			Cisco			Cisco			Admin


			Cisco			HSE						Multi			root			blender			Admin


			Cisco			HSE						Multi			hsa			hsadb			Admin


			Cisco			WLSE						Multi			root			blender			Admin


			Cisco			WLSE						Multi			wlse			wlsedb			Admin


			Digicom			Michelangelo						Multi			admin			michelangelo			Admin


			Digicom			Michelangelo						Multi			user			password			User


			Enterasys			Vertical Horizon			VH-2402S			Multi			tiger			tiger123			Admin


			Pentaoffice			Sat Router						Telnet			(none)			pento			Admin


			Pirelli			AGE ADSL Router						Multi			admin			microbusiness			Admin


			Pirelli			AGE ADSL Router						Multi			user			password			User


			System/32			VOS						Multi			install			secret			Admin


			Tandem			TACL						Multi			super.super			(none)			Admin


			Tandem			TACL						Multi			super.super			master			Admin


			VxWorks			misc						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			VxWorks			misc						Multi			guest			guest			Guest


			Wang			Wang						Multi			CSG			SESAME			Admin


			Westell			Wang						Multi			CSG			SESAME			Admin


			Westell			Wirespeed wireless router						Multi			admin			sysAdmin			Admin


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			CNET			CNET 4PORT ADSL MODEM			CNAD NF400			Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G			SMCWBR14-G			HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			asmack			router			ar804u			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			JAHT			adsl router			AR41/2A			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			D-Link			firewall			dfl-200			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			ovislink			WL-1120AP						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54G			All Revisions			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			canyon			router						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Kalatel			Calibur DSR-2000e						Multi			n/a			3477			Admin


			Kalatel			Calibur DSR-2000e						on-screen menu system			n/a			8111			restore factory defaults


			IBM			T20						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			3com			officeconnect						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			office connect			11g			Multi			admin			(none)			User


			Asus			WL500g Deluxe						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			IBM			IBM						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Pentagram			Cerberus ADSL modem + router						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			SMC			Modem/Router						HTTP			cusadmin			highspeed			Customer Admin			Comcast Commercial High Speed Modem model number 8013WG


			ihoi			oihoh			lknlkn			HTTP			Administrator			pilou			Admin


			corecess			3113						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			AXUS			AXUS YOTTA						Multi			n/a			0			Admin			Storage DAS SATA to SCSI/FC


			D-link			DSL500G						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			P5P800						Multi			n/a			admin			User


			Dell			Remote Access Card						HTTP			root			calvin			Admin


			d-link			di-524						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			ion			nelu			nel			Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			vreau ceva


			ion			nelu			nel			Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin			vreau ceva


			D-link			DSL-504T						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Planet			ADE-4110						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Planet			XRT-401D						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			ASMAX			AR701u / ASMAX AR6024						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			ASMAX			AR800C2						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			ASMAX			AR800C2						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			D-link			DSL-G604T						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet 1200						HTTP			root			Cisco			Admin


			D-link			Di-707p router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			model WRT54GC compact wireless-G broadband router						Multi			(none)			admin			Admin


			Minolta QMS			Magicolor 3100			3.0.0			HTTP			operator			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Remote Supervisor Adapter (RSA)						HTTP			USERID			PASSW0RD			Admin


			IBM			BladeCenter Mgmt Console						HTTP			USERID			PASSW0RD			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor 2600						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			LG			LAM200E / LAM200R						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Linksys			AG 241 - ADSL2 Gateway with 4-Port Switch						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Micronet			3351 / 3354						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Planet			ADE-4000						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SAGEM			FAST 1400						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SMC			7204BRA						Multi			smc			smcadmin			Admin


			U.S. Robotics			SureConnect 9003 ADSL Ethernet/USB Router						Multi			root			12345			Admin


			U.S. Robotics			SureConnect 9105 ADSL 4-Port Router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			3COM			OfficeConnect ADSL Wireless 11g Firewall Router			3CRWDR100-72			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige 645						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			olitec (Trendchip)			sx 202 adsl modem router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Firmware: 2.7.0.9(UE0.B1C)3.3.0.23


			Entrust			getAccess			4.x and 7.x			Web Admin gui			websecadm			changeme			Admin			Access to Admin Gui via /sek-bin/login.gas.bat


			Cable And Wireless			ADSL Modem/Router						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Telco Systems			Edge Link 100						Console			telco			telco			telco


			ZyXEL ZyWALL Series			Prestige 660R-61C						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			DI624			D-LINK			C3			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			hardcoded for Verizon FiOS


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G						HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin			mentioned password (no passwd) on your webpage is wrong


			Ricoh			Aficio AP3800C			2.17			HTTP			(none)			password			Admin			alternative to sysadmin and Admin


			Wyse			Winterm 3150						VNC			n/a			password			Admin			by satadru


			Ricoh			Aficio 2232C						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin


			edimax			wireless adsl router			AR-7024			Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus 154 DSL			13.9.38			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin			thx to AwdCzAb


			Asmax			Ar-804u						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			aztech			DSL-600E						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			comtrend			ct536+						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Quintum Technologies Inc.			Tenor Series			all			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_inst			pbxk1064			Installer


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_admi			kilo1987			Admin


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_oper			help1954			Operator


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_nmc			tuxalize			NMC


			Netgear			ADSL Modem DG632			V3.3.0a_cx			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-AR130 (U) -10						HTTP			Manager			friend			Admin			Default IP is 192.168.242.242


			Mikrotik			Router OS			9/2/17			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netgear			WGT634U						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			all			HTTP			user			(none)			User


			Ricoh			AP410N			1.13			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			3ware			3DM						HTTP			Administrator			3ware			Admin


			Netgear			FWG114P						Multi			n/a			admin			password


			ALCATEL			4400						Console			mtcl			(none)			User


			Netgear			GS724t			V1.0.1_1104			HTTP			n/a			password			Admin


			CTC Union			ATU-R130			81001a			Multi			root			root			Admin


			3Com			Shark Fin			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			User			Password			Diagnostics page			192.160.100.1


			Scientific Atlanta			DPX2100			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			admin			w2402			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1


			Terayon			Unknown			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			(none)			(none)			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1/diagnostics_page.html


			Terayon			Unknown			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			(none)			(none)			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1/diagnostics_page.html


			Linksys			Comcast			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			comcast			1234			diagnostics			192.168.0.1/docsisdevicestatus.asp


			NetGear			Comcast			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			comcast			1234			diagnostics page			192.168.0.1/docsisdevicestatus.html


			Zyxel			Prestige 660HW						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Atlantis			A02-RA141						Multi			admin			atlantis			Admin


			Atlantis			I-Storm Lan Router ADSL						Multi			admin			atlantis			Admin			(submit by fedematico)


			Linksys			WAG54GS						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			IBM			T42						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Huawei			MT880r						Multi			TMAR#HWMT8007079			(none)			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			OKI			C5700						HTTP			root			the 6 last digit of the MAC adress			Admin			running with other models


			Sagem			F@st 1200 (Fast 1200)						Telnet			root			1234			User			root/1234


			Minolta QMS			Magicolor 3100			3.0.0			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Gives access to Accounting


			Ricoh			Aficio 2020D						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Juniper			ISG2000						Multi			netscreen			netscreen			Admin			Just a note - netscreen is now made by Juniper - otherwise no change


			Linksys/ Cisco			RTP300 w/2 phone ports			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Linksys/ Cisco			RTP300 w/2 phone ports			1			HTTP			user			tivonpw			update access			use for flashing firmware


			samsung			modem/router			aht-e300			Multi			admin			password			Admin			after reset


			mediatrix 2102			mediatrix 2102						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor 2900+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			smc			smc 7904BRA						Multi			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			DLINK			604						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			ZyXel			Prestige P660HW						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			topsec			firewall						Multi			superman			talent			Admin


			US Robotics			USR9110						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			default IP subnet: 192.168.1.0


			CNET			CSH-2400W			unk			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Psionteklogix			9160			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			AirTies RT-210			AirTies RT-210			AirTies RT-210			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin			AirTies RT-210


			Siemens			SE560dsl						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Also has an account with: user/user


			Psionteklogix			9160			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			1.7.x			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			Default IP: DHCP or 192.168.0.227


			SSA			BPCS			Up to 5.02			Multi			SSA			SSA			Admin			rarely changed/used for upgrades-patches


			Minolta PagrPro			QMS 4100GN PagePro						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Secure Computing			Webwasher			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Cisco			CallManager						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			nabil ouchn


			Cisco			WSLE			all			all			wlseuser			wlsepassword			User			see also enable passwd


			Cisco			WLSE			all			Console			enable			(none)			enable			use with wlseuser


			Netgear			CG814CCR			2			Multi			cusadmin			highspeed			Admin			Comcast small business router. Default access at 10.1.10.1


			Brother			NC-2100p						Multi			(none)			access			Admin			NC-2100p Print Server


			Signamax			065-7726S						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Switch


			Panasonic			PBX TDA 100/200/400			all			Console			(none)			1234			Admin			google.com search q panasonic pbx tda 100 default password


			Zyxel			Router			650-1			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			Telefonica


			Huawei			mt820			V100R006C01B021			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Telefonica Colombia ADSL


			Irongate			NetSurvibox 266			1			HTTP			admin			NetSurvibox			Admin


			netgear			sc101						management software			admin			password			Admin


			Bluecoat			ProxySG (all model)			SGOS 3 / SGOS4			HTTPS (8082)			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			smc7904wbrb						Multi			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			SMC7004VBR						HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin


			Symbol			CB3000			A1			HTTPS			admin			symbol			Admin			Default IP 10.10.1.1


			Xerox			240a						HTTP			admin			x-admin			Admin


			Ericsson			MD110						Telnet			MD110			help			Admin


			Ericsson			BP250						HTTP			admin			default			Admin


			Cisco			Cisco Wireless Location Appliance			2700 Series prior to 2.1.34.0			Multi			root			password			Admin			Added by DPL admin. From http://www.securitytracker.com/alerts/2006/Oct/1017056


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 4.00.0			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			G+ mode (125Mbps) integration


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 0.01.06			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			WPA-PSK implemented


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 0.01.09			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Improved wireless stability


			Sercom			IP806GA						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sercom			IP806GB						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			draytek			Vigor3300 series						Telnet			draytek			1234			Admin


			netgear			DG834GT			192.168.0.1			Multi			admin			Password			Admin


			d-link			ads500g						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 5430 DL						HTTP			admin			administrator			Admin


			planet			akcess point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sharp			AR-M355N						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin


			Sharp			MX-3501n						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			3com			LANplex			2500			Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Cisco			MeetingPlace						Console			technician			2 + last 4 of Audio Server chasis Serial case-sensitive + 561384			Admin			Used for Audio Server or MeetingTime software


			cuproplus			bus						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			wline			w3000g						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Tandberg			6000MXP						Multi			Admin			(none)			Admin


			hp			2300						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Actiontec			Wireless Broadband Router						Multi			admin			password			Admin			Verizon Fios Setup


			D-Link			DI-634M						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Silvercrest			WR-6640Sg						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus 1054 DSL			All			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin


			Netgear			FVS114			GR			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Nokia			M1921						Telnet			(none)			nokai			Admin


			Nokia			ADSL router M1921						Telnet			(none)			nokia			Admin


			Siemens			Speedstream SS2614			Hardware V. 01			HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin


			TrendNET			TEW-435BRM			1			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			RO318						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			ZTE			ZXDSL 831			4.2			Multi			ADSL			expert03			Admin			Default Password if user does not change it


			Alcatel			7300 ASAM						TL1			SUPERUSER			ANS#150			Admin


			Shoretel			ALL						HTTP			admin			changeme			Admin


			stratacom			all			all			Multi			stratacom			stratauser			Admin


			Toshiba			E-Studio 3511c						HTTP			Admin			123456			Admin			Multifunction Printer/Copier/Scanner/Fax


			Xerox			WorkCentre 7132						Multi			11111			x-admin			Admin


			Sharp			AL-1655CS						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin


			3Com			3CRWDR100A-72			2.06 (Sep 21 2005 14:24:48)			HTTP			admin			1234admin			Admin			Provided by Ya.com provider in Spain


			Juniper			Netscreen			3.2			Console			serial#			serial#			Admin			Resets to factory settings


			Cisco			ONS			all			Multi			CISCO15			otbu+1			Admin			Optical Network System - http/TL1


			Telewell			TW-EA501			v1			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			NOMADIX			AG5000						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Mediatrix			MDD 2400/2600						Console			administrator			(none)			Admin			From the Getting Started Guide (Draft)


			Dell			2161DS Console Switch						HTTP			Admin			(none)			Admin			case sensitive username


			digicom			Wavegate 54C						HTTP			Admin			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			Hipath			3300-3750			Custom program			31994			31994			Admin


			Sparklan			Wx-6215 D and G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Applied Innovations			AIscout						Multi			scout			scout			supervisor


			Planet			WAP 4000						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Default IP is 192.168.1.1


			fon			La fonera			0.7.1 r1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			fon.com


			Lanier			Digital Imager			LD124c			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netgear			WGT624						Serial console			Gearguy			Geardog			Admin			see http://wiki.openwrt.org/OpenWrtDocs/Hardware/Netgear/WGT624


			Dell			PowerConnect 2724						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			E1			Telnet			Alphanetworks			wrgg15_di524			Admin			Password is actually firmware image signature. (use hex editor on .bin)


			DIGICOM			Michelangelo Wave108						HTTP			root			admin			Admin


			US Robotics			USR9106						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SpeedStream 5200-Serie			SpeedStream						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Siemens			Gigaset			All			Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			Comtrend			ct-536+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Comtrend			ct-536+						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			2wire			wifi routers			n/a			HTTP			none			Wireless			Admin			Almost all 2wire routers


			Sphairon			(Versatel WLAN-Router)						Multi			admin			passwort			Admin


			HP			MSL Series Libraries						Multi			Factory			56789			Admin			Factory password under Utilities. For all functions unlocked.


			Overland			NEO Series Libraries						Multi			Factory			56789			Admin			Factory password under Utilities. For all functions unlocked.


			OKI			6120e and 421n						HTTP			admin			OkiLAN			Admin


			siemen			speedstream 5400			059-e440-a02			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Various			DD-WRT			v23 SP1 Final			HTTP			root			admin			Admin			Alternative firmware


			Aztecj			DSL 600EU			62.53.2			Telnet			root			admin			Admin


			Aztecj			DSL 600EU			62.53.2			HTTP			isp			isp			Admin			backdoor - not in all f/w versions


			Linksys			rv082						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			AVAYA			P333						Telnet			Administrator			ggdaseuaimhrke			Admin


			AVAYA			P333						Telnet			root			ggdaseuaimhrke			Admin


			Infoblox			INFOBLOX Appliance						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Avocent			Cyclade			Linux hostnamehere 2.6.11 #1 Tue Mar 28 13:31:20 PST 2006 ppc unknown			Multi			root			tslinux			Admin			http://www.cyclades.com.au


			EMC			DS-4100B						Console			admin			(none)			Admin			EMC Fiber Switch


			Citel			Handset Gateway						HTTP			citel			password			Admin


			Citel			Handset Gateway						Telnet			(none)			citel			Admin


			Grandstream			GXP-2000						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			SysMaster			M10						HTTP			admin			12345			Admin


			pfSense			pfSense Firewall			1.0.1			Multi			admin			pfsense			Admin			http://www.pfsense.com


			ASUS			ASUS WL-330 Pocket Wireless Access Point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			Planex			BRL-04UR						Multi			admin			0			Admin


			maxdata			7000x						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Conceptronic			C54BRS4						Multi			admin			1234			Admin			Its a Generic Router From Conceptronic - Probably they can be all the same


			OPEN Networks			812L						HTTP			root			0P3N			Admin


			Thomson			Wireless Cable Gateway			DCW725			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			SSID : THOMSON (Credit to Renaud Feil)


			Thomson			SpeedTouch AP			180			HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin			SSID : SpeedTouch180 (credit Renaud Feil)


			KASDA			KD318-MUI			kasda adsl router and modem			Multi			admin			adslroot			Admin


			Intracom			jetSpeed			520/520i			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			L3x


			cisco			2600 router						Telnet			cisco			(none)			Admin


			Edimax			EW-7206APG						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G						HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin			DeFaults:: IP Address: 192.168.2.1 - Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0


			ASUS			ASUS SMTA Router			Firmware: 3.5.1.3(C0.0.7.4) - Hardware: 1100(AVG6002 REV:2.26A)			HTTP + Telnet			admin			admin			Admin			Router / VoIP Gateway (@ 192.168.3.1)


			linksys			wrt54g						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Addon			GWAR3000/ARM8100						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://www.addon-tech.com


			ZyXeL			660HW						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			terra


			Netgear			Wifi Router			WGT 624 v3			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			slawcio26


			Apache			Tomcat Web Server Administration Tool			5			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Sitecom			WL-0xx up to WL-17x			all			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			often on port 88


			greatspeed			DSL						HTTP			netadmin			nimdaten			Admin			ETB Colombia


			Nokia			M1122			unknown			Multi			(none)			Telecom			Admin			New Zealand


			Nortel			VPN Gateway						Console			admin			admin			Admin


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Console			maintainer			bcpb+serial#			Admin			serial# has to be in caps


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Console			maintainer			admin			Admin


			Crossbeam			COS / XOS						Lilo boot			(none)			x40rocks			Admin			At the LILO boot prompt type linux single


			Edimax			Edimax Fast Ethernet Switch						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Prolink			H9000 Series						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			netgear			dg834						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Brother			MFC-420CN			Firmware Ver.C			Multi			n/a			access			Admin			multifunction printer copier


			D-Link			DWL-G730AP			1.1			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.30


			Fujitsu Siemens			Fibre Channel SAN storage FX 60						HTTP			manage			!manage			Admin


			Fujitsu Siemens			Fibre Channel SAN storage FX 60						Telnet			manage			!manage			Admin


			Spectra Logic			64000 Gator						Multi			administrator			(none)			Admin			Has no password


			Spectra Logic			64000 Gator						Multi			operator			(none)			User			Has no password


			HP			t5000 Thin Client series						Console			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Huawei			MT880						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			ATL			P1000						Multi			operator			1234			User			Tape Library Operator Access


			ATL			P1000						Multi			Service			5678			Service Maintenance Admin			Tape Library Service Access


			Topcom			Skyr@cer Pro AP 554			1.93			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Wireless Access Point


			Netgear			FSM7326P 24+2 L3 mANAGED PoE Switch						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			seninleyimben			@skan			el rattani			FTP			admin			admin			Admin			11182360608


			Sagem			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Inventel			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			INOVA			ONT4BKP (IP clock)			all			Telnet			iclock			timely			Admin			Network clock


			D-Link			G624T						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Ricoh			Ricoh			Aficio MP 3500 1.0			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Nabil OUCHN


			infacta			group mail						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54GS			V4			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Lanier			LD335						HTTP			supervisor			(none)			Admin


			3COM			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin			terra


			Comcast Home Networking			Comcast Home Networking			ALL			HTTP			comcast			(none)			Admin


			SMC			SMC8013WG-CCR			2.11.19-1d			HTTP			mso			w0rkplac3rul3s			Admin			Comcast Business Gateway w the int LAN IP 10.1.10.1 and login cusadmin highspeed


			Zyxel			ES-2108						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			D-Link			WBR-1310			B-1			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Sharp			AR-M155						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin			Note the Capital S


			Sharp			MX-5500						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Different to other sharp units


			Toshiba			E-Studio 4511c						HTTP			admin			123456			Admin


			Leviton			47611-GT5						Multi			admin			leviton			Admin


			Nortel			Passport 2430						Telnet			Manager			(none)			Admin


			BUFFALO			WLAR-L11-L / WLAR-L11G-L						HTTP			root			(none)			Admin


			Xerox			6204						Multi			n/a			0			Admin


			iDirect			iNFINITY series			3000/5000/7000			Telnet			admin			P@55w0rd!			Admin			to enable ssh connections to the router: service sshd start


			iDirect			iNFINITY series			3000/5000/7000			ssh			root			iDirect			Admin			first enable sshd telnet to router: service sshd start


			US Robotics			USR5462						HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin


			telecom			home hauwei						Multi			operator			(none)			Admin


			Davolink			DV2020						HTTP			user			user			unknown


			motorola			sgb900						HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			zyxel			g-570s						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Beetel			ADSL Modem			220X			Multi			admin			password			Admin			Beetel Model Provided By Airtel In India


			Linksys			WAG354G			2			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Applies to other linksys too


			QLogic			SANbox 5602 Fibre Channel Switch						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			QLogic			SANbox 5602 Fibre Channel Switch						Multi			images			images			User


			Lucent			Cellpipe			20A-GX-UK			Console			n/a			admin			Admin


			Buffalo Technology			TeraStation						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			linksys			wag354g						Telnet			admin			admin			User


			Thomson			TCW-710						Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			ono


			Ricoh			Aficio 551						Multi			(none)			sysadm			Admin


			Cisco			PIX			6.3			Console			enable			(none)			Admin


			Guru			Wireless ADSL2						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Colubris			MSC						HTTP			admin			admin			User			for all Colubris Devices


			Netgear			WGR614			v6			HTTP			admin			draadloos			Admin			Dutch routers


			T-Com			Speedport Router Family			all			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin			works with nearly all routers of the speedport family


			Mikrotik			Mikrotik						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Zyxel			Prestige 650HW31			31			Telnet			192.168.1.1 60020			@dsl_xilno			Admin


			Netgear			MR814			v1			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Motorola			SURFboard			SBV5120			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			linksys			BEFW11S4			2			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			Comes up as BEFW11S4 V.2 when you try and log into it.


			WLAN_3D			Router						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Brother			HL5270DN						HTTP			admin			access			Admin


			TrendMicro			InterScan 7.0						HTTP			admin			imss7.0			Admin


			Promise			NS4300N NAS						Shell			engmode			hawk201			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio 1018d						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio 1013F						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Polycom			SoundPoint IP Phones						HTTP			Polycom			456			Admin			username is case sensitive


			Xerox			DocumentCenter 186			2007						admin			x-admin			admin


			Netgear			ReadyNas Duo			RND2000						admin			netgear1			Admin			v4 firmware onwards


			Netgear			ReadyNas Duo			RND2000						admin			infrant1			Admin			Upto v3 firmware


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 1690MF									(non)			sysAdmin			Administrator


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 1690MF									(non)			sysAdmin			Administrator


			Kyocera			Printer			any						(none)			admin00


			Buffalo			WHR-G300N									root						Administrator


			Kyocera Printers			2020D									n/a			admin00			Admin


			Westell			Ultraline Series3 A90-9100EM15-10			1.02.00.04						admin			password1			Admin			Verizon cable router (Model 9100EM on front)


			CNet			CWR- 500 Wireless-B Router									Admin			admin			Admin


			SWEEX												sweex			mysweex			Admin


			D9287ar			Pavilion6640c									Clarissa








Oracle_default_passwords


			Product			security level			username			password			hash_value			commentary


			Oracle			3			BRIO_ADMIN			BRIO_ADMIN			EB50644BE27DF70B			BRIO_ADMIN is an account of a 3rd party product.


			Oracle			3			BRUGERNAVN			ADGANGSKODE			2F11631B6B4E0B6F			9iR2 documentation


			Oracle			3			BRUKERNAVN			PASSWORD			652C49CDF955F83A			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			2			BSC			BSC			EC481FD7DCE6366A			BSC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			BUG_REPORTS			BUG_REPORTS			E9473A88A4DD31F2			From a book


			Oracle			3			CALVIN			HOBBES			34200F94830271A3			CALVIN is an account to demonstrate AOLServer. It should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CATALOG			CATALOG			397129246919E8DA			CATALOG is an account of a 3rd party product.


			Oracle			2			CCT			CCT			C6AF8FCA0B51B32F			CCT is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			CDEMO82			CDEMO82			7299A5E2A5A05820			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDEMO82			CDEMO83			67B891F114BE3AEB			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDEMO82			UNKNOWN			73EAE7C39B42EA15			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDEMOCOR			CDEMOCOR			3A34F0B26B951F3F			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDEMORID			CDEMORID			E39CEFE64B73B308			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDEMOUCB			CDEMOUCB			CEAE780F25D556F8			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CDOUGLAS			CDOUGLAS			C35109FE764ED61E			CDOUGLAS is a schema owner of  Workflow Iasdb


			Oracle			2			CE			CE			E7FDFE26A524FE39			CE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			CENTRA			CENTRA			63BF5FFE5E3EA16D			CENTRA is an account that presumably manages Centra application software.


			Oracle			3			CENTRAL			CENTRAL			A98B26E2F65CA4D3			CENTRAL is an administrative account for Quest Central(?).


			Oracle			3			CIDS			CIDS			AA71234EF06CE6B3			CIDS is an account for Cerberus Intrusion Detection System.


			Oracle			3			CIS			CIS			7653EBAF048F0A10			CIS is an account for dbengine			at interface from CIS between Internet and several database software.


			Oracle			3			CIS			ZWERG			AA2602921607EE84			CIS is an account for dbengine			at interface from CIS between Internet and several database software.


			Oracle			3			CISINFO			CISINFO			3AA26FC267C5F577			CISINFO is an account for dbengine			at interface from CIS between Internet and several database software.


			Oracle			3			CISINFO			ZWERG			BEA52A368C31B86F			CISINFO is an account for dbengine			at interface from CIS between Internet and several database software.


			Oracle			4			CLARK			CLOTH			7AAFE7D01511D73F			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			CLKANA			<UNKNOWN>						CLKANA is an account for Oracle Clickstream Intelligence.


			Oracle			3			CLKRT			<UNKNOWN>						CLKRT is an account for Oracle Clickstream Intelligence.


			Oracle			2			CN			CN			73F284637A54777D			CN is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			1			COMPANY			COMPANY			402B659C15EAF6CB			COMPANY is an account with DBA privileges			which allow to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			COMPIERE			COMPIERE			E3D0DCF4B4DBE626			COMPIERE is an account for the application Compiere.


			Oracle			3			CQSCHEMAUSER			PASSWORD			04071E7EDEB2F5CC			CQSCHEMAUSER is a schema account of a 3rd party product.


			Oracle			3			CQUSERDBUSER			PASSWORD			0273F484CD3F44B7			CQUSERDBUSER is a user account of a 3rd party product.


			Oracle			2			CRP			CRP			F165BDE5462AD557			CRP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			CS			CS			DB78866145D4E1C3			CS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			CSC			CSC			EDECA9762A8C79CD			CSC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CSD			CSD			144441CEBAFC91CF			CSD is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			CSE			CSE			D8CC61E8F42537DA			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			CSF			CSF			684E28B3C899D42C			CSF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			CSI			CSI			71C2B12C28B79294			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			CSL			CSL			C4D7FE062EFB85AB			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			CSMIG			CSMIG			09B4BB013FBD0D65			CSMIG is an account for Character Set Migrations.


			Oracle			2			CSP			CSP			5746C5E077719DB4			CSP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CSR			CSR			0E0F7C1B1FE3FA32			CSR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CSS			CSS			3C6B8C73DDC6B04F			CSS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			CTXDEMO			CTXDEMO			CB6B5E9D9672FE89			CTXDEMO is a demonstration account of Oracle Context/Oracle Text.


			Oracle			1			CTXSYS			<UNKNOWN>						CTXSYS (Oracle Text/Intermedia Text/Context option) is an account with DBA privileges and therefor allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			CTXSYS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			71E687F036AD56E5			CTXSYS (Oracle Text/Intermedia Text/Context option) is an account with DBA privileges and therefor allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			CTXSYS			CTXSYS			24ABAB8B06281B4C			CTXSYS (Oracle Text/Intermedia Text/Context option) is an account with DBA privileges and therefor allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			CTXSYS			UNKNOWN			A13C035631643BA0			CTXSYS (Oracle Text/Intermedia Text/Context option) is an account with DBA privileges and therefor allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			2			CUA			CUA			CB7B2E6FFDD7976F			CUA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			CUE			CUE			A219FE4CA25023AA			CUE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CUF			CUF			82959A9BD2D51297			CUF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			CUG			CUG			21FBCADAEAFCC489			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			CUI			CUI			AD7862E01FA80912			CUI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CUN			CUN			41C2D31F3C85A79D			CUN is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CUP			CUP			C03082CD3B13EC42			CUP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CUS			CUS			00A12CC6EBF8EDB8			CUS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			CZ			CZ			9B667E9C5A0D21A6			CZ is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			DBI			MUMBLEFRATZ			D8FF6ECEF4C50809


			Oracle			3			HR			<UNKNOWN>			33EBE1C63D5B7FEF			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			HR			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			6399F3B38EDF3288			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			HR			HR			4C6D73C3E8B0F0DA			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			HRI			HRI			49A3A09B8FC291D0			HRI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			HVST			HVST			5787B0D15766ADFD			CA Harvest


			Oracle			2			HXC			HXC			4CEA0BF02214DA55			HXC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			HXT			HXT			169018EB8E2C4A77			HXT is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IBA			IBA			0BD475D5BF449C63			IBA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IBE			IBE			9D41D2B3DD095227			IBE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IBP			IBP			840267B7BD30C82E			IBP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IBU			IBU			0AD9ABABC74B3057			IBU is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IBY			IBY			F483A48F6A8C51EC			IBY is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ICDBOWN			ICDBOWN			76B8D54A74465BB4			ICDBOWN is the owner of BEA eLink Business Process Engine.


			Oracle			2			ICX			ICX			7766E887AF4DCC46			ICX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			IDEMO_USER			IDEMO_USER			739F5BC33AC03043


			Oracle			2			IEB			IEB			A695699F0F71C300			IEB is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			IEC			IEC			CA39F929AF0A2DEC			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			IEM			IEM			37EF7B2DD17279B5			IEM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IEO			IEO			E93196E9196653F1			IEO is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IES			IES			30802533ADACFE14			IES is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IEU			IEU			5D0E790B9E882230			IEU is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IEX			IEX			6CC978F56D21258D			IEX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			IFSSYS			IFSSYS			1DF0D45B58E72097			IFSSYS is an account belonging to Oracle Internet File System.


			Oracle			2			IGC			IGC			D33CEB8277F25346			IGC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IGF			IGF			1740079EFF46AB81			IGF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IGI			IGI			8C69D50E9D92B9D0			IGI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IGS			IGS			DAF602231281B5AC			IGS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IGW			IGW			B39565F4E3CF744B			IGW is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			IMAGEUSER			IMAGEUSER			E079BF5E433F0B89			IMAGEUSER is an account of an unknown 3rd party product.


			Oracle			3			IMC			IMC			C7D0B9CDE0B42C73			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			IMEDIA			IMEDIA			8FB1DC9A6F8CE827			IMEDIA is the schema account of the Intermedia option.


			Oracle			3			IMT			IMT			E4AAF998653C9A72			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			#INTERNAL			ORACLE			87DADF57B623B777


			Oracle			3			#INTERNAL			SYS_STNT			38379FC3621F7DA2


			Oracle			3			INTERNAL			ORACLE			AB27B53EDC5FEF41


			Oracle			3			INTERNAL			SYS_STNT			E0BF7F3DDE682D3B


			Oracle			2			INV			INV			ACEAB015589CF4BC			INV is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			IPA			IPA			EB265A08759A15B4			IPA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			IPD			IPD			066A2E3072C1F2F3			IPD is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			IPLANET			IPLANET			7404A12072F4E5E8			IPLANET is an account belonging to iPlanet (now called Java Enterprise System).


			Oracle			2			ISC			ISC			373F527DC0CFAE98			ISC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			ITG			ITG			D90F98746B68E6CA			ITG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			JA			JA			9AC2B58153C23F3D			JA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			JAKE			PASSWO4			1CE0B71B4A34904B			JAKE is an account to demonstrate AOLServer. It should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			JE			JE			FBB3209FD6280E69			JE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			JG			JG			37A99698752A1CF1			JG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			JILL			PASSWO2			D89D6F9EB78FC841			JILL is an account to demonstrate AOLServer. It should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			JL			JL			489B61E488094A8D			JL is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			JMUSER			JMUSER			063BA85BF749DF8E			JMUSER is the schema account of the General Ledger module of the Oracle E-Business suite.


			Oracle			3			JOHN			JOHN			29ED3FDC733DC86D			Book


			Oracle			3			JONES			STEEL			B9E99443032F059D			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			JTF			JTF			5C5F6FC2EBB94124			JTF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			JTM			JTM			6D79A2259D5B4B5A			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			JTS			JTS			4087EE6EB7F9CD7C			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			JWARD			AIROPLANE			CF9CB787BD98DA7F			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			KWALKER			KWALKER			AD0D93891AEB26D2			KWALKER is a schema owner of  Workflow Iasdb


			Oracle			3			L2LDEMO			L2LDEMO			0A6B2DF907484CEE


			Oracle			3			LBACSYS			LBACSYS			AC9700FD3F1410EB			LBACSYS is an management account of Oracle Label Security. It allows to change security settings for Oracle Label Security.


			Oracle			3			LIBRARIAN			SHELVES			11E0654A7068559C			LIBRARIAN is an account that possibly belongs to ACD/Web Librarian			software targeted at chemists and analysts.


			Oracle			3			MANPROD			MANPROD			F0EB74546E22E94D


			Oracle			3			MARK			PASSWO3			F7101600ACABCD74			MARK is an account to demonstrate AOLServer. It should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			MASCARM			MANAGER			4EA68D0DDE8AAC6B


			Oracle			3			MASTER			PASSWORD			9C4F452058285A74


			Oracle			3			MDDATA			MDDATA			DF02A496267DEE66			10g


			Oracle			3			MDDEMO			MDDEMO			46DFFB4D08C33739


			Oracle			3			MDDEMO_CLERK			CLERK			564F871D61369A39			MDDEMO_CLERK is a user account belonging to Oracle Metadata API.


			Oracle			3			MDDEMO_CLERK			MGR			E5288E225588D11F


			Oracle			3			MDDEMO_MGR			MDDEMO_MGR			2E175141BEE66FF6			MDDEMO_MGR is an administration account for to Oracle Metadata API.


			Oracle			1			MDSYS			MDSYS			72979A94BAD2AF80			The account MDSYS (Oracle Spatial administrator) has DBA-like privileges			which allow to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			2			ME			ME			E5436F7169B29E4D			ME is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			MFG			MFG			FC1B0DD35E790847			MFG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			MGR			MGR			9D1F407F3A05BDD9


			Oracle			3			MGWUSER			MGWUSER			EA514DD74D7DE14C			10g


			Oracle			3			MIGRATE			MIGRATE			5A88CE52084E9700


			Oracle			3			MILLER			MILLER			D0EFCD03C95DF106


			Oracle			3			MMO2			MMO2			AE128772645F6709


			Oracle			3			MMO2			MMO3			A0E2085176E05C85


			Oracle			3			MMO2			UNKNOWN			62876B0382D5B550


			Oracle			3			MODTEST			YES			BBFF58334CDEF86D


			Oracle			3			MOREAU			MOREAU			CF5A081E7585936B


			Oracle			2			MRP			MRP			B45D4DF02D4E0C85			MRP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			MSC			MSC			89A8C104725367B2			MSC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			MSD			MSD			6A29482069E23675			MSD is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			MSO			MSO			3BAA3289DB35813C			MSO is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			MSR			MSR			C9D53D00FE77D813			MSR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			MTS_USER			MTS_PASSWORD			E462DB4671A51CD4


			Oracle			3			MTSSYS			MTSSYS			6465913FF5FF1831			MTSSYS is an account for Microsoft Transaction Server support.


			Oracle			2			MWA			MWA			1E2F06BE2A1D41A6			MWA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			MXAGENT			MXAGENT			C5F0512A64EB0E7F


			Oracle			3			NAMES			NAMES			9B95D28A979CC5C4


			Oracle			3			NEOTIX_SYS			NEOTIX_SYS			05BFA7FF86D6EB32


			Oracle			3			NNEUL			NNEULPASS			4782D68D42792139			NNEUL is an account of  Computer and Information Services from the University of Missouri-Rolla.


			Oracle			3			NOM_UTILISATEUR			MOT_DE_PASSE			FD621020564A4978			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			NOMEUTENTE			PASSWORD			8A43574EFB1C71C7			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			NOME_UTILIZADOR			SENHA			71452E4797DF917B			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			NUME_UTILIZATOR			PAROL			73A3AC32826558AE			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			OAIHUB902			<UNKNOWN>						OAIHUB902 is an account of Oracle 9iAS InterConnect (OAI).


			Oracle			3			OAS_PUBLIC			OAS_PUBLIC			A8116DB6E84FA95D			OAS_PUBLIC is the schema account of older versions of Oracle Webserver.


			Oracle			3			OAS_PUBLIC			<UNKNOWN>			9300C0977D7DC75E


			Oracle			3			OCITEST			OCITEST			C09011CB0205B347


			Oracle			3			OCM_DB_ADMIN			<UNKNOWN>						OCM_DB_ADMIN is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Certificate Manager (OCM).


			Oracle			3			OCM_DB_ADMIN			OCM_DB_ADMIN			2C3A5DEF1EE57E92			OCM_DB_ADMIN is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Certificate Manager (OCM).


			Oracle			3			ODM			ODM			C252E8FA117AF049


			Oracle			3			ODM_MTR			MTRPW			A7A32CD03D3CE8D5


			Oracle			3			ODS			ODS			89804494ADFC71BC			ODS is the schema of Oracle Internet Directory metadata.


			Oracle			3			ODS_SERVER			ODS_SERVER			C6E799A949471F57			ODS_SERVER is an administrative account for of Oracle Internet Directory metadata.


			Oracle			3			ODSCOMMON			ODSCOMMON			59BBED977430C1A8			ODSCOMMON is a user with acces to Oracle Internet Directory.


			Oracle			3			OE			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			9C30855E7E0CB02D			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			OE			UNKNOWN			62FADF01C4DC1ED4


			Oracle			2			OE			OE			D1A2DFC623FDA40A			OE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			OEM_REPOSITORY			<UNKNOWN>			1FF89109F7A16FEF			OEM_REPOSITORY is the schema owner of Oracle Enterprise Managers Repository.


			Oracle			3			OEMADM			OEMADM			9DCE98CCF541AAE6


			Oracle			3			OEMREP			OEMREP			7BB2F629772BF2E5


			Oracle			3			OKB			OKB			A01A5F0698FC9E31			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			OKC			OKC			31C1DDF4D5D63FE6			OKC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			OKE			OKE			B7C1BB95646C16FE			OKE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			OKI			OKI			991C817E5FD0F35A			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			OKO			OKO			6E204632EC7CA65D			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			OKR			OKR			BB0E28666845FCDC			OKR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			OKS			OKS			C2B4C76AB8257DF5			OKS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			OKX			OKX			F9FDEB0DE52F5D6B			OKX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			OLAPDBA			OLAPDBA			1AF71599EDACFB00			OLAPDBA is an administrative account for the OLAP Services option.


			Oracle			3			OLAPSVR			INSTANCE			AF52CFD036E8F425			OLAPSVR is an administrative account for the OLAP Services option.


			Oracle			3			OLAPSVR			OLAPSVR			3B3F6DB781927D0F			OLAPSVR is an administrative account for the OLAP Services option.


			Oracle			3			OLAPSYS			MANAGER			3FB8EF9DB538647C			OLAPSYS is an administrative account for the OLAP Services option.


			Oracle			3			OLAPSYS			OLAPSYS			C1510E7AC8F0D90D			OLAPSYS is an administrative account for the OLAP Services option.


			Oracle			3			OMWB_EMULATION			ORACLE			54A85D2A0AB8D865


			Oracle			2			ONT			ONT			9E3C81574654100A			ONT is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			OO			OO			2AB9032E4483FAFC


			Oracle			3			OPENSPIRIT			OPENSPIRIT			D664AAB21CE86FD2


			Oracle			2			OPI			OPI			1BF23812A0AEEDA0			OPI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ORACACHE			<UNKNOWN>


			Oracle			3			ORACACHE			ORACACHE			5A4EEC421DE68DDD


			Oracle			3			ORACLE			ORACLE			38E38619A12E0257


			Oracle			3			ORADBA			ORADBAPASS			C37E732953A8ABDB			ORADBA is a DBA account of Computer and Information Services from the University of Missouri-Rolla.


			Oracle			3			ORANGE			<UNKNOWN>			3D9B7E34A4F7D4E9			OR Solutions


			Oracle			3			ORAPROBE			ORAPROBE			2E3EA470A4CA2D94			User used to execute default password check scripts


			Oracle			3			ORAREGSYS			ORAREGSYS			28D778112C63CB15


			Oracle			3			ORASSO			ORASSO			F3701A008AA578CF			ORASSO is the schema of Oracle9iAS Single Sign-On.


			Oracle			3			ORASSO_DS			ORASSO_DS			17DC8E02BC75C141			ORASSO_DS is an account belonging to Oracle9iAS Single Sign-On.


			Oracle			3			ORASSO_PA			ORASSO_PA			133F8D161296CB8F			ORASSO_PA is an account belonging to Oracle9iAS Single Sign-On.


			Oracle			3			ORASSO_PS			ORASSO_PS			63BB534256053305			ORASSO_PS is an account belonging to Oracle9iAS Single Sign-On.


			Oracle			3			ORASSO_PUBLIC			ORASSO_PUBLIC			C6EED68A8F75F5D3			ORASSO_PUBLIC is a public account for Oracle9iAS Single Sign-On.


			Oracle			3			ORASTAT			ORASTAT			6102BAE530DD4B95


			Oracle			3			ORCLADMIN			WELCOME			7C0BE475D580FBA2			n/a


			Oracle			3			ORDCOMMON			ORDCOMMON			9B616F5489F90AD7


			Oracle			3			DATA_SCHEMA			LASKJDF098KSDAF09			5ECB30FD1A71CC54


			Oracle			2			DBSNMP			DBSNMP			E066D214D5421CCC			DBSNMP is an account for the Oracle Intelligent Agent. Under certain circumstances it allows to read passwords from memory.


			Oracle			3			DBVISION			DBVISION			F74F7EF36A124931			DBVISION is an administrative account of Platinum DBVision.


			Oracle			3			DCM			<UNKNOWN>						DCM is an administrative account of Oracle 9iAS Distributed Configuration Manager.


			Oracle			3			DDIC			199220706			4F9FFB093F909574			This is a SAP application user ID.


			Oracle			3			DEMO			DEMO			4646116A123897CF			DEMO is a commonly used name for demonstration accounts. This should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			DEMO8			DEMO8			0E7260738FDFD678			DEMO8 is some kind of demonstration account.


			Oracle			3			DEMO9			DEMO9			EE02531A80D998CA			DEMO9 is some kind of demonstration account.


			Oracle			3			DES			DES			ABFEC5AC2274E54D			DES is a common name for a Oracle Designer account.


			Oracle			3			DES2K			DES2K			611E7A73EC4B425A			DES2K is an account of Oracle Designer 2000.


			Oracle			3			DEV2000_DEMOS			DEV2000_DEMOS			18A0C8BD6B13BEE2			DEV2000_DEMOS is a demonstration account for Oracle Developer.


			Oracle			3			DIANE			PASSWO1			46DC27700F2ADE28			DIANE is an account to demonstrate AOLServer. It should not exist in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			DIP			DIP			CE4A36B8E06CA59C			10g


			Oracle			2			DISCOVERER_ADMIN			DISCOVERER_ADMIN			5C1AED4D1AADAA4C


			Oracle			3			DISCOVERER5			<UNKNOWN>						DISCOVERER5 is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Discoverer.


			Oracle			3			DMSYS			DMSYS			BFBA5A553FD9E28A			10g


			Oracle			3			DPF			DPFPASS			E53F7C782FAA6898			DPF is an account  of Computer and Information Services from the University of Missouri-Rolla.


			Oracle			3			DSGATEWAY			<UNKNOWN>						DSGATEWAY is an account for Oracle Syndication Server.


			Oracle			3			DSGATEWAY			DSGATEWAY			6869F3CFD027983A			DSGATEWAY is an account for Oracle Syndication Server.


			Oracle			3			DSSYS			DSSYS			E3B6E6006B3A99E0			DSSYS is an account for Oracle Dynamic Services/Web Services.


			Oracle			3			DTSP			DTSP			5A40D4065B3673D2


			Oracle			2			EAA			EAA			A410B2C5A0958CDF			EAA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			EAM			EAM			CE8234D92FCFB563			EAM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			EARLYWATCH			SUPPORT			8AA1C62E08C76445


			Oracle			3			EAST			EAST			C5D5C455A1DE5F4D


			Oracle			2			EC			EC			6A066C462B62DD46			EC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			ECX			ECX			0A30645183812087			ECX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			EJB			EJB			69CB07E2162C6C93


			Oracle			3			EJSADMIN			EJSADMIN			4C59B97125B6641A


			Oracle			3			EJSADMIN			EJSADMIN_PASSWORD			313F9DFD92922CD2


			Oracle			3			EMP			EMP			B40C23C6E2B4EA3D			EMP is an training account (I think). It should not be on production environments.


			Oracle			2			ENG			ENG			4553A3B443FB3207			ENG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			ENI			ENI			05A92C0958AFBCBC			ENI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			ESTOREUSER			ESTORE			51063C47AC2628D4			ESTOREUSER is an administration account for WebSphere.


			Oracle			3			EVENT			EVENT			7CA0A42DA768F96D			EVENT is an administration account for Oracle Discoverer.


			Oracle			2			EVM			EVM			137CEDC20DE69F71			EMV is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			EXAMPLE			EXAMPLE			637417B1DC47C2E5


			Oracle			2			EXFSYS			EXFSYS			66F4EF5650C20355


			Oracle			3			EXTDEMO			EXTDEMO			BAEF9D34973EE4EC			9ir2


			Oracle			3			EXTDEMO2			EXTDEMO2			6A10DD2DB23880CB			9ir2


			Oracle			2			FA			FA			21A837D0AED8F8E5			FA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			FEM			FEM			BD63D79ADF5262E7			FEM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			FII			FII			CF39DE29C08F71B9			FII is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			FINANCE			FINANCE			6CBBF17292A1B9AA			FINANCE is a schema account for Oracle Financials.


			Oracle			3			FINPROD			FINPROD			8E2713F53A3D69D5			OraSecurityChk.exe


			Oracle			2			FLM			FLM			CEE2C4B59E7567A3			FLM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			FND			FND			0C0832F8B6897321			FND is an account for Oracle Applications			the Financials (?) package.


			Oracle			3			FOO			BAR			707156934A6318D4			9ir2


			Oracle			2			FPT			FPT			73E3EC9C0D1FAECF			FPT is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			FRM			FRM			9A2A7E2EBE6E4F71			FRM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			FROSTY			SNOWMAN			2ED539F71B4AA697			FROSTY seems to be some kind of test account from a guide to install Oracle on RedHat. This account should not be on production.


			Oracle			2			FTE			FTE			2FB4D2C9BAE2CCCA			FTE is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			FV			FV			907D70C0891A85B1			FV is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			GL			GL			CD6E99DACE4EA3A6			GL is the schema account of the General Ledger module of the Oracle E-Business suite.


			Oracle			2			GMA			GMA			DC7948E807DFE242			GMA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GMD			GMD			E269165256F22F01			GMD is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GME			GME			B2F0E221F45A228F			GME is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GMF			GMF			A07F1956E3E468E1			GMF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GMI			GMI			82542940B0CF9C16			GMI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GML			GML			5F1869AD455BBA73			GML is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GMP			GMP			450793ACFCC7B58E			GMP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			GMS			GMS			E654261035504804			GMS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			GPFD			GPFD			BA787E988F8BC424			GPFD is an account of an unknown 3rd party product


			Oracle			3			GPLD			GPLD			9D561E4D6585824B			GPFD is an account of an unknown 3rd party product


			Oracle			2			GR			GR			F5AB0AA3197AEE42			GR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			HADES			HADES			2485287AC1DB6756


			Oracle			3			HCPARK			HCPARK			3DE1EBA32154C56B			GPFD is an account of an unknown 3rd party product


			Oracle			3			HLW			HLW			855296220C095810			HLW seems to be part of a 9iAS demo. It should not be on a production environment then.


			Oracle			3			HR			UNKNOWN			6E0C251EABE4EBB8


			Oracle			2			ABM			ABM			D0F2982F121C7840			ABM is an account from Oracle Applications. It has			amongst others			CREATE DATABASE LINK privileges.


			Oracle			4			ADAMS			WOOD			72CDEF4A3483F60D			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			ADLDEMO			ADLDEMO			147215F51929A6E8			This is an account to demonstrate using LOBs in VBA code. It should not be installed in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			ADMIN			JETSPEED			CAC22318F162D597			ADMIN is an administration account of Apache Jetspeed.


			Oracle			3			ADMIN			WELCOME			B8B15AC9A946886A			ADMIN is a generally used accountname to administer a product (like Apache Jetspeed).


			Oracle			3			ADMINISTRATOR			ADMIN			F9ED601D936158BD			ADMINISTRATOR is a commonly used name for management accounts for applications.


			Oracle			3			ADMINISTRATOR			ADMINISTRATOR			1848F0A31D1C5C62			ADMINISTRATOR is a commonly used name for management accounts for applications.


			Oracle			3			AHL			AHL			7910AE63C9F7EEEE			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			AHM			AHM			33C2E27CF5E401A4			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			AK			AK			8FCB78BBA8A59515			AK is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has many ANY privileges			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			ALHRO			XXX			049B2397FB1A419E			ALHRO is an unknown account.


			Oracle			3			ALHRW			XXX			B064872E7F344CAE			ALHRW is an unknown account.


			Oracle			3			ALR			ALR			BE89B24F9F8231A9			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			AMS			AMS			BD821F59270E5F34			AMS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			AMV			AMV			38BC87EB334A1AC4			AMV is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			4			ANDY			SWORDFISH			B8527562E504BC3F			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			ANONYMOUS			ANONYMOUS			FE0E8CE7C92504E9			Usually it is not a good idea to have anonymous access to a database.


			Oracle			3			ANONYMOUS			<INVALID>			Anonymous			Set by values


			Oracle			3			AP			AP			EED09A552944B6AD			AP is an account for Oracle Applications			specifically Account Payable.


			Oracle			3			APPLMGR			APPLMGR			CB562C240E871070


			Oracle			3			APPLSYS			APPLSYS			FE84888987A6BF5A			APPLSYS is an administration account for Oracle Applications. It controls the Concurrent Manager.


			Oracle			3			APPLSYS			APPS			E153FFF4DAE6C9F7


			Oracle			3			APPLSYS			FND			0F886772980B8C79			APPLSYS is an administration account for Oracle Applications. It controls the Concurrent Manager.


			Oracle			3			APPLSYSPUB			APPLSYSPUB			D5DB40BB03EA1270


			Oracle			3			APPLSYSPUB			PUB			D2E3EF40EE87221E


			Oracle			3			APPLSYSPUB			FNDPUB			78194639B5C3DF9F


			Oracle			3			APPLYSYSPUB			FNDPUB			78194639B5C3DF9F			APPLYSYSPUB is an account for Oracle Applications. It has UNLIMITED TABLESPACE.


			Oracle			3			APPLYSYSPUB			PUB			A5E09E84EC486FC9			APPLYSYSPUB is an account for Oracle Applications. It has UNLIMITED TABLESPACE.


			Oracle			3			APPLYSYSPUB			<UNKNOWN>			D2E3EF40EE87221E


			Oracle			1			APPS			APPS			D728438E8A5925E0			APPS is an often used name for management or schema accounts for applications. In Oracle Applications it is a schema owner and has DBA-like privileges.


			Oracle			1			APPS_MRC			APPS			2FFDCBB4FD11D9DC			APPS_MRC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. It has DBA-like privileges.


			Oracle			3			APPUSER			APPPASSWORD			7E2C3C2D4BF4071B			APPUSER is an often used name for an application account for users.


			Oracle			3			AQ			AQ			2B0C31040A1CFB48			AQ is an account to manage Oracle Advanced Queuing			a messaging system.


			Oracle			3			AQDEMO			AQDEMO			5140E342712061DD			AQDEMO is an account to demonstrate Oracle Advanced Queuing			a messaging system.


			Oracle			3			AQJAVA			AQJAVA			8765D2543274B42E			AQJAVA is an account of Oracle Advanced Queuing			a messaging system.


			Oracle			3			AQUSER			AQUSER			4CF13BDAC1D7511C			AQ is an account to use Oracle Advanced Queuing			a messaging system.


			Oracle			2			AR			AR			BBBFE175688DED7E			AR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			ASF			ASF			B6FD427D08619EEE			ASF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ASG			ASG			1EF8D8BD87CF16BE			ASG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ASL			ASL			03B20D2C323D0BFE			ASL is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ASO			ASO			F712D80109E3C9D8			ASO is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ASP			ASP			CF95D2C6C85FF513			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			AST			AST			F13FF949563EAB3C			AST is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			ATM			SAMPLEATM			7B83A0860CF3CB71			9iR2 default account


			Oracle			3			AUDIOUSER			AUDIOUSER			CB4F2CEC5A352488			AUDIOUSER is the account to manage the Intermedia Audio option.


			Oracle			3			AURORA$JIS$UTILITY$			<INVALID>			INVALID_ENCRYPTED_PASSWORD			AURORA$JIS$UTILITY$ is an internal account of Jserver. In 8i changing the password will prevent ORB from working.


			Oracle			3			AURORA$JIS$UTILITY$			INVALID			E1BAE6D95AA95F1E			AURORA$JIS$UTILITY$ is an internal account of Jserver. In 8i changing the password will prevent ORB from working.


			Oracle			3			AURORA$ORB$UNAUTHENTICATED			INVALID			80C099F0EADF877E			AURORA$ORB$UNAUTHENTICATED is an internal account of Jserver. In 8i changing the password will prevent ORB from working.


			Oracle			3			AURORA$ORB$UNAUTHENTICATED			<INVALID>			INVALID_ENCRYPTED_PASSWORD


			Oracle			3			AX			AX			0A8303530E86FCDD			AX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			AZ			AZ			AAA18B5D51B0D5AC			AZ is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			BC4J			BC4J			EAA333E83BF2810D			BC4J is the account to manage the Bussiness Components for Java.


			Oracle			2			BEN			BEN			9671866348E03616			BEN is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			BIC			BIC			E84CC95CBBAC1B67			BIC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			BIL			BIL			BF24BCE2409BE1F7			BIL is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			BIM			BIM			6026F9A8A54B9468			BIM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			BIS			BIS			7E9901882E5F3565			BIS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			BIV			BIV			2564B34BE50C2524			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			BIX			BIX			3DD36935EAEDE2E3			BIX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			4			BLAKE			PAPER			9435F2E60569158E			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			BLEWIS			BLEWIS			C9B597D7361EE067			BLEWIS is a schema owner of  Workflow Iasdb


			Oracle			2			BOM			BOM			56DB3E89EAE5788E			BOM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			1			SYSMAN			SYSMAN			447B729161192C24			SYSMAN is the management account for Oracle Enterprise Mananger. It is used as access to all databases that are managed by it. It might be possible to access a data in your databases.


			Oracle			2			SYSTEM			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			8BF0DA8E551DE1B9			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			D_SYSPW			1B9F1F9A5CB9EB31			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			MANAGER			D4DF7931AB130E37			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACLE			2D594E86F93B17A1			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			SYSTEMPASS			4861C2264FB17936			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			SYSTEM			970BAA5B81930A40			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			MANAG3R			135176FFB5BA07C9			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACL3			E4519FCD3A565446			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACLE			66A490AEAA61FF72			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACL3			10B0C2DA37E11872			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACLE8			D5DD57A09A63AA38			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACLE9			69C27FA786BA774C			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACLE9I			86FDB286770CD4B9			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACLE9I			B171042374D7E6A2			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACL39I			D7C18B3B3F2A4D4B			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			TAHITI			TAHITI			F339612C73D27861


			Oracle			3			TALBOT			MT6CH5			905475E949CF2703


			Oracle			3			TDOS_ICSAP			TDOS_ICSAP			7C0900F751723768


			Oracle			3			TEC			TECTEC			9699CFD34358A7A7


			Oracle			3			TEST			PASSWD			26ED9DD4450DD33C


			Oracle			3			TEST			TEST			7A0F2B316C212D67


			Oracle			3			TEST_USER			TEST_USER			C0A0F776EBBBB7FB


			Oracle			3			TESTPILOT			TESTPILOT			DE5B73C964C7B67D


			Oracle			3			THINSAMPLE			THINSAMPLEPW			5DCD6E2E26D33A6E			9iR2 documenation


			Oracle			3			TIBCO			TIBCO			ED4CDE954630FA82


			Oracle			3			TIP37			TIP37			B516D9A33679F56B


			Oracle			3			TRACESVR			TRACE			F9DA8977092B7B81			TRACESVR is required for Oracle trace (otrace)			which is generally not used in many organizations. If not used			you might want to lock it.


			Oracle			3			TRAVEL			TRAVEL			97FD0AE6DFF0F5FE


			Oracle			3			TSDEV			TSDEV			29268859446F5A8C


			Oracle			3			TSUSER			TSUSER			90C4F894E2972F08


			Oracle			3			TURBINE			TURBINE			76F373437F33F347


			Oracle			3			UDDISYS			<UNKNOWN>						UDDISYS is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Web Services.


			Oracle			3			ULTIMATE			ULTIMATE			4C3F880EFA364016


			Oracle			3			UM_ADMIN			UM_ADMIN			F4F306B7AEB5B6FC


			Oracle			3			UM_CLIENT			UM_CLIENT			82E7FF841BFEAB6C


			Oracle			3			USER			USER			74085BE8A9CF16B4


			Oracle			3			USER_NAME			PASSWORD			96AE343CA71895DA


			Oracle			3			USER0			USER0			8A0760E2710AB0B4


			Oracle			3			USER1			USER1			BBE7786A584F9103


			Oracle			3			USER2			USER2			1718E5DBB8F89784


			Oracle			3			USER3			USER3			94152F9F5B35B103


			Oracle			3			USER4			USER4			2907B1BFA9DA5091


			Oracle			3			USER5			USER5			6E97FCEA92BAA4CB


			Oracle			3			USER6			USER6			F73E1A76B1E57F3D


			Oracle			3			USER7			USER7			3E9C94488C1A3908


			Oracle			3			USER8			USER8			D148049C2780B869


			Oracle			3			USER9			USER9			0487AFEE55ECEE66


			Oracle			3			UTILITY			UTILITY			81F2423D6811246D			-


			Oracle			3			USUARIO			CLAVE			1AB4E5FD2217F7AA			9iR2 documentation


			Oracle			3			UTLBSTATU			UTLESTAT			C42D1FA3231AB025


			Oracle			2			VEA			VEA			D38D161C22345902			VEA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			VEH			VEH			72A90A786AAE2914			VEH is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			VERTEX_LOGIN			VERTEX_LOGIN			DEF637F1D23C0C59


			Oracle			3			VIDEOUSER			VIDEOUSER			29ECA1F239B0F7DF


			Oracle			3			VIF_DEVELOPER			VIF_DEV_PWD			9A7DCB0C1D84C488


			Oracle			3			VIRUSER			VIRUSER			404B03707BF5CEA3


			Oracle			3			VPD_ADMIN			AKF7D98S2			571A7090023BCD04


			Oracle			3			VRR1			VRR1			811C49394C921D66


			Oracle			3			VRR1			VRR2			3D703795F61E3A9A


			Oracle			3			VRR1			UNKNOWN			3DA1893A5FCA23BF


			Oracle			3			WEBCAL01			WEBCAL01			C69573E9DEC14D50


			Oracle			3			WEBDB			WEBDB			D4C4DCDD41B05A5D


			Oracle			3			WEBREAD			WEBREAD			F8841A7B16302DE6


			Oracle			3			WEBSYS			MANAGER			A97282CE3D94E29E


			Oracle			3			WEBUSER			YOUR_PASS			FD0C7DB4C69FA642


			Oracle			3			WEST			WEST			DD58348364219102


			Oracle			3			WFADMIN			WFADMIN			C909E4F104002876


			Oracle			2			WH			WH			91792EFFCB2464F9			WH is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			WIP			WIP			D326D25AE0A0355C			WIP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			WIRELESS			<UNKNOWN>						WIRELESS is an administrative account of Oracle 9iAS Wireless


			Oracle			3			WKADMIN			WKADMIN			888203D36F64C5F6			WFADMIN is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS WorkFlow.


			Oracle			3			WKPROXY			WKPROXY			AA3CB2A4D9188DDB			10g


			Oracle			3			WKPROXY			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			B97545C4DD2ABE54			WKPROXY is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Ultrasearch.


			Oracle			3			WKSYS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			69ED49EE1851900D			WKSYS is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Ultrasearch.


			Oracle			3			WKPROXY			UNKNOWN			18F0B0E50B9F7B12


			Oracle			3			WKSYS			WKSYS			545E13456B7DDEA0			WKSYS is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Ultrasearch.


			Oracle			3			WKUSER			WKUSER			8B104568E259B370			WKUSER is a user account of Oracle9iAS Ultrasearch.


			Oracle			3			WK_SYS			<UNKNOWN>			79DF7A1BD138CF11


			Oracle			3			WK_TEST			WK_TEST			29802572EB547DBF			10g


			Oracle			3			WK_PROXY			<UNKNOWN>			3F9FBD883D787341			10g


			Oracle			2			WMS			WMS			D7837F182995E381			WMS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			WMSYS			WMSYS			7C9BA362F8314299


			Oracle			3			WOB			WOB			D27FA6297C0313F4


			Oracle			2			WPS			WPS			50D22B9D18547CF7			WPS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			WSH			WSH			D4D76D217B02BD7A			WSH is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			WSM			WSM			750F2B109F49CC13			WSM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			WWW			WWW			6DE993A60BC8DBBF


			Oracle			3			WWWUSER			WWWUSER			F239A50072154BAC


			Oracle			3			XADEMO			XADEMO			ADBC95D8DCC69E66


			Oracle			3			XDB			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			88D8364765FCE6AF


			Oracle			2			XDP			XDP			F05E53C662835FA2			XDP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			XLA			XLA			2A8ED59E27D86D41			XLA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			XNC			XNC			BD8EA41168F6C664			XNC is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			XNI			XNI			F55561567EF71890			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			2			XNM			XNM			92776EA17B8B5555			XNM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			XNP			XNP			3D1FB783F96D1F5E			XNP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			XNS			XNS			FABA49C38150455E			XNS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			XPRT			XPRT			0D5C9EFC2DFE52BA


			Oracle			2			XTR			XTR			A43EE9629FA90CAE			XTR is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			MDDEMO_MGR			MGR			B41BCD9D3737F5C4


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			D_SYSTPW			4438308EE0CAFB7F			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			ORACLE8I			FAAD7ADAF48B5F45			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACLE8			685657E9DC29E185			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACLE9			49B70B505DF0247F			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACLE8I			B49C4279EBD8D1A8			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACL38			604101D3AACE7E88			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACL39			02AB2DB93C952A8F			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYSTEM			0RACL38I			203CD8CF183E716C			SYSTEM is Oracles database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACLE8			1FA22316B703EBDD			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACLE9			12CFB5AE1D087BA3			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACLE8I			380E3D3AD5CE32D4			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACL38			2563EFAAE44E785A			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACL39			E7686462E8CD2F5E			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACL38I			691C5E7E424B821A			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			ORDPLUGINS			ORDPLUGINS			88A2B2C183431F00			ORDPLUGINS is an administrative account for Oracle Time Series.


			Oracle			2			ORDSYS			ORDSYS			7EFA02EC7EA6B86F			The account ORDSYS (Oracle Time Series) has a limited number of risky system privileges			amongst which those to use external libraries and run code on the operating system.


			Oracle			3			OSE$HTTP$ADMIN			Invalid password			INVALID_ENCRYPTED_PASSWORD			OSE$HTTP$ADMIN is an internal account of Jserver. In 8i changing the password will prevent ORB from working.


			Oracle			3			OSE$HTTP$ADMIN			INVALID			05327CD9F6114E21			OSE$HTTP$ADMIN is an internal account of Jserver. In 8i changing the password will prevent ORB from working.


			Oracle			2			OSM			OSM			106AE118841A5D8C			OSM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			3			OSP22			OSP22			C04057049DF974C2


			Oracle			3			OSSAQ_HOST			<UNKNOWN>						OSSAQ_HOST is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Syndication Server.


			Oracle			3			OSSAQ_PUB			<UNKNOWN>						OSSAQ_PUB is a public account of Oracle9iAS Syndication Server.


			Oracle			3			OSSAQ_SUB			<UNKNOWN>						OSSAQ_SUB is an administrative account of Oracle9iAS Syndication Server.


			Oracle			2			OTA			OTA			F5E498AC7009A217			OTA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several ANY privs			amongst which ALTER ANY PROCEDURE.


			Oracle			2			OUTLN			OUTLN			4A3BA55E08595C81			Often neglected			the OUTLN account has EXECUTE ANY PROCEDURE permission. On 8i it can become admin by using dbms_repcat_admin.


			Oracle			3			OWA			OWA			CA5D67CD878AFC49


			Oracle			3			OWA_PUBLIC			OWA_PUBLIC			0D9EC1D1F2A37657


			Oracle			3			OWF_MGR			<UNKNOWN>						OWF_MGR is the schema owner of Oracle Workflow Manager.


			Oracle			3			OWF_MGR			OWF_MGR			3CBED37697EB01D1			OWF_MGR is the schema owner of Oracle Workflow Manager.


			Oracle			3			OWNER			OWNER			5C3546B4F9165300


			Oracle			2			OZF			OZF			970B962D942D0C75			OZF is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			OZP			OZP			B650B1BB35E86863			OZP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			OZS			OZS			0DABFF67E0D33623			OZS is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			PA			PA			8CE2703752DB36D8			PA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			PANAMA			PANAMA			3E7B4116043BEAFF


			Oracle			3			PATROL			PATROL			0478B8F047DECC65


			Oracle			3			PAUL			PAUL			35EC0362643ADD3F			Book


			Oracle			3			PERFSTAT			PERFSTAT			AC98877DE1297365			PERFSTAT is an account of Oracles statistics package Statspack. PERFSTAT probably has permissions to see the data dictionary.


			Oracle			3			PERSTAT			PERSTAT			A68F56FBBCDC04AB			PERFSTAT is an account of Oracles statistics package Statspack. PERFSTAT probably has permissions to see the data dictionary.


			Oracle			2			PJM			PJM			021B05DBB892D11F			PJM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			PLANNING			PLANNING			71B5C2271B7CFF18


			Oracle			3			PLEX			PLEX			99355BF0E53FF635


			Oracle			3			PLSQL			SUPERSECRET			C4522E109BCF69D0


			Oracle			3			PM			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			72E382A52E89575A			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			PM			UNKNOWN			F67E035BF8352CB4


			Oracle			3			PM			PM			C7A235E6D2AF6018			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			2			PMI			PMI			A7F7978B21A6F65E			PMI is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			PN			PN			D40D0FEF9C8DC624			PN is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			1			PO			PO			355CBEC355C10FEF			PO is an possibly account with DBA privileges			which allow to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			PO7			PO7			6B870AF28F711204


			Oracle			3			PO8			PO8			7E15FBACA7CDEBEC


			Oracle			2			POA			POA			2AB40F104D8517A0			POA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			POM			POM			123CF56E05D4EF3C			POM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			PORTAL			<UNKNOWN>


			Oracle			3			PORTAL_APP			<UNKNOWN>


			Oracle			3			PORTAL_DEMO			<UNKNOWN>


			Oracle			3			PORTAL_DEMO			PORTAL_DEMO			A0A3A6A577A931A3


			Oracle			3			PORTAL_PUBLIC			<UNKNOWN>


			Oracle			3			PORTAL_SSO_PS			PORTAL_SSO_PS			D1FB757B6E3D8E2F


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30			PORTAL30			969F9C3839672C6D			PORTAL30 is the schema owner of Oracle Portal.


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30			PORTAL31			D373ABE86992BE68			PORTAL31 is the schema owner of Oracle Portal.


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_ADMIN			PORTAL30_ADMIN			7AF870D89CABF1C7			PORTAL30_ADMIN is the administration account of Oracle Portal.


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_DEMO			PORTAL30_DEMO			CFD1302A7F832068


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_PS			PORTAL30_PS			333B8121593F96FB


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_PUBLIC			PORTAL30_PUBLIC			42068201613CA6E2


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_SSO			PORTAL30_SSO			882B80B587FCDBC8			PORTAL30_SSO is the schema owner of Oracle Portal Single-Sign on


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_SSO_ADMIN			PORTAL30_SSO_ADMIN			BDE248D4CCCD015D			PORTAL30_SSO is the admin account of Oracle Portal Single-Sign on


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_SSO_PS			PORTAL30_SSO_PS			F2C3DC8003BC90F8


			Oracle			3			PORTAL30_SSO_PUBLIC			PORTAL30_SSO_PUBLIC			98741BDA2AC7FFB2			PORTAL30_SSO is the public account for Oracle Portal Single-Sign on


			Oracle			3			POS			POS			6F6675F272217CF7			Oracle Applications


			Oracle			3			POWERCARTUSER			POWERCARTUSER			2C5ECE3BEC35CE69


			Oracle			3			PRIMARY			PRIMARY			70C3248DFFB90152


			Oracle			2			PSA			PSA			FF4B266F9E61F911			PSA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			PSB			PSB			28EE1E024FC55E66			PSB is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			PSP			PSP			4FE07360D435E2F0			PSP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			1			PUBSUB			PUBSUB			80294AE45A46E77B			PUBSUB is an account with DBA privileges			which allow to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			PUBSUB1			PUBSUB1			D6DF5BBC8B64933E


			Oracle			2			PV			PV			76224BCC80895D3D			PV is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			QA			QA			C7AEAA2D59EB1EAE			QA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			QDBA			QDBA			AE62CB8167819595


			Oracle			2			QP			QP			10A40A72991DCA15			QP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			QS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			8B09C6075BDF2DC4			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS			QS			4603BCD2744BDE4F			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS			UNKNOWN			ACBD635B3A25405D


			Oracle			3			QS_ADM			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			991CDDAD5C5C32CA			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_ADM			QS_ADM			3990FB418162F2A0			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_ADM			UNKNOWN			BB424460EFEC9080


			Oracle			3			QS_CB			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			CF9CFACF5AE24964			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CB			QS_CB			870C36D8E6CD7CF5			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CB			UNKNOWN			A2A1265A6BDC8F36


			Oracle			3			QS_CBADM			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			7C632AFB71F8D305			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CBADM			QS_CBADM			20E788F9D4F1D92C			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CBADM			UNKNOWN			58C823BA7A2D3D7F


			Oracle			3			QS_CS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			91A00922D8C0F146			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CS			QS_CS			2CA6D0FC25128CF3			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_CS			UNKNOWN			5D85C7E8FB28375F


			Oracle			3			QS_ES			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			E6A6FA4BB042E3C2			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_ES			QS_ES			9A5F2D9F5D1A9EF4			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_ES			UNKNOWN			723007181C44715C


			Oracle			3			QS_OS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			FF09F3EB14AE5C26			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_OS			QS_OS			0EF5997DC2638A61			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_OS			UNKNOWN			7ABBCF4BEB7854B2


			Oracle			3			QS_WS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			24ACF617DD7D8F2F			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_WS			QS_WS			0447F2F756B4F460			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			QS_WS			UNKNOWN			8CF13718CDC81090


			Oracle			3			RE			RE			933B9A9475E882A6


			Oracle			3			REP_MANAGER			DEMO			2D4B13A8416073A1


			Oracle			3			REP_OWNER			DEMO			88D8F06915B1FE30


			Oracle			3			REP_OWNER			REP_OWNER			BD99EC2DD84E3B5C


			Oracle			3			REP_USER			DEMO			57F2A93832685ADB


			Oracle			3			REPADMIN			REPADMIN			915C93F34954F5F8


			Oracle			3			REPORTS_USER			OEM_TEMP			635074B4416CD3AC


			Oracle			3			REPORTS			REPORTS			0D9D14FE6653CF69			n/a


			Oracle			2			RG			RG			0FAA06DA0F42F21F			RG is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			RHX			RHX			FFDF6A0C8C96E676			RHX is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			RLA			RLA			C1959B03F36C9BB2			RLA is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			2			RLM			RLM			4B16ACDA351B557D			RLM is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			RMAIL			RMAIL			DA4435BBF8CAE54C


			Oracle			2			RMAN			RMAN			E7B5D92911C831E1			RMAN is an account for the Oracle Recovery Manager. This account might be misused to write unwanted changes to the database to the backups.


			Oracle			3			RRS			RRS			5CA8F5380C959CA9


			Oracle			1			SAMPLE			SAMPLE			E74B15A3F7A19CA8			SAMPLE is possibly an account with DBA privileges			which allow to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			SAP			SAPR3			BEAA1036A464F9F0			This is a SAP application user ID.


			Oracle			3			SAP			6071992			B1344DC1B5F3D903			This is a SAP application user ID.


			Oracle			3			SAPR3			SAP			58872B4319A76363			SAPR3 is the administration account (and schema?) of SAP R/3


			Oracle			3			SCOTT			TIGER			F894844C34402B67			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			SCOTT			TIGGER			7AA1A84E31ED7771			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			SDOS_ICSAP			SDOS_ICSAP			C789210ACC24DA16


			Oracle			3			SECDEMO			SECDEMO			009BBE8142502E10


			Oracle			3			SERVICECONSUMER1			SERVICECONSUMER1			183AC2094A6BD59F


			Oracle			3			SH			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			9793B3777CD3BD1A			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			SH			SH			54B253CBBAAA8C48			This is a training account. It should not be available in a production environment.


			Oracle			3			SH			UNKNOWN			1729F80C5FA78841


			Oracle			3			SITEMINDER			SITEMINDER			061354246A45BBAB


			Oracle			3			SI_INFORMTN_SCHEMA			SI_INFORMTN_SCHEMA			84B8CBCA4D477FA3			10g


			Oracle			3			SLIDE			SLIDEPW			FDFE8B904875643D


			Oracle			3			SPIERSON			SPIERSON			4A0A55000357BB3E			SPIERSON is a schema owner of  Workflow Iasdb


			Oracle			2			SSP			SSP			87470D6CE203FB4D			SSP is a schema account from Oracle Applications. Default it has several CREATE privileges.


			Oracle			3			STARTER			STARTER			6658C384B8D63B0A


			Oracle			3			STRAT_USER			STRAT_PASSWD			AEBEDBB4EFB5225B


			Oracle			3			SWPRO			SWPRO			4CB05AA42D8E3A47


			Oracle			3			SWUSER			SWUSER			783E58C29D2FC7E1


			Oracle			3			SYMPA			SYMPA			E7683741B91AF226


			Oracle			1			SYS			CHANGE_ON_INSTALL			D4C5016086B2DC6A			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			D_SYSPW			43BE121A2A135FF3			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			2			SYS			MANAGER			5638228DAF52805F			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACLE			8A8F025737A9097A			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			SYS			4DE42795E66117AE			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			SYSPASS			66BC3FF56063CE97			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			MANAG3R			57D7CFA12BB5BABF			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACL3			A9A57E819B32A03D			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACLE			2905ECA56A830226			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACL3			64074AF827F4B74A			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACLE8			41B328CA13F70713			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACLE9			0B4409DDD5688913			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACLE8I			6CFF570939041278			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			ORACLE9I			3522F32DD32A9706			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACLE9I			BE29E31B2B0EDA33			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			1			SYS			0RACL39I			5AC333703DE0DBD4			SYS is Oracles most powerful database management account. It allows to read			change and destroy all data in your database.


			Oracle			3			SYSADM			SYSADM			BA3E855E93B5B9B0


			Oracle			3			SYSADMIN			<UNKNOWN>						SYSADMIN is the schema owner of Oracle Workflow Manager.


			Oracle			3			SYSADMIN			SYSADMIN			DC86E8DEAA619C1A			SYSADMIN is the schema owner of Oracle Workflow Manager.


			Oracle			1			SYSMAN			OEM_TEMP			639C32A115D2CA57			SYSMAN is the management account for Oracle Enterprise Mananger. It is used as access to all databases that are managed by it. It might be possible to access a data in your databases.
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			Vendor			Model			Version			Access Type			Username			PASSWORD			Privileges			Notes


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			HiPerARC			v4.1.x			Telnet			adm			(none)


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			LinkSwitch			2000/2700			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			NetBuilder						SNMP						ANYCOM			snmp-read


			3COM			NetBuilder						SNMP						ILMI			snmp-read


			3COM			Netbuilder						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			Office Connect ISDN Routers			5x0			Telnet			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2200			Telnet			debug			synnet


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2700			Telnet			tech			tech


			3COM			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL						Multi			adminttd			adminttd			Admin


			3COM			Wireless AP			ANY			Multi			admin			comcomcom			Admin			Works on all 3com wireless APs


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			tech			User


			3COM			cellplex			7000			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			cellplex			7000			Telnet			operator			(none)			Admin


			3COM			HiPerARC			v4.1.x			Telnet			adm			(none)			Admin


			3com			3Com SuperStack 3 Switch 3300XM						Multi			security			security			Admin


			3com			superstack II			1100/3300			Console			3comcso			RIP000			initialize			resets all pws to defaults


			3COM			LANplex			2500			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex						HTTP			admin			synnet			Admin


			3com			NetBuilder						SNMP			(none)			admin			User			SNMP_READ


			3COM			SuperStack II Switch			2700			Telnet			tech			tech			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			3COM			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3COM			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			tech			Admin


			3com			super						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex			7000			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			RS-232/telnet


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4XXX			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4XXX			Multi			monitor			monitor			User


			3COM			SuperStack 3			4400-49XX			Multi			manager			manager			User can access/change operational setting but not security settings


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			3com			Netbuilder						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex			7000			Telnet			operator			(none)			Admin


			3com			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL			01.50-01			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Console			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			3com			Switch			3300XM			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			SS III Switch			4xxx (4900 - sure)			Telnet			recovery			recovery			resets_all_to_default			u need to power off unit. tbl_


			3com			OfficeConnect Wireless 11g Cable/DSL Gateway						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			3COM			Netbuilder						HTTP			Root			(none)			Admin			http://10.1.0.1


			3com			3C16405						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3COM			3C16450						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			telnet or serial


			3COM			3C16406						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			telnet or serial


			3com			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL			01.50-01			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3com			cellplex						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			HiPerACT			v4.1.x			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			3c16405						Console			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			3com			CellPlex			7000			Telnet			tech			(none)			Admin


			3com			Switch			3300XM			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			3com			SS III Switch			4xxx (4900 - sure)			Telnet			recovery			recovery			resets_all_to_default			u need to power off unit. tbl_


			3com			OfficeConnect Wireless 11g Cable/DSL Gateway						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			3com			3CRADSL72			1.2			Multi			(none)			1234admin			Admin			snmp open by default with public / private community


			3com			CB9000 / 4007			3			Console			Type User: FORCE			(none)			Admin			This will recover a lost password and reset the switch config to Factory Default


			3com			officeconnect						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3Com			Internet Firewall			3C16770			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			3com			superstack II Netbuilder			11.1			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			3COM			Office Connect ISDN Routers			5x0			Telnet?			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			3M			VOL-0215 etc.						SNMP			volition			volition			Admin			for Volition fibre switches


			Accelerated Networks			DSL CPE and DSLAM						Telnet			sysadm			anicust


			ACCTON			Wirelessrouter			T-online			HTTP			none			0			Admin			YEAHH


			accton t-online			accton						Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			accton t-online			accton						Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			Aceex			Modem ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Aceex			Modem ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			ADC Kentrox			Pacesetter Router						Telnet			n/a			secret


			ADIC			Scalar 100/1000						HTTP			admin			secure			Admin


			ADIC			Scalar i2000						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			adtran			MX2800						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Smart 16/16e						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Atlas 800/800Plus/810Plus/550						Telnet			n/a			Password			Admin			crtl-L


			adtran			Smart 16/16e						Telnet			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			NxIQ						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			TSU IQ/DSU IQ						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Express 5110/5200/5210						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			Agent Card						Telnet			n/a			ADTRAN			Admin			ctrl-PTT


			adtran			TSU Router Module/L128/L768/1.5						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin			hit enter a few times


			adtran			T3SU 300						Telnet			n/a			adtran			Admin			Hit enter a few times


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			kermit			kermit			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			dhs3mt			dhs3mt			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			at4400			at4400			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			mtch			mtch			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			mtcl			mtcl			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			root			letacla			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			dhs3pms			dhs3pms			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			adfexc			adfexc			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			client			client			unknown


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			install			llatsni			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			PBX			4400			Port 2533			halt			tlah			unknown			thanks to Nicolas Gregoire


			Alcatel			Office 4200						Multi			n/a			1064			Admin			by Bazille


			Alcatel			OmniStack 6024						Telnet			admin			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Omnistack/Omniswitch						Telnet/Console			diag			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Omnistack/omniswitch						Telnet			diag			switch			Admin


			Alcatel			Timestep VPN 1520			3.00.026			Permit config and console			root			permit			Admin			Perm/Config port 38036


			Alcatel			OXO			1.3			Multi			(none)			admin			User


			Allied			Telesyn						Multi			manager			friend			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-8024(GB)						Console			n/a			admin			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-8024(GB)						HTTP			manager			admin			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT Router						HTTP			root			(none)			Admin


			ALLNET			T-DSL Modem			Software Version: v1.51			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Allnet			ALL0275 802.11g AP			1.0.6			HTTP			none			admin			Admin


			Alteon			ACEDirector3						console			admin			(none)


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			Telnet			admin			(none)


			Alteon			ACEswitch			180e			HTTP			admin			linga			Admin			none


			Alteon			AD4			9			Console			admin			admin			Admin			Factory default


			AMBIT			ADSL						Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			Ambit			Cable Modem 60678eu			1.12			Multi			root			root			Admin


			Ambit			Cable Modem						Multi			root			root			Admin			Time Warner Cable issued modem


			Ambit			ntl:home 200			2.67.1011			HTTP			root			root			Admin			This is the cable modem supplied by NTL in the UK


			Amitech			wireless router and access point 802.11g 802.11b			any			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Web interface is on 192.168.1.254 available on the LAN ports of the AP.


			Andover Controls			Infinity			any			Console			acc			acc			Admin			Building managment system


			AOC			zenworks 4.0						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			APC			9606 Smart Slot						Telnet			n/a			backdoor			Admin


			APC			USV Network Management Card						SNMP			n/a			TENmanUFactOryPOWER			Admin			nachzulesen unter http://www.heise.de/security/news/meldung/44899 gruss HonkHase


			apc			Smartups 3000						HTTP			apc			apc			Admin			By Sentinel Software.net


			APC			UPSes (Web/SNMP Mgmt Card)						HTTP			device			device			Admin			Secondary access account (next to apc/apc)


			APC			Smart UPS						Multi			apc			apc			Admin


			Apple			AirPort Base Station (Graphite)			2			Multi			(none)			public			public			See Apple article number 58613 for details


			Apple			Airport Base Station (Dual Ethernet)			2			Multi			n/a			password			Guest			See Apple article number 106597 for details


			Apple			Airport Extreme Base Station			2			Multi			n/a			admin			Guest			see Apple article number 107518 for details


			Arescom			modem/router			10XX			Telnet			n/a			atc123			Admin


			ARtem			ComPoint - CPD-XT-b			CPD-XT-b			Telnet			(none)			admin			Admin


			Asante			IntraSwitch						multi			IntraSwitch			Asante			Admin


			Asante			IntraStack						multi			IntraStack			Asante			Admin


			Asante			FM2008						Telnet			superuser			(none)			Admin


			Ascend			Yurie						Multi			readonly			lucenttech2


			Ascend			Router						Telnet			n/a			ascend			Admin


			Ascend			Sahara						Multi			root			ascend


			Ascom			Ascotel PBX			ALL			Multi			(none)			3ascotel			Admin			no user req. _by DTK


			Aspect			ACD			6			HTTP			customer			none			User			views error logs


			Aspect			ACD			6			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			Aspect			ACD			7			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			Aspect			ACD			8			Oracle			DTA			TJM			User


			AVAYA			g3R			v6			Console			root			ROOT500			Admin


			Avaya			Definity			G3Si			Multi			craft			(none)			Admin


			Avaya			Cajun Pxxx						Multi			root			root			Admin


			Avaya			Cajun			P550R P580 P880 and P882			Multi			diag			danger			Developer


			Avaya			Cajun			P550R P580 P880 and P882			Multi			manuf			xxyyzz			Developer


			Avaya			Pxxx			2/5/14			Multi			diag			danger			Admin


			Avaya			Pxxx			2/5/14			Multi			manuf			xxyyzz			Admin


			AVAYA			Cajun P33x			firmware before 3.11.0			SNMP			n/a			admin			Admin			check the Bugtraq archives for more information


			Avaya			definity			up to rev. 6			any			craft			crftpw			Admin


			Avaya			CMS Supervisor			11			Console			root			cms500			Admin


			Axis			NETCAM			200/240			Telnet			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			All Axis Printserver			All			Multi			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			Webcams						HTTP			root			pass			Admin


			Axis			540/542 Print Server						Multi			root			pass			Admin


			axis			2100						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Axis			NETCAM			200/240						root			pass


			Bay Networks			Switch			350T			Telnet			n/a			NetICs			Admin


			Bay Networks			SuperStack II						Telnet			security			security			Admin


			Bay Networks			Router						Telnet			User			(none)			User


			Bay Networks			Router						Telnet			Manager			(none)			Admin


			Bay Networks			Router									User			(none)			User


			Bay Networks			SuperStack II									security			security			Admin


			Bay Networks			Switch			350T						n/a			NetICs			Admin


			Belkin			F5D6130						SNMP			(none)			MiniAP			Admin			Wireless Acess Point IEEE802.11b


			Belkin			F5D7150			FB			Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Billion			Bipac 5100						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Bintec			Bianka Routers						Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			Bianca/Brick			XM-5.1			SNMP			n/a			snmp-Trap			read/write			by rootkid


			BinTec			x1200			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			x2300i			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BinTec			x3200			37834			Multi			admin			bintec			Admin


			BMC			Patrol			6			Multi			patrol			patrol			User


			BMC Software			Patrol			all			BMC unique			Administrator			the same all over			Admin			this default user normally for ALL system in this area with one Password


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			3.x						n/a			Master			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			2.x						n/a			laflaf			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			4.4.x			Console			n/a			Helpdesk			Admin


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			4.x						n/a			Super


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			3.x						n/a			Master


			Breezecom			Breezecom Adapters			2.x						n/a			laflaf


			Brocade			Fabric OS			All			Multi			root			fivranne			Admin			Gigiabit SAN (by Nicolas Gregoire)


			Brocade			Silkworm			all			Multi			admin			password			Admin			Also on other Fiberchannel switches


			Brocade			Fabric OS						Multi			admin			password			Admin			Gigabit SAN


			Brother			NC-3100h									(none)			access			network board access


			Brother			NC-4100h									(none)			access			network board access


			Brother			HL-1270n						Multi			n/a			access			network board access


			Buffalo			Wireless Broadband Base Station-g			WLA-G54 WBR-G54			HTTP			root			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.11.1


			Cabletron			Netgear modem/router and SSR									netman			(none)			Admin


			Cayman			Cayman DSL									n/a			(none)			Admin


			Celerity			Mediator			Multi			Multi			mediator			mediator			User


			Celerity			Mediator						Multi			root			Mau'dib			Admin			Assumption: the password is Mua'dib


			Cellit			CCPro						Multi			cellit			cellit			Admin


			Checkpoint			SecurePlatform			NG FP3			Console			admin			admin			Admin


			CipherTrust			IronMail			Any			Multi			admin			password			Admin


			CISCO			Cache Engine						Console			admin			diamond			Admin


			Cisco			ConfigMaker									cmaker			cmaker			Admin


			cisco			cva 122						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			CNR			All			CNR GUI			admin			changeme			Admin			This is the default password for Cisco Network Registrar


			Cisco			Netranger/secure IDS						Multi			netrangr			attack


			Cisco			BBSM			5.0 and 5.1			Telnet or Named Pipes			bbsd-client			changeme2			database			The BBSD Windows Client password will match the BBSD MSDE Client password


			Cisco			BBSD MSDE Client			5.0 and 5.1			Telnet or Named Pipes			bbsd-client			NULL			database			The BBSD Windows Client password will match the BBSD MSDE Client password


			Cisco			BBSM Administrator			5.0 and 5.1			Multi			Administrator			changeme			Admin


			Cisco			Netranger/secure IDS			3.0(5)S17			Multi			root			attack			Admin			must be changed at the first connection


			Cisco			BBSM MSDE Administrator			5.0 and 5.1			IP and Named Pipes			sa			(none)			Admin


			Cisco			Catalyst 4000/5000/6000			All			SNMP			(none)			public/private/secret			RO/RW/RW+change SNMP config			default on All Cat switches running the native CatOS CLI software.


			Cisco			PIX firewall						Telnet			(none)			cisco			User


			Cisco			VPN Concentrator 3000 series			3			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			Content Engine						Telnet			admin			default			Admin


			cisco			3600						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Guest


			Cisco			AP1200			IOS			Multi			Cisco			Cisco			Admin			This is when you convert AP1200 or AP350 to IOS


			cisco			GSR						Telnet			admin			admin			admin


			Cisco			CiscoWorks 2000									guest			(none)			User


			Cisco			CiscoWorks 2000									admin			cisco			Admin


			Cisco			ConfigMaker									cmaker			cmaker			Admin


			Cisco-Arrowpoint			Arrowpoint									admin			system			Admin


			COM3			OLe						HTTP			admin			admin			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									administrator			administrator			Admin


			Compaq			Insight Manager									anonymous			(none)			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									user			user			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									operator			operator


			Compaq			Insight Manager									user			public			User


			Compaq			Insight Manager									PFCUser			240653C9467E45			User


			conexant			ACCESS RUNNER ADSL CONSOLE PORT 3.27						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Corecess			Corecess 3112						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			cyberguard			all firewalls			all			console + passport1			cgadmin			cgadmin			Admin


			Cyclades			PR 1000						Telnet			super			surt			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			Cyclades			TS800						HTTP			root			tslinux			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			Dallas Semiconductors			TINI embedded JAVA Module			<= 1.0			Telnet			root			tini			Admin


			Datacom			BSASX/101									n/a			letmein			Admin


			Datawizard.net			FTPXQ server						FTP			anonymous			any@			read/write on c:\


			Davox			Unison						Multi			root			davox			Admin


			Davox			Unison						Multi			admin			admin			User


			Davox			Unison						Multi			davox			davox			User


			Davox			Unison						Sybase			sa			(none)			Admin


			Deerfield			MDaemon						HTTP			MDaemon			MServer			Admin			web interface to manage MDaemon. fixed June 2002


			Demarc			Network Monitor						multi			admin			my_DEMARC			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus DSL 130						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Usuallay also a WirelessLan AP :)


			Develcon			Orbitor Default Console									n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Develcon			Orbitor Default Console									n/a			password			Admin


			Dictaphone			ProLog									PBX			PBX


			Dictaphone			ProLog									NETWORK			NETWORK


			Dictaphone			ProLog									NETOP			(none)


			Digicorp			Viper						Telnet			n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Digicorp			Viper						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin


			Digicorp			Router									n/a			BRIDGE			Admin


			Digicorp			Router									n/a			password			Admin


			Dlink			DSL-500						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			hubs/switches						Telnet			D-Link			D-Link


			D-Link			DI-704			rev a			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			Cable/DSL Routers/Switches


			D-Link			DI-804			v2.03			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Contributed by _CR_


			D-Link			DWL 900AP						Multi			(none)			public			Admin


			D-Link			DI-614+						HTTP			user			(none)			User			by rootkid


			D-Link			DWL-614+			rev a rev b			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			D-Link			D-704P			rev b			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-link			DWL-900AP+			rev a rev b rev c			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.50


			D-Link			DI-604			rev a rev b rev c rev e			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			D-Link			DWL-614+			2.03			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			D-704P						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL-900+						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-704						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-604			1.62b+			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624			all			HTTP			User			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-604			2.02			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL 1000						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-514						Multi			user			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-614+			any			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			all access :D


			D-Link			DWL 2100AP						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-LINK			DSL-G664T			A1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			SSID : G664T_WIRELESS


			d-link			504g adsl router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			from product doco


			D-Link			DSL-302G						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-624+			A3			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DWL-2000AP+			1.13			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Wireless Access Point


			D-Link			DI-614+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor			all			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Dynalink			RTA230						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Edimax			Broadband Router			Hardware: Rev A. Boot Code: 1.0 Runtime Code 2.63			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Edimax			EW-7205APL			Firmware release 2.40a-00			Multi			guest			(none)			Admin			http://secunia.com/advisories/11849/


			Efficient			Speedstream DSL						Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Efficient			5871 DSL Router			v 5.3.3-0			Multi			login			admin			Admin			This is for access to HTTP admin console.


			Efficient			5851						Telnet			login			password			Admin			might be all 5800 series


			Efficient			Speedstream DSL									n/a			admin			Admin


			Efficient Networks			Speedstream 5711			Teledanmark version (only .dk)			Console			n/a			4getme2			Admin			for all your TDC router needs


			Efficient Networks			EN 5861						Telnet			login			admin			Admin


			Efficient Networks			5851 SDSL Router			N/A			Console			(none)			hs7mwxkk			Admin			On some Covad Routers


			Elsa			LANCom Office ISDN Router			800/1000/1100			Telnet			n/a			cisco			Admin


			Enterasys			ANG-1105			unknown			HTTP			admin			netadmin			Admin			default IP is 192.168.1.1


			Enterasys			ANG-1105			unknown			Telnet			(none)			netadmin			Admin			default IP is 192.168.1.1


			Enterasys			Vertical Horizon			ANY			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			this works in telnet or http


			Ericsson			Ericsson Acc									netman			netman


			ericsson			md110 pabx			up-to-bc9			Multi			(none)			help			varies depending on config minimal list access by default


			ericsson			ericsson acc						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Ericsson			Ericsson Acc									netman			netman


			Ericsson ACC			Tigris Platform			All			Multi			public			(none)			Guest


			E-Tech			ADSL Ethernet Router			Annex A v2			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin			Password can also be password


			E-Tech			Wireless 11Mbps Router Model:WLRT03						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			E-Tech			Router			RTBR03			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			1wan/4ports switch router


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			supervisor			supervisor			Admin


			EverFocus			PowerPlex			EDR1600			Multi			operator			operator			Admin


			Extreme Networks			All Switches						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Submitted by Eastman Rivai


			F5			Bigip 540						Multi			root			default			Admin


			F5-Networks			BIGIP						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Flowpoint			2200 SDSL						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			DSL						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin			Installed by Covad


			Flowpoint			100 IDSN						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			40 IDSL						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Flowpoint			Flowpoint DSL									admin			admin			Admin


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Foundry Networks			IronView Network Manager			Version 01.6.00a(service pack) 0620031754			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://www.foundrynet.com/services/documentation/nms/FEManager_Installation.html


			Freetech			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			Posterie			Admin


			Freetech			BIOS						Console			n/a			Posterie			Admin


			Fujitsu Siemens			Routers						HTTP			(none)			connect			Admin


			Funk Software			Steel Belted Radius			3.x			Proprietary			admin			radius			Admin


			GVC			e800/rb4						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Hewlett Packard			Power Manager			3			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP187


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP189


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPP196


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			INTX3


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			ITF3000


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			NETBASE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			REGO


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			RJE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CONV


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			DISC


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SYSTEM


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			OPERATOR			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			PCUSER			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			RSBCMON			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			SPOOLMAN			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			WP			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			ADVMAIL			HPOFFICE DATA


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			ADVMAIL			HP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			MGR


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			SERVICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			MANAGER


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPP187 SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			LOTUS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPWORD PUB


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			FIELD			HPONLY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			MANAGER.SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			MGR.SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			FIELD.SUPPORT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			HELLO			OP.OPERATOR


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			MAIL


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			REMOTE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MAIL			MPE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			TCH


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			SECURITY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			ITF3000


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MANAGER			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			SYS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CAROLIAN


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			VESOFT


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			XLSERVER


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			SECURITY


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			TELESUP


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPDESK


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CCC


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			CNAS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			WORD


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			COGNOS


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			ROBELLE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPOFFICE


			Hewlett-Packard			HP 2000/3000 MPE/xx						Multi			MGR			HPONLY


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			Telnet			(none)			(none)			Admin			press enter twice if no response in telnet -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin			HTTP interface -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			FTP			Anonymous			(none)			User			send files to be printed -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			LaserJet Net Printers			Ones with Jetdirect on them			9100			(none)			(none)			User			Type what you want and close telnet session to print it out -submit by Anymous


			Hewlett-Packard			webmin			0.84			HTTP			admin			hp.com			Admin			you can find more passwords here: http://www.vulnerabilite.com/password_db/


			hp			sa7200						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			hp			sa7200						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Ascend OEM Routers						Telnet			n/a			ascend			Admin


			IBM			A21m						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			IBM			390e						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			ibm			a20m						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			IBM			TotalStorage Enterprise Server						Multi			storwatch			specialist			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire


			IBM			8239 Token Ring HUB			2.5			Console			n/a			R1QTPS			Utility Program			submitted by FX


			IBM			8224 HUB						Multi			vt100			public			Admin			Swap MAC address chip from other 8224


			IBM			3534 F08 Fibre Switch						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			IBM			switch			8275-217			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Directory - Web Administration Tool			5.1			HTTP			superadmin			secret			Admin			Documented in Web Administration Guide


			IBM			Hardware Management Console			3			ssh			hscroot			abc123			Admin


			IMAI			Traffic Shaper			TS-1012			HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin			default IP 1.2.3.4


			Integral Technologies			RemoteView			4			Console			Administrator			letmein			Admin


			Intel			Shiva						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Intel			Express 9520 Router						Multi			NICONEX			NICONEX			User


			Intel			Express 520T Switch						Multi			setup			setup			User


			intel			netstructure			480t			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Intel			Wireless AP 2011			2.21			Multi			(none)			Intel			Admin			by FX


			Intel			Wireless Gateway			3.x			HTTP			intel			intel			Admin


			Intel			Shiva									Guest			(none)			User


			Intel			Shiva									root			(none)			Admin


			Intel/Shiva			Mezza ISDN Router			All			Telnet			admin			hello			Admin


			Intel/Shiva			Access Port			All			Telnet			admin			hello			Admin


			Interbase			Interbase Database Server			All			Multi			SYSDBA			masterkey			Admin


			Intermec			Mobile LAN			5.25			Multi			intermec			intermec			Admin


			Intershop			Intershop			4			HTTP			operator			$chwarzepumpe			Admin


			Intersystems			Cache Post-RDMS						Console			system			sys			Admin			Change immediately


			intex			organizer						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			iPSTAR			iPSTAR Satellite Router/Radio			v2			HTTP			admin			operator			Admin			For CSLoxInfo and iPSTAR Customers


			iPSTAR			iPSTAR Network Box			v.2+			HTTP			admin			operator			Admin			iPSTAR Network Box is used by the CSLoxInfo Broadband Satellite system.


			JD Edwards			WorldVision/OneWorld			All(?)			Console			JDE			JDE			Admin/SECOFR


			JDE			WorldVision/OneWorld						Multi			PRODDTA			PRODDTA			Admin			Owner of database tables and objects


			JDS Microprocessing			Hydra 3000			r2.02			Console			hydrasna			(none)			Admin			www.hydrasystems.com/h3kdocs/H3R25C04.pdf


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 2300 DL						Multi			(none)			1234			Admin			info from: ftp://ftp.minolta-qms.com/pub/cts/out_going/manuals/2300dl/nic.pdf


			Kyocera			EcoLink			7.2			HTTP			n/a			PASSWORD			Admin


			Kyocera			Telnet Server IB-20/21						multi			root			root			Admin


			Kyocera			Intermate LAN FS Pro 10/100			K82_0371			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			LANCOM			IL11						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Lantronics			Lantronics Terminal Server						TCP 7000			n/a			access			Admin


			Lantronics			Lantronics Terminal Server						TCP 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Lantronix			Lantronix Terminal						TCP 7000			n/a			lantronix			Admin


			Lantronix			SCS1620						Multi			sysadmin			PASS			Admin			9600/N/8/1 XON/XOFF


			Lantronix			SCS3200						EZWebCon downloaded from ftp.lantronix.com			login			access			Admin			secondary port settings login: root password: system


			Lantronix			SCS400						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			SCS200						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			SCS100						Multi			n/a			access			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS4P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS16P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS32PR						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			Lantronix			ETS422PR						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin			secondary priv. password: system


			latis network			border guard						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WAP11						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			DSL						Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Linksys			EtherFast Cable/DSL ROuter						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Linksys			Linksys Router DSL/Cable						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Linksys			BEFW11S4			1			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			BEFSR41			2			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Linksys			WAG54G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			linksys			ap 1120						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			Linksys DSL									n/a			admin			Admin


			Livingston			IRX Router						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingston			Livingston Portmaster 3						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingston			Officerouter						Telnet			!root			(none)


			Livingstone			Portmaster 2R						Telnet			root			(none)			Admin


			Lockdown Networks			All Lockdown Products			up to 2.7			Console			setup			changeme(exclamation)			User


			longshine			isscfg						HTTP			admin			0			Admin


			Lucent			B-STDX9000						Multi			(any 3 characters)			cascade


			Lucent			B-STDX9000						debug mode			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			B-STDX9000			all			SNMP			n/a			cascade			Admin


			Lucent			CBX 500						Multi			(any 3 characters)			cascade


			Lucent			CBX 500						debug mode			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			GX 550						SNMP readwrite			n/a			cascade


			Lucent			MAX-TNT						Multi			admin			Ascend


			Lucent			PSAX 1200 and below						Multi			root			ascend


			Lucent			PSAX 1250 and above						Multi			readwrite			lucenttech1			Admin


			Lucent			PSAX 1250 and above						Multi			readonly			lucenttech2			Admin


			Lucent			Anymedia						Console			LUCENT01			UI-PSWD-01			Admin			requires GSI software


			Lucent			Anymedia						Console			LUCENT02			UI-PSWD-02			Admin			requires GSI software


			Lucent			PacketStar						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Lucent			Cellpipe 22A-BX-AR USB D						Console			admin			AitbISP4eCiG			Admin


			LUCENT			M770						Telnet			super			super			Admin


			Lucent			System 75									bciim			bciimpw


			Lucent			System 75									bcim			bcimpw


			Lucent			System 75									bcms			bcmspw


			Lucent			System 75									bcnas			bcnaspw


			Lucent			System 75									blue			bluepw


			Lucent			System 75									browse			browsepw


			Lucent			System 75									browse			looker


			Lucent			System 75									craft			craft


			Lucent			System 75									craft			craftpw


			Lucent			System 75									cust			custpw


			Lucent			System 75									enquiry			enquirypw


			Lucent			System 75									field			support


			Lucent			System 75									inads			indspw


			Lucent			System 75									inads			inads


			Lucent			System 75									init			initpw


			Lucent			System 75									locate			locatepw


			Lucent			System 75									maint			maintpw


			Lucent			System 75									maint			rwmaint


			Lucent			System 75									nms			nmspw


			Lucent			System 75									rcust			rcustpw


			Lucent			System 75									support			supportpw


			Lucent			System 75									tech			field


			Marconi			Fore ATM Switches						Multi			ami			(none)			Admin


			maxdata			ms2137						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			medion			Routers						HTTP			n/a			medion			Admin


			Megastar			BIOS						Console			n/a			star			Admin


			Mentec			Micro/RSX						Multi			MICRO			RSX			Admin


			Mentec			Micro/RSX									MICRO			RSX			Admin


			MERCURY			234234			234234			SNMP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			MERCURY			KT133A/686B						SNMP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Meridian			PBX			ANY			Telnet			service			smile			System			This is the default password on most Meridian systems.


			Micronet			Access Point			SP912			Telnet			root			default			Admin


			Micronet			Micronet SP5002						Console			mac			(none)			Admin


			Microplex			Print Server						Telnet			root			root			Admin


			microRouter			900i						Console/Multi			n/a			letmein			Admin


			Mikrotik			Router OS			all			Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin			also for SSH and Web access


			Mintel			Mintel PBX									n/a			SYSTEM			Admin


			Mintel			Mintel PBX									n/a			SYSTEM			Admin


			Mitel			3300 ICP			all			HTTP			system			password			Admin


			Mitel			SX2000			all			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Motorola			Cablerouter						Telnet			cablecom			router			Admin


			Motorola			WR850G			4.03			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin			higher revisions likely the same


			Motorola			Wireless Router			WR850G			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			Motorola			SBG900						HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			Motorola			Motorola Cablerouter									cablecom			router			Admin


			motorola			vanguard						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			mro software			maximo			v4.1			Multi			SYSADM			sysadm			Admin


			Mutare Software			EVM Admin			All			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			http://www.mutare.com/data/kb/EVMAdminGuide.pdf


			NAI			Intrushield IPS			1200/2600/4000			SSH + Web console			admin			admin123			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire


			NAI			Entercept						Management console			GlobalAdmin			GlobalAdmin			Admin			By Nicolas Gregoire : must be changed at 1st connection


			NEC			WARPSTAR-BaseStation						Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Netcomm			NB1300						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgea			FR314						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			NetGear			RM356			None			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			shutdown the router via internet


			Netgear			MR-314			3.26			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Netgear			RT314						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Netgear			RP614						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			RP114			3.26			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			telnet 192.168.0.1


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.04.0			HTTP			super			5777364			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.7.14			HTTP			superman			21241036			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			Firmware Version 1.5.67			HTTP			super			5777364			Admin


			Netgear			MR814						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			FVS318						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			DM602						FTP Telnet and HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			netgear			FM114P						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			NetGear			WGT624			2			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			FR114P						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			ME102						SNMP			(none)			private			Admin			Standard IP-Address is 192.168.0.5


			Netgear			WGR614			v4			Multi			admin			password			Admin			192.168.0.1 OR www.routerlogin.net


			Netgear			RP114			3.20-3.26			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin			default http://192.168.0.1


			NetGenesis			NetAnalysis Web Reporting						HTTP			naadmin			naadmin			Admin


			Netopia			Netopia 9500						Telnet			netopia			netopia			Admin


			Netopia			R910						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netopia			3351						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Netopia			4542						Multi			admin			noway			Admin


			Netopia			Netopia 7100									(none)			(none)


			Netopia			Netopia 9500									netopia			netopia


			Netport			Express 10/100						multi			setup			setup			Admin


			Netscreen			Firewall						multi			netscreen			netscreen			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						Telnet			operator			(none)			Admin


			netscreen			firewall						HTTP			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Netstar			Netpilot						Multi			admin			password			Admin			http://www.netpilot.com/products/netpilot/faq/default.asp


			Network Appliance			NetCache			any			Multi			admin			NetCache			Admin


			Network Associates			WebShield Security Appliance e500						HTTP			e500			e500changeme			Admin


			Network Associates			WebShield Security Appliance e250						HTTP			e250			e250changeme			Admin


			NGSec			NGSecureWeb						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			NGSec			NGSecureWeb						HTTP			admin			asd			Admin


			Niksun			NetDetector						Multi			vcr			NetVCR			Admin			su after login with empty password


			Nimble			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			xdfk9874t3			Admin


			Nimble			BIOS						Console			n/a			xdfk9874t3			Admin


			Nokia			DSL Router M1122			1.1 - 1.2			Multi			m1122			m1122			User


			Nokia			MW1122						Multi			telecom			telecom			Admin			Only in New Zealand.


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			disttech			4tas			engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			maint			maint			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			mlusr			mlusr			user account


			Nortel			Remote Office 9150						Client			admin			root			Admin


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			l2			l2			Layer 2 Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			l3			l3			Layer 3 (and layer 2) Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			ro			ro			Read Only


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			rw			rw			Read Write


			Nortel			Accelar (Passport) 1000 series routing switches						Multi			rwa			rwa			Read Write All


			Nortel			Extranet Switches						Multi			admin			setup			Admin


			Nortel			Baystack 350-24T						Telnet			n/a			secure			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			0						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			1111						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			login			8429						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian PBX						Serial			spcl			0						AUTH codes in LD 8


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			root			3ep5w2u			Admin


			Nortel			Matra 6501 PBX						Console			(none)			0			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian MAX						Multi			maint			ntacdmax			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			disttech			4tas			engineer account			enter 3letter of day from yesterday an tomorrow (for Tuesday enter MonWed case sensitive) - may be twice to see root password in clear


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			maint			maint			Maintenance account


			Nortel			Meridian CCR						Multi			ccrusr			ccrusr			User account


			Nortel			Meridian						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Nortel			Meridian Link						Multi			service			smile			general engineer account


			Nortel			Contivity			Extranet/VPN switches			HTTP			admin			setup			Admin


			nortel			dms						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Nortel			Business Communications Manager			3.5 and 3.6			HTTPS			supervisor			PlsChgMe			Admin			there is an exclamation point at the end of the password


			Nortel			Phone System			All			From Phone			n/a			266344			Installers


			Nortel			Norstar						Console			266344			266344			Admin


			nortel			p8600						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			olitec			sx 200 adsl modem router						Multi			admin			adslolitec			Admin			default ip 192.168.0.250


			Omnitronix			Data-Link			DL150			Multi			(none)			SUPER			Admin


			Omnitronix			Data-Link			DL150			Multi			(none)			SMDR			Admin


			OMRON			MR104FH						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			admin			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminstat			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminview			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminuser			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			adminview			OCS			Admin


			OpenConnect			OC://WebConnect Pro						Multi			helpdesk			OCS			Admin


			Openwave			WAP Gateway			Any			HTTP			sys			uplink			Admin


			Openwave			MSP			Any			HTTP			cac_admin			cacadmin			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint			500 1000 1500 and 2000 Series			Telnet			Manager			Manager			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint and JETX Print			500 1000 1500 and 2000 Series			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			Osicom Plus T1/PLUS 56k						Telnet			write			private


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			debug			d.e.b.u.g			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			echo			echo			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			guest			guest			User						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			Manager			Manager			Admin						No


			Osicom			NETCommuter			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin						No


			Osicom			Osicom Plus T1/PLUS 56k									write			private


			Osicom			NETCommuter Remote Access Server						Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000E/B			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000E/N			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			1000T/N			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			JETXPrint			500 E/B			Telnet			sysadm			sysadm			Admin


			Osicom			NETPrint			500			1000			1500			and 2000 Series			Telnet			Manager			657			Osicom			NETPrint			500,1000,1500, and 2000 Series			Telnet			guest			guest			User						658			Osicom			NETPrint			500,1000,1500, and 2000 Series			Telnet			echo			echo			User						659			Osicom			NETPrint			500,1000,1500, and 2000 Series			Telnet			debug			d.e.b.u.g			User						660			OVISLINK			WL8000AP WIRELESS G						HTTP			12345			12345			Admin			IP: 192.168.1.252			No			3/6/05			2005-13-7


			Pacific Micro Data			MAST 9500 Universal Disk Array			ESM ver. 2.11 / 1			Console			pmd			(none)			Admin


			Panasonic			CF-28						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			panasonic			cf 27			4			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Panasonic			CF-45						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			penril datability			vcp300 terminal server						Multi			n/a			system			Admin


			PentaSafe			VigilEnt Security Manager			3			VigilEnt Security Manager Console			PSEAdmin			$secure$			Admin


			Perle			CS9000			any			Console			admin			superuser			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			admin			mu			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			admin			microbusiness			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli Router						Multi			user			password			Admin


			Planet			WAP-1900/1950/2000			5/2/00			Multi			(none)			default			Admin


			planet			Akcess Point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Polycom			Soundpoint VoIP phones						HTTP			Polycom			SpIp			User


			Polycom			ViewStation 4000			3.5			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin


			Polycom			iPower 9000						Multi			(none)			(none)			Admin


			Prestigio			Nobile			156			Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Psion Teklogix			9150						HTTP			support			h179350			Admin


			Pyramid Computer			BenHur			all			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Radware			Linkproof						ssh			lp			lp			Admin


			Radware			Linkproof			3.73.03			Multi			radware			radware			Admin


			Raidzone			raid arrays									n/a			raidzone


			Ramp Networks			WebRamp									wradmin			trancell


			Ramp Networks			WebRamp									wradmin			trancell


			RedHat			Redhat 6.2						HTTP			piranha			q			User


			RedHat			Redhat 6.2						HTTP			piranha			piranha			User


			Research			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			Col2ogro2			Admin


			Research			BIOS						Console			n/a			Col2ogro2			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio			AP3800C			HTTP			sysadmin			password			Admin


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			setup			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			teacher			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			temp1			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			admin			rmnetlm


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			admin2			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			adminstrator			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskalt			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskman			changeme


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			desknorm			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			deskres			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			guest			(none)


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			replicator			replicator


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			RMUser1			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicalt			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicnorm			password


			RM			RM Connect						Multi			topicres			password


			RoamAbout			RoamAbout R2 Wireless Access Platform						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			sagem			fast 1400w						Multi			root			1234			Admin


			samsung			n620						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Samsung			MagicLAN SWL-3500RG			2.15			HTTP			public			public			Admin			def. WEP keys: 0123456789 1518896203


			Senao			2611CB3+D (802.11b Wireless AP)						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Default IP: 192.168.1.1


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			GEN1			gen1			view/control			Telnet port 2001


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			GEN2			gen2			view/control			Telnet port 2001


			Server Technology			Sentry Remote Power Manager						Multi			ADMN			admn			Admin			Telnet port 2001


			sharp			AR-407/S402						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									eng			engineer


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			op


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			operator


			siemens			hipath						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									su			super


			Siemens			PhoneMail									poll			tech


			Siemens			PhoneMail									sysadmin			sysadmin


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									admin			pwp


			Siemens			PhoneMail									tech			tech


			SIEMENS			SE515						HTTP			admin			n/a			Admin


			Siemens			5940 T1E1 Router			5940-001 v6.0.180-2			Telnet			superuser			admin			Admin


			Siemens			PhoneMail									poll			tech


			Siemens			PhoneMail									sysadmin			sysadmin


			Siemens			PhoneMail									tech			tech


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									admin			pwp


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									eng			engineer


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			op


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									op			operator


			Siemens			ROLM PBX									su			super


			Siemens Nixdorf			PC BIOS						Console			n/a			SKY_FOX			Admin


			Siemens Nixdorf			BIOS						Console			n/a			SKY_FOX			Admin


			Siemens Pro C5			Siemens						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Siips			Trojan			8974202			Multi			Administrator			ganteng			Admin			Thx


			silex technology			PRICOM (Printserver)						Multi			root			(none)			Admin			for telnet / HTTP


			sitara			qosworks						Console			root			(none)			Admin


			Sitecom			All WiFi routers						Multi			(none)			sitecom			Admin


			SmartSwitch			Router 250 ssr2500			v3.0.9			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			SMC			Barricade 7004 AWBR						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			192.168.123.254 (WiFi AP)


			SMC			Router			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			SMC broadband router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			SMC2804WBR			v.1			HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			WiFi Router			All			HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin			model #2804WBRP-G


			SMC			SMB2804WBR			V2			Multi			Administrator			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			7401BRA			1			HTTP			admin			barricade			Admin


			SMC			7401BRA			2			HTTP			smc			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			Barricade7204BRB						HTTP			admin			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			2804wr						HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			Snapgear			Pro			Lite			and SOHO			1.79			Multi			root			default			752			SOHOWARE			NBG800						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin						No			2004-02-31			2005-13-7


			Solution 6			Viztopia Accounts						Multi			aaa			often blank			Admin


			SonicWALL			ALL			ALL			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			SOPHIA (Schweiz) AG			Protector						HTTPS			admin			Protector			Admin


			SOPHIA (Schweiz) AG			Protector						SSH			root			root			Admin


			Speedstream			5861 SMT Router						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			5871 IDSL Router						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			Router 250 ssr250						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			DSL						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Speedstream			5667			R4.0.1			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			SpeedStream			5660						Telnet			n/a			adminttd			Admin


			SpeedXess			HASE-120						Multi			(none)			speedxess			Admin


			Spike			CPE						Console			enable			(none)			Admin


			Sun			JavaWebServer			1.x 2.x			AdminSrv			admin			admin			Admin


			Symbol			Spectrum			series 4100-4121			HTTP			n/a			Symbol			Admin			Access Point Wireless


			TANDBERG			TANDBERG			8000			Multi			(none)			TANDBERG			Admin			http://www.tandberg.net/collateral/user_manuals/TANDBERG_8000_UserMan.pdf


			T-Comfort			Routers						HTTP			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Team Xodus			XeniumOS			2.3			FTP			xbox			xbox			Admin


			Teklogix			Accesspoint						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Teledat			Routers						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Teletronics			WL-CPE-Router			5/3/02			HTTPS			admin			1234			Admin


			Telewell			TW-EA200						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Telindus			1124						HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Telindus			SHDSL1421			yes			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Tellabs			Titan 5500			FP 6.x			Multi			tellabs			tellabs#1			Admin


			Tellabs			7120						Multi			root			admin_1			Admin			telnet on port 3083


			Tiara			1400			3.x			Console			tiara			tiaranet			Admin			also known as Tasman Networks routers


			Troy			ExtendNet 100zx						Multi			admin			extendnet			Admin			dizphunKt


			TVT System			Expresse G5						Multi			craft			(none)			Admin


			TVT System			Expresse G5 DS1 Module						Multi			(none)			enter			Admin


			UNEX			Routers						HTTP			n/a			password			Admin


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			NAU			NAU			Privileged			Network Administration Utility


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			ADMINISTRATOR			ADMINISTRATOR			Admin


			Unisys			ClearPath MCP						Multi			HTTP			HTTP			Web Server Administration


			US Robotics			USR8000			1.23 / 1.25			Multi			root			admin			Admin			DSL-Router. Web-Login always uses user root


			US Robotics			USR8550			3.0.5			Multi			Any			12345			Any			Best Modem


			US ROBOTICS			ADSL Ethernet Modem						HTTP			(none)			12345			Admin


			US Robotics			SureConnect ADSL			SureConnect ADSL			Telnet			support			support			User			works after 3rd login trial


			us21100060			hp omibook 6100						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			VASCO			VACMAN Middleware			2.x			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			strong authentication server


			Verifone			Verifone Junior			2.05						(none)			166816


			Verilink			NE6100-4 NetEngine			IAD 3.4.8			Telnet			(none)			(none)			Guest


			Visual Networks			Visual Uptime T1 CSU/DSU			1			Console			admin			visual			Admin


			Watch guard			firebox 1000						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Watchguard			SOHO and SOHO6			all versions			FTP			user			pass			Admin			works only from the inside LAN


			westell			2200						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Westell			Versalink 327						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Wyse			Winterm			5440XL			Console			root			wyse			Admin


			Wyse			Winterm			5440XL			VNC			VNC			winterm			VNC


			Wyse			Winterm			9455XL			BIOS			(none)			Fireport			BIOS			Case Sensitive


			Wyse			winterm						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Wyse			rapport			4.4			FTP			rapport			r@p8p0r+			ftp logon to controlling ftp server.


			Xavi			7000-ABA-ST1						Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Xavi			7001						Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			xd			xdd			xddd			Multi			xd			xd			Admin


			Xerox			Multi Function Equipment						Multi			admin			2222			Admin			combo fax/scanner/printer with network access


			Xerox			WorkCenter Pro 428						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			xerox			xerox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			xerox			xerox						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Xerox			Document Centre 425						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			xerox			work centre pro 35						HTTP			admin			1111			Admin


			X-Micro			X-Micro WLAN 11b Broadband Router			1.2.2 1.2.2.3 1.2.2.4 1.6.0.0			Multi			super			super			Admin			From BUGTRAQ


			X-Micro			X-Micro WLAN 11b Broadband Router			1.6.0.1			HTTP			1502			1502			Admin			From BUGTRAQ


			X-Micro			WLAN 11b Access Point			2/1/02			Multi			super			super			Admin			http://secunia.com/advisories/11342/


			Xylan			Omniswitch						Telnet			admin			switch			Admin


			Xylan			Omniswitch						Telnet			diag			switch			Admin


			Xylan			omniswitch						Multi			admin			switch			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			xyplex			switch			3.2			Console			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Xyplex			Routers						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			access			User


			Xyplex			Terminal Server						Port 7000			n/a			system			Admin


			Yakumo			Routers						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Zcom			Wireless						SNMP			root			admin			Admin


			ZOOM			ZOOM ADSL Modem						Console			admin			zoomadsl			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige						HTTP			n/a			1234			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige						FTP			root			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige						Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige 643						Console			(none)			1234			Admin


			ZyXEL			Prestige 652HW-31 ADSL Router						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige 100IH						Console			n/a			1234			Admin


			Zyxel			ZyWall 2						HTTP			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Zyxel			adsl routers			All ZyNOS Firmwares			Multi			admin			1234			Admin			this is default for dsl routers provided by the ISP firstmile.no


			ZyXEL			Prestige 650						Multi			1234			1234			Admin


			Deutsch Telekomm			T-Sinus 130 DSL						HTTP			(none)			0			Admin


			inchon			inchon			inchon			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			inchon


			Benq			awl 700 wireless router			1.3.6 Beta-002			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Konica/ Minolta			Di 2010f			n/a			HTTP			n/a			0			Admin			Printer configuration interface


			Sybase			EAServer						HTTP			jagadmin			(none)			Admin			Source : Manufactor documentation


			Logitech			Logitech Mobile Headset						Bluetooth			(none)			0			audio access			Thierry Zoller (Thierry@sniff-em.com)


			Cisco			Ciso Aironet 1100 series			Rev. 01			HTTP			(none)			Cisco			Admin


			HP			ISEE						Multi			admin			isee			Admin


			IBM			3583 Tape Library						HTTP			admin			secure			Admin


			Asus			wl503g			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			wl500			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			wl300			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sigma			Sigmacoma IPshare			Sigmacom router v1.0			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			effes2004@gmail.com


			Ricoh			Aficio 2228c						Multi			sysadmin			password			Admin			Webpage admin


			Linksys			WAP54G			2			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Westell			Wirespeed						Multi			admin			password			Admin			also try password: sysAdmin


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 2430DL			All			Multi			(none)			(none)			Admin			Taken from reference manual for product


			KTI			KS-2260						Telnet			superuser			123456			special CLI			can be disabled by renaming the regular login name to superuser


			Oracle			Oracle RDBMS			Any			Multi			system/manager			sys/change_on_install			Admin


			Infosmart			SOHO router						HTTP			admin			0			Admin


			Pansonic			KXTD1232						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Areca			RAID controllers						Console			admin			0			Admin


			Avaya			Definity						Multi			dadmin			dadmin01			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			ALAT8326GB						Multi			manager			manager			Admin


			Sun			Cobalt						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			submit by Nabil Ouchn


			iblitzz			BWA711/All Models			All			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			This Information Works On All Models Of The Blitzz Line


			Netgear			dg834g						HTTP			admin			password			Admin			it should be work also with dg834gt


			E-Con			Econ DSL Router						Router			admin			epicrouter			Admin			DSL Router


			Allied Telesyn			AT8016F						Console			manager			friend			Admin


			Dell			Laser Printer 3000cn / 3100cn						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Sonic-X			SonicAnime			on			Telnet			root			admin			Admin			101010100001010


			Siemens			SpeedStream 4100						HTTP			admin			hagpolm1			Admin			DSL Modem and Router


			Wanadoo			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Pirelli			Pirelli AGE-SB						HTTP			admin			smallbusiness			Admin


			McData			FC Switches/Directors						Multi			Administrator			password			Admin


			BBR-4MG and BBR-4HG			BUFFALO			ALL			HTTP			root			n/a			Admin


			Swissvoice			IP 10S						Telnet			target			password			Admin


			creative			2015U						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Tandberg Data			DLT8000 Autoloader 10x						Console			n/a			10023			Maintenance


			IBM			Infoprint 6700			http://www.phenoelit.de/dpl/dpl.html			Multi			root			(none)			Admin			Also works for older 4400 printers and probably Printronics equivalents as well.


			ASUS			WL-500G			1.7.5.6			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Phoenix v1.14			Phoenix v1.14						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			asus			WL500g						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Symbol			AP-2412						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			2Mbps FH AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-3020						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			2Mbps FH AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4111						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4121						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			Symbol			AP-4131						Multi			n/a			Symbol			Admin			11Mbps DS AccessPoint


			telindus			telindus			2002			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			us robotic			adsl gateway wireless router						wireless router			support			support			super user access			I find it on a manual


			D-Link			Dsl-300g+			Teo			Telnet			(none)			private			Admin


			D-Link			DSL-300g+			Teo			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Billion			BIPAC-640 AC			640AE100			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin


			Blue Coat Systems			ProxySG			3.x			HTTP			admin			articon			Admin			access to command line interface via ssh and web gui


			KTI			KS2600						Console			admin			123456			Admin


			KTI			KS2260						Console			admin			123			Admin


			Exabyte			Magnum20						FTP			anonymous			Exabyte			Admin


			Sorenson			SR-200						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.1


			McAfee			SCM 3100			4.1			Multi			scmadmin			scmchangeme			Admin


			Zebra			10/100 Print Server						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			apple			airport5			1.0.09			Multi			root			admin			Admin			192.168.1.1


			Xerox			DocuCentre 425						HTTP			admin			22222			Admin			works for access panel 2


			NOKIA			7360						Multi			(none)			9999			Admin


			Advantek Networks			Wireless LAN 802.11 g/b						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			http://www.advanteknetworks.com/


			ZyXEL			Prestige 900						HTTP			webadmin			1234			Admin			192.168.1.1:8080


			LG			Aria iPECS			All			Console			(none)			jannie			maintenance			dealer backdoor password


			Corecess			6808 APC						Telnet			corecess			corecess			User


			NRG or RICOH			DSc338 Printer			1.19			HTTP			(none)			password			Admin			no user


			Xerox			Document Centre 405			-			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Proxim			Orinoco 600/2000			All			HTTP			(none)			(none)			Admin			WLAN accesspoint


			SMC			Router/Modem			BR7401			Multi			admin			barricade			Admin


			Netgear			Router/Modem						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			Nullsoft			Shoutcast			9/1/05			PLS			admin			changeme			Admin


			Conexant			Router						HTTP			n/a			epicrouter			Admin


			Network Everywhere			NWR11B						HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			Netgear			MR314						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Aethra			Starbridge EU						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Milan			mil-sm801p						Multi			root			root			Admin


			cisco			2600						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			giga			8ippro1000						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Netgear			GSM7224						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Gericom			Phoenix						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Bausch Datacom			Proxima PRI ADSL PSTN Router4 Wireless						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Sun Microsystems			ILOM of X4100			1			HTTP			root			changeme			Admin


			dlink			adsl						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Conexant			Router						HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin			yes


			Edimax			ES-5224RXM						Multi			admin			123			Admin


			IronPort			Messaging Gateway Appliance						Multi			admin			ironport			Admin


			3c om			812						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Asante			FM2008						Multi			admin			asante			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						HTTP			webadmin			webadmin			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						Telnet			admin			admin			Admin


			Broadlogic			XLT router						Telnet			installer			installer			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet						Multi			(none)			_Cisco			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet						Multi			Cisco			Cisco			Admin


			Cisco			HSE						Multi			root			blender			Admin


			Cisco			HSE						Multi			hsa			hsadb			Admin


			Cisco			WLSE						Multi			root			blender			Admin


			Cisco			WLSE						Multi			wlse			wlsedb			Admin


			Digicom			Michelangelo						Multi			admin			michelangelo			Admin


			Digicom			Michelangelo						Multi			user			password			User


			Enterasys			Vertical Horizon			VH-2402S			Multi			tiger			tiger123			Admin


			Pentaoffice			Sat Router						Telnet			(none)			pento			Admin


			Pirelli			AGE ADSL Router						Multi			admin			microbusiness			Admin


			Pirelli			AGE ADSL Router						Multi			user			password			User


			System/32			VOS						Multi			install			secret			Admin


			Tandem			TACL						Multi			super.super			(none)			Admin


			Tandem			TACL						Multi			super.super			master			Admin


			VxWorks			misc						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			VxWorks			misc						Multi			guest			guest			Guest


			Wang			Wang						Multi			CSG			SESAME			Admin


			Westell			Wang						Multi			CSG			SESAME			Admin


			Westell			Wirespeed wireless router						Multi			admin			sysAdmin			Admin


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			CNET			CNET 4PORT ADSL MODEM			CNAD NF400			Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G			SMCWBR14-G			HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			asmack			router			ar804u			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			JAHT			adsl router			AR41/2A			HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			D-Link			firewall			dfl-200			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			ovislink			WL-1120AP						Multi			root			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54G			All Revisions			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin


			canyon			router						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin


			3COM			CoreBuilder			7000/6000/3500/2500			Telnet			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Kalatel			Calibur DSR-2000e						Multi			n/a			3477			Admin


			Kalatel			Calibur DSR-2000e						on-screen menu system			n/a			8111			restore factory defaults


			IBM			T20						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			3com			officeconnect						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			3com			office connect			11g			Multi			admin			(none)			User


			Asus			WL500g Deluxe						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			IBM			IBM						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Pentagram			Cerberus ADSL modem + router						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			SMC			Modem/Router						HTTP			cusadmin			highspeed			Customer Admin			Comcast Commercial High Speed Modem model number 8013WG


			ihoi			oihoh			lknlkn			HTTP			Administrator			pilou			Admin


			corecess			3113						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			AXUS			AXUS YOTTA						Multi			n/a			0			Admin			Storage DAS SATA to SCSI/FC


			D-link			DSL500G						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Asus			P5P800						Multi			n/a			admin			User


			Dell			Remote Access Card						HTTP			root			calvin			Admin


			d-link			di-524						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			ion			nelu			nel			Multi			n/a			admin			Admin			vreau ceva


			ion			nelu			nel			Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin			vreau ceva


			D-link			DSL-504T						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Planet			ADE-4110						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Planet			XRT-401D						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			ASMAX			AR701u / ASMAX AR6024						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			ASMAX			AR800C2						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			ASMAX			AR800C2						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			D-link			DSL-G604T						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Cisco			Aironet 1200						HTTP			root			Cisco			Admin


			D-link			Di-707p router						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			model WRT54GC compact wireless-G broadband router						Multi			(none)			admin			Admin


			Minolta QMS			Magicolor 3100			3.0.0			HTTP			operator			(none)			Admin


			IBM			Remote Supervisor Adapter (RSA)						HTTP			USERID			PASSW0RD			Admin


			IBM			BladeCenter Mgmt Console						HTTP			USERID			PASSW0RD			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor 2600						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			LG			LAM200E / LAM200R						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Linksys			AG 241 - ADSL2 Gateway with 4-Port Switch						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Micronet			3351 / 3354						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Planet			ADE-4000						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SAGEM			FAST 1400						Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			SMC			7204BRA						Multi			smc			smcadmin			Admin


			U.S. Robotics			SureConnect 9003 ADSL Ethernet/USB Router						Multi			root			12345			Admin


			U.S. Robotics			SureConnect 9105 ADSL 4-Port Router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			3COM			OfficeConnect ADSL Wireless 11g Firewall Router			3CRWDR100-72			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			ZyXEL			Prestige 645						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			olitec (Trendchip)			sx 202 adsl modem router						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Firmware: 2.7.0.9(UE0.B1C)3.3.0.23


			Entrust			getAccess			4.x and 7.x			Web Admin gui			websecadm			changeme			Admin			Access to Admin Gui via /sek-bin/login.gas.bat


			Cable And Wireless			ADSL Modem/Router						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			Telco Systems			Edge Link 100						Console			telco			telco			telco


			ZyXEL ZyWALL Series			Prestige 660R-61C						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			DI624			D-LINK			C3			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			hardcoded for Verizon FiOS


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G						HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin			mentioned password (no passwd) on your webpage is wrong


			Ricoh			Aficio AP3800C			2.17			HTTP			(none)			password			Admin			alternative to sysadmin and Admin


			Wyse			Winterm 3150						VNC			n/a			password			Admin			by satadru


			Ricoh			Aficio 2232C						Telnet			n/a			password			Admin


			edimax			wireless adsl router			AR-7024			Multi			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus 154 DSL			13.9.38			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin			thx to AwdCzAb


			Asmax			Ar-804u						HTTP			admin			epicrouter			Admin


			aztech			DSL-600E						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			comtrend			ct536+						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Quintum Technologies Inc.			Tenor Series			all			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_inst			pbxk1064			Installer


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_admi			kilo1987			Admin


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_oper			help1954			Operator


			Alcatel			OmniPCX Office			4.1			FTP			ftp_nmc			tuxalize			NMC


			Netgear			ADSL Modem DG632			V3.3.0a_cx			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Allied Telesyn			AT-AR130 (U) -10						HTTP			Manager			friend			Admin			Default IP is 192.168.242.242


			Mikrotik			Router OS			9/2/17			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netgear			WGT634U						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			all			HTTP			user			(none)			User


			Ricoh			AP410N			1.13			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			3ware			3DM						HTTP			Administrator			3ware			Admin


			Netgear			FWG114P						Multi			n/a			admin			password


			ALCATEL			4400						Console			mtcl			(none)			User


			Netgear			GS724t			V1.0.1_1104			HTTP			n/a			password			Admin


			CTC Union			ATU-R130			81001a			Multi			root			root			Admin


			3Com			Shark Fin			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			User			Password			Diagnostics page			192.160.100.1


			Scientific Atlanta			DPX2100			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			admin			w2402			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1


			Terayon			Unknown			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			(none)			(none)			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1/diagnostics_page.html


			Terayon			Unknown			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			(none)			(none)			diagnostics page			192.168.100.1/diagnostics_page.html


			Linksys			Comcast			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			comcast			1234			diagnostics			192.168.0.1/docsisdevicestatus.asp


			NetGear			Comcast			Comcast-supplied			HTTP			comcast			1234			diagnostics page			192.168.0.1/docsisdevicestatus.html


			Zyxel			Prestige 660HW						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Atlantis			A02-RA141						Multi			admin			atlantis			Admin


			Atlantis			I-Storm Lan Router ADSL						Multi			admin			atlantis			Admin			(submit by fedematico)


			Linksys			WAG54GS						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			IBM			T42						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Huawei			MT880r						Multi			TMAR#HWMT8007079			(none)			Admin			mpacheco.inimigo.com


			OKI			C5700						HTTP			root			the 6 last digit of the MAC adress			Admin			running with other models


			Sagem			F@st 1200 (Fast 1200)						Telnet			root			1234			User			root/1234


			Minolta QMS			Magicolor 3100			3.0.0			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			Gives access to Accounting


			Ricoh			Aficio 2020D						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Juniper			ISG2000						Multi			netscreen			netscreen			Admin			Just a note - netscreen is now made by Juniper - otherwise no change


			Linksys/ Cisco			RTP300 w/2 phone ports			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Linksys/ Cisco			RTP300 w/2 phone ports			1			HTTP			user			tivonpw			update access			use for flashing firmware


			samsung			modem/router			aht-e300			Multi			admin			password			Admin			after reset


			mediatrix 2102			mediatrix 2102						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Draytek			Vigor 2900+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			smc			smc 7904BRA						Multi			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			DLINK			604						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			ZyXel			Prestige P660HW						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			topsec			firewall						Multi			superman			talent			Admin


			US Robotics			USR9110						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			default IP subnet: 192.168.1.0


			CNET			CSH-2400W			unk			HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Psionteklogix			9160			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			AirTies RT-210			AirTies RT-210			AirTies RT-210			Telnet			admin			admin			Admin			AirTies RT-210


			Siemens			SE560dsl						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Also has an account with: user/user


			Psionteklogix			9160			1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Netgear			WG602			1.7.x			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			Default IP: DHCP or 192.168.0.227


			SSA			BPCS			Up to 5.02			Multi			SSA			SSA			Admin			rarely changed/used for upgrades-patches


			Minolta PagrPro			QMS 4100GN PagePro						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Secure Computing			Webwasher			all			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Cisco			CallManager						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			nabil ouchn


			Cisco			WSLE			all			all			wlseuser			wlsepassword			User			see also enable passwd


			Cisco			WLSE			all			Console			enable			(none)			enable			use with wlseuser


			Netgear			CG814CCR			2			Multi			cusadmin			highspeed			Admin			Comcast small business router. Default access at 10.1.10.1


			Brother			NC-2100p						Multi			(none)			access			Admin			NC-2100p Print Server


			Signamax			065-7726S						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Switch


			Panasonic			PBX TDA 100/200/400			all			Console			(none)			1234			Admin			google.com search q panasonic pbx tda 100 default password


			Zyxel			Router			650-1			Telnet			(none)			1234			Admin			Telefonica


			Huawei			mt820			V100R006C01B021			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Telefonica Colombia ADSL


			Irongate			NetSurvibox 266			1			HTTP			admin			NetSurvibox			Admin


			netgear			sc101						management software			admin			password			Admin


			Bluecoat			ProxySG (all model)			SGOS 3 / SGOS4			HTTPS (8082)			admin			admin			Admin


			SMC			smc7904wbrb						Multi			(none)			smcadmin			Admin


			SMC			SMC7004VBR						HTTP			n/a			smcadmin			Admin


			Symbol			CB3000			A1			HTTPS			admin			symbol			Admin			Default IP 10.10.1.1


			Xerox			240a						HTTP			admin			x-admin			Admin


			Ericsson			MD110						Telnet			MD110			help			Admin


			Ericsson			BP250						HTTP			admin			default			Admin


			Cisco			Cisco Wireless Location Appliance			2700 Series prior to 2.1.34.0			Multi			root			password			Admin			Added by DPL admin. From http://www.securitytracker.com/alerts/2006/Oct/1017056


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 4.00.0			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			G+ mode (125Mbps) integration


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 0.01.06			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			WPA-PSK implemented


			Topcom			Wireless Webr@cer 1154+ PSTN (Annex A)			V 0.01.09			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Improved wireless stability


			Sercom			IP806GA						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sercom			IP806GB						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			draytek			Vigor3300 series						Telnet			draytek			1234			Admin


			netgear			DG834GT			192.168.0.1			Multi			admin			Password			Admin


			d-link			ads500g						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Konica Minolta			magicolor 5430 DL						HTTP			admin			administrator			Admin


			planet			akcess point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Sharp			AR-M355N						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin


			Sharp			MX-3501n						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			3com			LANplex			2500			Telnet			n/a			admin			Admin


			Cisco			MeetingPlace						Console			technician			2 + last 4 of Audio Server chasis Serial case-sensitive + 561384			Admin			Used for Audio Server or MeetingTime software


			cuproplus			bus						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			wline			w3000g						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			Tandberg			6000MXP						Multi			Admin			(none)			Admin


			hp			2300						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Actiontec			Wireless Broadband Router						Multi			admin			password			Admin			Verizon Fios Setup


			D-Link			DI-634M						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Silvercrest			WR-6640Sg						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Deutsche Telekom			T-Sinus 1054 DSL			All			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin


			Netgear			FVS114			GR			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Nokia			M1921						Telnet			(none)			nokai			Admin


			Nokia			ADSL router M1921						Telnet			(none)			nokia			Admin


			Siemens			Speedstream SS2614			Hardware V. 01			HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin


			TrendNET			TEW-435BRM			1			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Netgear			RO318						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			ZTE			ZXDSL 831			4.2			Multi			ADSL			expert03			Admin			Default Password if user does not change it


			Alcatel			7300 ASAM						TL1			SUPERUSER			ANS#150			Admin


			Shoretel			ALL						HTTP			admin			changeme			Admin


			stratacom			all			all			Multi			stratacom			stratauser			Admin


			Toshiba			E-Studio 3511c						HTTP			Admin			123456			Admin			Multifunction Printer/Copier/Scanner/Fax


			Xerox			WorkCentre 7132						Multi			11111			x-admin			Admin


			Sharp			AL-1655CS						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin


			3Com			3CRWDR100A-72			2.06 (Sep 21 2005 14:24:48)			HTTP			admin			1234admin			Admin			Provided by Ya.com provider in Spain


			Juniper			Netscreen			3.2			Console			serial#			serial#			Admin			Resets to factory settings


			Cisco			ONS			all			Multi			CISCO15			otbu+1			Admin			Optical Network System - http/TL1


			Telewell			TW-EA501			v1			Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			NOMADIX			AG5000						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Mediatrix			MDD 2400/2600						Console			administrator			(none)			Admin			From the Getting Started Guide (Draft)


			Dell			2161DS Console Switch						HTTP			Admin			(none)			Admin			case sensitive username


			digicom			Wavegate 54C						HTTP			Admin			(none)			Admin


			Siemens			Hipath			3300-3750			Custom program			31994			31994			Admin


			Sparklan			Wx-6215 D and G						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Applied Innovations			AIscout						Multi			scout			scout			supervisor


			Planet			WAP 4000						Multi			admin			admin			Admin			Default IP is 192.168.1.1


			fon			La fonera			0.7.1 r1			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			fon.com


			Lanier			Digital Imager			LD124c			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Netgear			WGT624						Serial console			Gearguy			Geardog			Admin			see http://wiki.openwrt.org/OpenWrtDocs/Hardware/Netgear/WGT624


			Dell			PowerConnect 2724						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			D-Link			DI-524			E1			Telnet			Alphanetworks			wrgg15_di524			Admin			Password is actually firmware image signature. (use hex editor on .bin)


			DIGICOM			Michelangelo Wave108						HTTP			root			admin			Admin


			US Robotics			USR9106						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			SpeedStream 5200-Serie			SpeedStream						Telnet			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Siemens			Gigaset			All			Multi			(none)			0			Admin


			Comtrend			ct-536+						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Comtrend			ct-536+						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			2wire			wifi routers			n/a			HTTP			none			Wireless			Admin			Almost all 2wire routers


			Sphairon			(Versatel WLAN-Router)						Multi			admin			passwort			Admin


			HP			MSL Series Libraries						Multi			Factory			56789			Admin			Factory password under Utilities. For all functions unlocked.


			Overland			NEO Series Libraries						Multi			Factory			56789			Admin			Factory password under Utilities. For all functions unlocked.


			OKI			6120e and 421n						HTTP			admin			OkiLAN			Admin


			siemen			speedstream 5400			059-e440-a02			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Various			DD-WRT			v23 SP1 Final			HTTP			root			admin			Admin			Alternative firmware


			Aztecj			DSL 600EU			62.53.2			Telnet			root			admin			Admin


			Aztecj			DSL 600EU			62.53.2			HTTP			isp			isp			Admin			backdoor - not in all f/w versions


			Linksys			rv082						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			AVAYA			P333						Telnet			Administrator			ggdaseuaimhrke			Admin


			AVAYA			P333						Telnet			root			ggdaseuaimhrke			Admin


			Infoblox			INFOBLOX Appliance						Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Avocent			Cyclade			Linux hostnamehere 2.6.11 #1 Tue Mar 28 13:31:20 PST 2006 ppc unknown			Multi			root			tslinux			Admin			http://www.cyclades.com.au


			EMC			DS-4100B						Console			admin			(none)			Admin			EMC Fiber Switch


			Citel			Handset Gateway						HTTP			citel			password			Admin


			Citel			Handset Gateway						Telnet			(none)			citel			Admin


			Grandstream			GXP-2000						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			SysMaster			M10						HTTP			admin			12345			Admin


			pfSense			pfSense Firewall			1.0.1			Multi			admin			pfsense			Admin			http://www.pfsense.com


			ASUS			ASUS WL-330 Pocket Wireless Access Point						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://192.168.1.1


			Planex			BRL-04UR						Multi			admin			0			Admin


			maxdata			7000x						Multi			n/a			(none)			Admin


			Conceptronic			C54BRS4						Multi			admin			1234			Admin			Its a Generic Router From Conceptronic - Probably they can be all the same


			OPEN Networks			812L						HTTP			root			0P3N			Admin


			Thomson			Wireless Cable Gateway			DCW725			HTTP			(none)			admin			Admin			SSID : THOMSON (Credit to Renaud Feil)


			Thomson			SpeedTouch AP			180			HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin			SSID : SpeedTouch180 (credit Renaud Feil)


			KASDA			KD318-MUI			kasda adsl router and modem			Multi			admin			adslroot			Admin


			Intracom			jetSpeed			520/520i			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			L3x


			cisco			2600 router						Telnet			cisco			(none)			Admin


			Edimax			EW-7206APG						HTTP			admin			1234			Admin


			SMC			SMCWBR14-G						HTTP			(none)			smcadmin			Admin			DeFaults:: IP Address: 192.168.2.1 - Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0


			ASUS			ASUS SMTA Router			Firmware: 3.5.1.3(C0.0.7.4) - Hardware: 1100(AVG6002 REV:2.26A)			HTTP + Telnet			admin			admin			Admin			Router / VoIP Gateway (@ 192.168.3.1)


			linksys			wrt54g						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Addon			GWAR3000/ARM8100						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			http://www.addon-tech.com


			ZyXeL			660HW						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			terra


			Netgear			Wifi Router			WGT 624 v3			HTTP			admin			password			Admin			slawcio26


			Apache			Tomcat Web Server Administration Tool			5			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			Sitecom			WL-0xx up to WL-17x			all			Multi			admin			admin			Admin			often on port 88


			greatspeed			DSL						HTTP			netadmin			nimdaten			Admin			ETB Colombia


			Nokia			M1122			unknown			Multi			(none)			Telecom			Admin			New Zealand


			Nortel			VPN Gateway						Console			admin			admin			Admin


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Console			maintainer			bcpb+serial#			Admin			serial# has to be in caps


			Fortinet			Fortigate						Console			maintainer			admin			Admin


			Crossbeam			COS / XOS						Lilo boot			(none)			x40rocks			Admin			At the LILO boot prompt type linux single


			Edimax			Edimax Fast Ethernet Switch						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Prolink			H9000 Series						HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			netgear			dg834						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Brother			MFC-420CN			Firmware Ver.C			Multi			n/a			access			Admin			multifunction printer copier


			D-Link			DWL-G730AP			1.1			HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin			http://192.168.0.30


			Fujitsu Siemens			Fibre Channel SAN storage FX 60						HTTP			manage			!manage			Admin


			Fujitsu Siemens			Fibre Channel SAN storage FX 60						Telnet			manage			!manage			Admin


			Spectra Logic			64000 Gator						Multi			administrator			(none)			Admin			Has no password


			Spectra Logic			64000 Gator						Multi			operator			(none)			User			Has no password


			HP			t5000 Thin Client series						Console			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Huawei			MT880						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			ATL			P1000						Multi			operator			1234			User			Tape Library Operator Access


			ATL			P1000						Multi			Service			5678			Service Maintenance Admin			Tape Library Service Access


			Topcom			Skyr@cer Pro AP 554			1.93			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Wireless Access Point


			Netgear			FSM7326P 24+2 L3 mANAGED PoE Switch						HTTP			admin			(none)			Admin


			seninleyimben			@skan			el rattani			FTP			admin			admin			Admin			11182360608


			Sagem			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Inventel			Livebox						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			INOVA			ONT4BKP (IP clock)			all			Telnet			iclock			timely			Admin			Network clock


			D-Link			G624T						Multi			admin			admin			Admin


			Ricoh			Ricoh			Aficio MP 3500 1.0			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin			Nabil OUCHN


			infacta			group mail						Multi			Administrator			(none)			Admin


			Linksys			WRT54GS			V4			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Lanier			LD335						HTTP			supervisor			(none)			Admin


			3COM			OfficeConnect 812 ADSL						Multi			Administrator			admin			Admin			terra


			Comcast Home Networking			Comcast Home Networking			ALL			HTTP			comcast			(none)			Admin


			SMC			SMC8013WG-CCR			2.11.19-1d			HTTP			mso			w0rkplac3rul3s			Admin			Comcast Business Gateway w the int LAN IP 10.1.10.1 and login cusadmin highspeed


			Zyxel			ES-2108						Multi			admin			1234			Admin


			D-Link			WBR-1310			B-1			Multi			admin			(none)			Admin


			Sharp			AR-M155						HTTP			admin			Sharp			Admin			Note the Capital S


			Sharp			MX-5500						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Different to other sharp units


			Toshiba			E-Studio 4511c						HTTP			admin			123456			Admin


			Leviton			47611-GT5						Multi			admin			leviton			Admin


			Nortel			Passport 2430						Telnet			Manager			(none)			Admin


			BUFFALO			WLAR-L11-L / WLAR-L11G-L						HTTP			root			(none)			Admin


			Xerox			6204						Multi			n/a			0			Admin


			iDirect			iNFINITY series			3000/5000/7000			Telnet			admin			P@55w0rd!			Admin			to enable ssh connections to the router: service sshd start


			iDirect			iNFINITY series			3000/5000/7000			ssh			root			iDirect			Admin			first enable sshd telnet to router: service sshd start


			US Robotics			USR5462						HTTP			n/a			admin			Admin


			telecom			home hauwei						Multi			operator			(none)			Admin


			Davolink			DV2020						HTTP			user			user			unknown


			motorola			sgb900						HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			zyxel			g-570s						Multi			n/a			admin			Admin


			Beetel			ADSL Modem			220X			Multi			admin			password			Admin			Beetel Model Provided By Airtel In India


			Linksys			WAG354G			2			HTTP			admin			admin			Admin			Applies to other linksys too


			QLogic			SANbox 5602 Fibre Channel Switch						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			QLogic			SANbox 5602 Fibre Channel Switch						Multi			images			images			User


			Lucent			Cellpipe			20A-GX-UK			Console			n/a			admin			Admin


			Buffalo Technology			TeraStation						Multi			admin			password			Admin


			linksys			wag354g						Telnet			admin			admin			User


			Thomson			TCW-710						Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			ono


			Ricoh			Aficio 551						Multi			(none)			sysadm			Admin


			Cisco			PIX			6.3			Console			enable			(none)			Admin


			Guru			Wireless ADSL2						HTTP			admin			admin			Admin


			Colubris			MSC						HTTP			admin			admin			User			for all Colubris Devices


			Netgear			WGR614			v6			HTTP			admin			draadloos			Admin			Dutch routers


			T-Com			Speedport Router Family			all			HTTP			(none)			0			Admin			works with nearly all routers of the speedport family


			Mikrotik			Mikrotik						Telnet			admin			(none)			Admin


			Zyxel			Prestige 650HW31			31			Telnet			192.168.1.1 60020			@dsl_xilno			Admin


			Netgear			MR814			v1			HTTP			admin			password			Admin


			Motorola			SURFboard			SBV5120			HTTP			admin			motorola			Admin


			linksys			BEFW11S4			2			Multi			(none)			admin			Admin			Comes up as BEFW11S4 V.2 when you try and log into it.


			WLAN_3D			Router						HTTP			Administrator			admin			Admin


			Brother			HL5270DN						HTTP			admin			access			Admin


			TrendMicro			InterScan 7.0						HTTP			admin			imss7.0			Admin


			Promise			NS4300N NAS						Shell			engmode			hawk201			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio 1018d						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Ricoh			Aficio 1013F						HTTP			n/a			sysadm			Admin


			Polycom			SoundPoint IP Phones						HTTP			Polycom			456			Admin			username is case sensitive
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1 Introduction



The objective of this document is to give a baseline of security to be implemented on ArcelorMittal group Windows 7 workstation.


2 Security principles



2.1 User privileges on Windows 7 workstations



The requirements for user privileges on workstations are in principle:



· By default all users get a standard user account on their workstation. 



· In case a user regularly needs administrator rights on his workstation, he will get another account, with administrator rights on his workstation only and no access to Internet or e-mail. This account should not have rights to any domain resources either. For actions requiring admin rights the user will be prompted to enter his admin account and password.



· Only on exceptional basis a user can get an account with administrator rights on his workstation (e.g. developers).



2.1.1 Standard user account access on Windows 7



By default all users get a standard user account on their workstation. This standard user account has no admin rights.



· Users mustn’t be allowed to perform administrative task.


· Usage of local accounts on the workstations is forbidden.


· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for credentials” mode for non-admin users.


· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for consent” mode for admin users.



· Enumerate administrator accounts on elevation is disabled



2.1.2 Administrative access on Windows 7



2.1.2.1 Local administrative rights



Users who want admin rights need to justify them and then they must have a separate id. This separate ID MUST be authorized only to log on to the specific workstation:


· The separate admin account DOESN’T have any rights in Active Directories.


· The separate admin account CAN’T have a mailbox.


· The separate admin account CAN’T have Internet access.


· The separate admin account SHOULD BE limited with no access to normal user account data.


· Users must logon using their standard account.



· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for credentials” mode for non-admin users.



· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for consent” mode for admin users.



· Enumerate administrator accounts on elevation is disabled.



· Validity of the account:



· In most cases the given account is valid for a temporary time period: 1week max.



· On exceptional basis, the given account can be permanent (e.g. mobile, or IT people - IT ‘infrastructure’ people for the most part).


2.1.2.2 Exceptions for very specific user


Only on exceptional basis a user can get an account with administrator rights on his workstation (e.g. IT developers).


· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for credentials” mode for non-admin users.



· Control of privileges elevation is done through UAC configured in “prompt for consent” mode for admin users.



2.1.2.3 Global administrative rights



Administrative rights must only be given to IT staff with competent skill and if required by their day to day activities. The rights are given after validation by ArcelorMittal and reviewed at least twice a year.



· Admin accounts are strictly controlled with a specific password policy.



· Admin accounts activity must be traced and logged.



· Review is validated by management.



2.1.2.4 Control of conformance



The user who is authorized to have an admin account mustn’t use this functionality to grant administrator right to his standard account. This is a violation of policy which will be reported to management. 


Two methods to protect against deviation are acceptable:



· A script can be deployed to control this deviation and check whether the standard account has not been put in local admin group.


· An interrogation of the PC in case of virus on PC or other type of security incident.



2.2 Password policy



The password policy that is applied on domain (Active Directory) and locally on the workstation must be compliant with L1SC008 baseline control.


2.3 Remote control



2.3.1 Software configuration


· Microsoft Remote Desktop Services (using Remote Desktop Protocol) to take the workstation remote control MUST be disabled by default, and should only be activated when really needed. In this case, it MUST be controlled by local security groups.


· Microsoft Remote Assistance (using Remote Desktop Protocol) to take session remote control MUST be disabled by default, and should only be activated when really needed. In this case, it MUST be controlled by local security groups.


2.3.2 Authorized people


Remote control tools must be used only by authorized IT staff with authentication controls



· Remote control user list must be defined and validated by ArcelorMittal.


· Remote control user list needs to be reviewed at least twice a year.


· Remote control logs retention is 6 months.


2.3.3 User consent


When a remote control user wants to take remotely a workstation, consent must be asked to the user of the workstation


· Remote control CAN’T be taken without any user consent or user action.


· User MUST be able to disconnect remote control.



· During remote control session, a visible signal MUST be shown to the user of the workstation.



· User MUST be informed when remote control session has ended.



2.3.4 Control



· Control logs retention must be kept 6 months and can be randomly controlled.



2.4 Hard disks



2.4.1 Encryption



To avoid data leakage, all laptop hard disks must be encrypted. In case of desktop with sensitive data, this desktop hard disk MUST also be encrypted.


· User MUSTN’T be able to remove disk encryption.


· Bitlocker keys MUST be managed in Active Directory.


· Pin code or Pass phrase MUST be used to decrypt disk to boot the computer.


2.4.2 External drives



External drives are not forbidden, but it is recommended to limit their usage by encouraging people using internal shared drives.



· When necessary (confidential, sensitive data …) the external drives MUST also be encrypted.



2.5 Local configuration



Specific configuration must be applied on all workstations to limit exposure to different attacks; this list is the minimum requirement.


· Autorun MUST be disabled.



· Antivirus MUST scan external devices when connected.



· Local password policy MUST be enforced to discourage local accounts to be created.



· ScreenSaver lock MUST be set to a value below or equal to 900s, and MUST be password protected.



2.6 Firewall configuration details



Local firewall is activated with different profiles



· Domain



· Public



· Private



On non-Domain profiles, incoming connection must be refused to avoid attackers to enter through vulnerable service.


2.7 Other Devices



It is FORBIDDEN to connect unknown devices (found usb key, external phone), these can be vector of infection.
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1 Reporting Security Incidents and Weaknesses 



1.1 Objective 
The objective of this policy is to ensure that security activity is logged and that security 
violation is reported to all who may be concerned in a timely manner as well as to ensure 
appropriate, effective and timely responses to security incidents and weaknesses. It 
further focuses on avoiding disclosure of incidents to unauthorized parties.  



1.2 Policy Statement 
It is management intent to ensure that all IT Security incidents are reported and resolved 
in a timely manner. The speed and decisiveness with which ArcelorMittal can mount its 
response will determine whether or not a serious incident turns into a nightmare. If the 
response is methodical and well orchestrated, invariably the incident will be controllable. 



1.3 Organizational Scope 
This policy is applicable to all ArcelorMittal Units as well as its affiliated companies and 
companies of which ArcelorMittal has management control, in all geographies where 
ArcelorMittal is represented.  



1.4 Technical Scope 
The technical scope of this policy covers all electronic incidents (e.g.: policy violation, 
fraud, vandalism, theft of information, …) that might threaten ArcelorMittal physical and 
logical IT environment. 
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2 Policy Details 



2.1 Principles 
(a) ArcelorMittal needs to put in place procedures to limit the security weaknesses and to 



give a fast and efficient response to security incidents. 
(b) To be efficient in managing security incidents and weaknesses, an organized 



identification and tracking of such weaknesses and incidents is a mandatory 
requirement.  



(c) Reporting a security weakness or incident might be more damageable than the 
weakness or incident itself if the disclosure is made to non-authorized parties (e.g.: 
one could try to exploit a security weakness when disclosed). It is important that the 
reporting process is clearly defined to avoid such situations. 



(d) Here are some examples of IT security incidents to be reported: 
- Hacking attempts (internal/external) 
- Malware / malicious software spreading (not contained) 
- Unauthorized actions 
- Theft of hardware or sensitive data 
- Any security incident which could extend to, or have impacts on other 
units/segments 



(e) As ArcelorMittal is using a global wide area network interconnecting many sites from 
different business units and segments, themselves sharing some common critical 
applications and infrastructures, it is necessary to define how to avoid that some local 
IT security incidents could affect other business units or segments. 



 



2.2 Standards 
(a) All security incidents and weaknesses will be reported. Please refer to the definitions 



section for clarification on security weaknesses and incidents. 
(b) The security incident/weakness report should contain at least the following 



information: 
i. Reporter reference (User name, process identification) 
ii. Date and time of the report 
iii. Date and time of the discovery 
iv. Location of the issue (e.g.: Building C, room 7) 
v. Asset identification ( e.g.: Computer xyz, printer 123, …) 
vi. Affected system/service (e.g.: SAP, email system, Hyperion, Internet 



access…) 
vii. Description of the issue (e.g.: “My computer keeps rebooting every 60 



seconds or so”, “There is an unattended key of the server room left on top 
of the drawer”, “John Smith has all is user names and passwords written 
under his keyboard.”, …) 



viii. Action steps taken to rectify. 
ix. Analysis of root cause after resolution of the incident. 



(c) The security organisation as described in policy 4.1_IT_Security_Organisation and 
specifically the IT Compliance & Security Officer role at each ArcelorMittal unit will 
ensure that both an incident prevention and incident response process is 
implemented at the applicable ArcelorMittal unit. 



(d) The incident response process will focus on the resolution of IT security incidents in a 
timely manner when they occur. 
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(e) The IT Compliance & Security (C&S) Officer in an ArcelorMittal unit will monitor the 
response to all local security incidents and weaknesses. 



(f) All security incidents which affect, or are likely to affect, 2 or more business units must 
be immediately escalated to the segment C&S Officer by the unit C&S Officer. 



(g) All security incidents not resolved within 8 hours must also be escalated to the 
segment C&S Officer by the unit C&S Officer. 



(h) Upon reception of these alerts, the segment C&S Officer must coordinate actions with 
his unit C&S Officers, and inform all other segment C&S Officers and the Group C&S 
Office. 



(i) All security incidents coordinated at segment level and still not resolved within the 
next 8 hours must be escalated to the Group C&S Office. 



(j) Upon reception of these alerts, the Group C&S Office will coordinate actions with the 
segment C&S Officers. 



 



 



(k) The Group C&S Office can, in the case of persistent security breaches, with a high 
risk of impacting other units, launch any action in order to confine the risk of impacts 
to the originating site, including : 
- Adding filtering rules (Access Control Lists) in the border routers in order to block 
some dangerous traffic 
- Total isolation of the site from the global WAN 



(l) If the unit is not able to overcome the incident within 5 days, the Group C&S Office 
can impose the installation of Intrusion Prevention Systems. 



(m) In any case, the Group C&S Office can launch internally a scan for security 
vulnerabilities at any suspected sites, using dedicated tools. In case major security 
breaches are identified during such scan, the unit concerned will have to launch a 
specific security improvement plan. 
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2.3 Guidelines 
(a) Each ArcelorMittal unit should have a formal IT Security crisis management process 



in place, with appointed persons to be contacted for specific incident types. 
(b) The IT security Crisis Management process should be integrated with the ITSCM (IT 



Service Continuity Management) plan of the applicable ArcelorMittal Unit. 
(c) The Crisis management process should be regularly tested as part of the ITSCM 



Exercise Plan as described in policy 11_5_ITSCM_Exercise_Maintenance. 
(d) The incident prevention process will focus on the prevention of future incidents by 



analyzing reported security weaknesses, resolved IT security incidents (Why did it 
happen) and IT security trends.  



3 Responsibilities & Conformance 



3.1 Roles and responsibilities 



Role Responsibility 



CIO of ArcelorMittal Group The CIO manages and executes the policy on behalf of 
ArcelorMittal Group.   



IT Directors ArcelorMittal 
Units 



The IT director manages and executes the policy on behalf 
of the ArcelorMittal Unit.   



BU higher management Authorize disclosure to external parties. 



IT Compliance & Security 
Officer 



The IT Compliance & Security Officer(s) role is to be 
responsible for: 



(a) Monitoring the execution of the IT Security Policies on 
behalf of the IT manager in his domain.  



(b) The execution of a security awareness program within 
his domain to report security incidents & weaknesses. 



(c) Implementation of an IT security incident prevention 
and incident resolution process within his domain 



(d) Acts as point of contact for any security incident and 
keeps record of all such incidents. 



(e) Escalates security incidents with potential to affect 
other business units. 



Users Report any incident or weakness they’re aware of. 



 



3.2 Implications of non-conformance 
Non-compliance with this policy could result in Information security not effectively 
managed at the applicable ArcelorMittal Unit. 
 



3.3 Enforcement 
Non-conformance is considered serious misconduct and can be ground for disciplinary 
action 
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3.4 Reporting / demonstrating Conformance  
Appointed IT Compliance & Security Officer 
 



3.5 Mandatory Record Keeping 
(a) List of closed and pending weaknesses and incidents 



 



3.6 References 
3.1 Information Security Charter 
4.1 IT Security Organisation 
11.5 ITSCM Exercise Maintenance 
 



4 Definitions 



Term Definition 



IT security incident An IT security incident is any event that poses a threat to the 
integrity, availability or confidentiality of ArcelorMittal 
information systems, applications or data, and might lead to 
major reputational, financial damage or loss of production. 



Security weakness A security weakness is any situation that might lead to a 
security incident. 



Response The response to an incident is the actual effort taken to 
circumvent an incident. 



Remediation/Resolution The remediation or resolution is the procedure and effort 
applied to prevent an incident to occur based on a discovered 
weakness or past incident. 
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		Title:		ArcelorMittal DPA Security Assessment Questionnaire

		Filename:		AM DPA SAQ

		Issue Date:		02 April 2012

		Confidentiality:		Internal Use

		Information Owner:		Group IT Compliance & Security Office

		ArcelorMittal DPA Security Assessment Questionnaire

		Prepared By:		Marc Mathei (IT)

		Reviewed By:		Emmanuel Cauvin (Legal), Hugues Lacaille (IT), Jérôme Fourny (IT)

		Final Approval By:		Group CIO

		Status:		v03

		Date:		2 April 2012

		ArcelorMittal Confidential Information.

		- The distribution of this document is limited to concerned and appropriate people.

- This document is for ArcelorMittal's internal use only and cannot be shared with any third party without prior written consent of Group IT Compliance & Security Office.





DPA

		#		DPA Principles		Supplier's Measures

		Legal

		1		Do you have Binding Corporate Rules (*) in place (or in the course of being adopted) ? Or, alternatively, any corporate policy/contractual commitment applicable to your employees and covering the use of your Customers' Personal Data ?						(*) Binding Corporate Rules :		http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/international-transfers/binding-corporate-rules/index_en.htm

		Employees' awareness

		2		Measures taken to ensure Vendor's employees and sub-contractors are aware about the rules (Handbook, training sessions, etc.)

		Processing Confidentiality & Security				Organization		Technical / Security Controls

		3		Appropriate technical and organizational measures shall be taken against unauthorized or unlawful processing of personal data.

		4		Appropriate technical and organizational measures shall be taken against :

		4.1		- accidental or unlawful destruction of personal data

		4.2		- accidental loss of personal data

		4.3		- accidental alteration of personal data

		4.4		- unauthorized disclosure or access to personal data, in particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network

		5		OWASP (**) aware application development process						(**) OWASP referential :		https://www.owasp.org

		6		Vulnerability / Patch management process

		7		Authentication mechanism and policies

		8		Access rights management policies

		Security Incident / Problem Handling & Remediation

		9		Vendor must share any finding / security incident / security breach observed / noted for services being provided to AM with AM Group IT Compliance Office.

		10		In case of any finding / security incident / security breach observed / noted for services being provided to AM, Vendor must remediate (corrective and preventive actions) and submit the evidences to AM Group IT Compliance Office.

		Audit Reporting & Remediation

		11		Vendor will ensure that any certification against public standards covering the services provided to AM will be made available to AM (current certifications to be mentioned here).

		12		Vendor will make available any and all audit reports issued by it's own internal audit department or by a 3rd party auditor pertaining to the scope of services provided to AM.

		13		Vendor will ensure that any controls deficiency uncovered by any audit (vendor internal, 3rd party), pertaining to the scope of services provided to AM, are resolved in a 3 months timeframe.



&A

&F

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/international-transfers/binding-corporate-rules/index_en.htm

https://www.owasp.org
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Signature Form





Name of COMPANY (legal entity)

_______________________________________________________________________





Address

_______________________________________________________________________





Zip Code

_______________________________________________________________________





Country

_______________________________________________________________________







The purpose of this Signature Form is to form a reciprocal binding contract between Company and any and all other ArcelorMittal Subsidiaries.





1. Data Protection Procedure





The Company agrees be bound by the terms of the ArcelorMittal Data Protection Procedure (“Procedure”) as amended and updated from time to time by the Data Protection Committee (See Section 7.2 of the Procedure). The latest version of the Procedure is published on ArcelorMittal’s corporate Intranet.



The Procedure consists of the following Documents:



		Document



		ArcelorMittal Data Protection Procedure core document



		Schedule I

Principles for processing Personal Data (checklist)



		Schedule II

Rules for setting up a new Information System



		Schedule III

ArcelorMittal IT Baseline Security Controls



		Schedule IV

Security Assessment Questionnaire



		Schedule V

ArcelorMittal Standard Contractual Clause for external service providers



		Schedule VI

Data Protection correspondents & ITCS



		Schedule VII

Audit Checklist



		Schedule VIII

Description of the transfers



		Schedule IX

Data Protection Committee









2. Compliance Officer (Data Protection Correspondent)





The Company hereby appoints the following person as Data Protection correspondent:



Name, First Name

_______________________________________________________________________



e-mail address

_______________________________________________________________________





3. Signature on behalf of Company





This Signature Form and all documents identified in the above table are entered into between Company and any and all other ArcelorMittal Affiliates, as of the Effective Date mentioned below.



Company shall immediately upon signature of this Signature Form communicate an original signed copy of it to the secretary of the ArcelorMittal Data Protection Committee (emmanuel.cauvin@arcelormittal.com).





Name, First Name (*)

_______________________________________________________________________





Function

_______________________________________________________________________





Signature

_______________________________________________________________________





Date (“Effective Date”)

____ / ____ / ____



(*) The signatoree represents and warrants that he/she is duly empowered and authorized to execute this Agreement on behalf of the Company.


List of current Compliance Officers








ArcelorMittal Data Protection Procedure 
 
Summary (v. 1.4) 
 
The purpose of this document is to summarize the main principles underlying the 
ArcelorMittal Data Protection Procedure (“Procedure”). It is not intended to replace or 
supersede the Procedure. This document is not legally binding. 
 
What is “Personal Data” ? 
“Personal Data” (or “Personal Information”) refers to any information relating to an identified 
or identifiable natural person, e.g. name, first name, passport number, social security number, 
email address, IT identifiers, digital signature, contact details, video surveillance, GSM phone 
number… Any data which uniquely identifies a person is a “Personal Data”. 
 
What is the basic idea ? 
The basic idea is that any use of Personal Data creates a risk for the concerned persons 
(fundamental rights, privacy, identity theft). As a consequence, Personal Data must be 
collected only when necessary to achieve legitimate business purposes and must be treated 
with a specific degree of care. The applicable rules extend to the collection, use, and retention 
of Personal Data. People have the the right to control how their personal information is used. 
 
What is the exact scope of the Procedure ? 
This Procedure covers not only Personal Data processed in Europe but also all kinds of 
Personal Data shared at global level, between the various continents. 
More precisely, the Procedure covers: 
(i) any and all Personal Data processed in the European Union by or on behalf of 
ArcelorMittal, including employees, customers and suppliers’ Personal Data 
and 
(ii) any and all Personal Data processed in the European Union by or on behalf of 
ArcelorMittal, and further transferred or made available outside of the European Union, 
including employees, customers and suppliers’ Personal Data. 
 
A Data Protection Committee has been established at group level. Segment/BU 
Compliance Officers will follow-up compliance actions at Segment/BU level. 
 
Roll-out of the Procedure 
 
The corresponding Compliance Program with objectives for 2013 has been defined in the 
Memo from Simon Evans (Group General Counsel), Christophe Jung (Compliance 
Programme Officer) and Emmanuel Cauvin (Group Data Protection Officer) dated 19th 
February 2013. 
 







The “YES Questionnaire” 
 
Italic = legal principle 
Normal = practical questions. Any “no” answer or any uncertainty in answering the question 
means non compliance with the Procedure. 
 
 
 
Questions to be asked before the launch of a new process involving Personal Data 
 
 
 


Personal Data will be processed fairly and lawfully 
 
 Are all Personal Data collected or otherwise processed for the purpose of this project 


clearly identified ?         YES 
 
 Is there a clear business need to process this information ?    YES 


 
 Do the people whose information I hold know that I've got it, and are they likely to 


understand what it will be used for ?       YES 
 
 
 


Personal Data will be collected for specified, legitimate purposes 
 
 Do I know what I'm going to use this Personal Data for ?    YES 


 
 If I'm asked to pass on Personal Data, would the people about whom I hold 


information expect me to do this ?       YES 
 
 
 
Personal Data will be adequate, relevant to and not excessive for the purposes for which they 


are collected and used 
 
 Do I really need this information about the concerned individuals ?  YES 


 
 
 


Personal Data must be protected against unauthorized use and accidental loss, destruction, 
or damage 


 
 Is the ArcelorMittal IT and Compliance Officer properly involved to make sure the 


service providers having access to ArcelorMittal Personal Data also prevent the data 
from being accessed by unauthorized persons ?     YES 


 







 
Questions to be asked after the launch of a new process involving Personal Data, and on 
an ongoing basis 
 
 
 


Personal Data won’t be processed further in ways incompatible with the purposes initially 
specified 


 
 Am I still using this information for the purposes initially specified ?  YES 


 
 
 


Personal Data will be accurate, and where necessary, kept up-to-date. Reasonable steps will 
be taken to rectify or delete Personal Data that is inaccurate or incomplete 


 
 Am I sure the personal information is accurate and up to date ?   YES 


 
 
 


Personal Data will be kept only as long as it is necessary for the purposes for which it was 
collected and processed, taking the legal obligations to preserve records into consideration 


 
 Do I delete personal information as soon as I have no more need for it ?  YES 


 
 
 
Personal Data may be accessed only by persons whose function includes the handling of such 


Personal Data, on a need-to-know basis 
 
 Is access to Personal Data limited to those with a strict need to know ?  YES 


 
 Am I satisfied the information is being held securely, in line with ArcelorMittal IT 


Baseline security controls ?        YES 
 
 
 


Personal Data must be protected against unauthorized use and accidental loss, destruction, 
or damage 


 
 Do I have practical measures in place to prevent the data from being accessed by 


unauthorized persons ?        YES 
 
 Are all users having access to personal data familiar with the end-user IT security best 


practices, via trainings (e.g. end-user awareness training)    YES 
 
 
http://www.myarcelormittal.com/1intranet/home/BA/corporate/mycompany/companysec/GPP
M/Pages/ArcelorMittalGroupPolicyProcedureManual(GPPM).aspx 
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